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Plate Renewal Time?
...Maybe...Maybe Not
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By DEBBIE N LEE
Staff Reporter
Think it's time to renew your car's
license plate? Maybe. . . then again,
maybe not.
The state's new plan of staggering the
purchase dates of automobile license
plates seems to have some motorists
confused. However, according to
Calloway County Clerk MarYin Harris,
there is a sure way to determine if your
license plate needs renewing.
Automobile owners should check
either the decal in the center of their
license plate or the expiration date on
the license registration receipt issued
them when they last purchased a
license or decal. The license must be
renewed by the last day of the month in
the year listed on the decal or receipt.
Harris noted that tags may be purchased 30 days prior to the expiration
date.
In previous years, all automobile
licenses were up for renewal the first of
the year. Last year, though, the state
began the staggered-date license
purchasing plan.
Automobiles which were purchased
anytime during 1978 will be renewing on
the staggered basis sometime this year.
However, the majority of automobiles
now in use, those purchased kefore
1978, must be relicensed on or before
Feb. 72. New license plate stickers will

also have a renewal date.
The purpose of this new plan, according to Harris, was to avoid the long
lines at the county clerk's office.
However, he note that it will take a
few years for the phui to come full
cycle.
"We are not noticing any real difference in the number of people purchasing licenses this year, but the state
has told us that there is a 15 percent
turnover in cars every year," Harris
explained. "Since these newly purchased cars will be licensed in different
months of the year, we should expect a
gradual change over the next five or six
years. Then there should be a steady
year-round flow of renewals."
License plates are no longer prorated
according to the time of year the plate
was purchased. All plates are $12.50
and are renewable one year from the
purchase date.
The purchase of license plates for
farm trucks and motorcycles is not
affected by the staggering purchasing
plan. Plates for farm trucks must be
purchased every year by April 1. These
licenses are also $12.50.
Motorcycle licenseS plates expired
Dec. 31, 1978. However, since the new
plates have not yet arrived in the
clerk's office, there is a 30-day extension. When the new plates do arrive,
the charge will be $8.
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TO RENEW OR NOT TO RENEW - To determine when an automobile's
license plate should be renewed under the new staggered-date license
purchasing plan, car owners may check either the decal on the plate,
shown in the bottom example, or the license registration receipt, as in the
tot) illustration. The detal, which is located in the center of the license
plate, contains a month abbreviation and a year. The license must be
renewed by the last day of the month in the year shown. Motorists may
also refer to the receipt given them at the county clerk's office when they
last purchased a plate. The expiration date is at the top of the receipt. Farm
trucks and motorcycles are not affected by the new plan.

By MATT YANCEY
Associated Press Writer
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — The
Tennessee Valley Authority today
expanded its home insulation program
to cover 285,000 industries and
businesses it provides with electricity
in seven states.
The agency's board of directors
approved the $100 million plus energy
conservation program after officials
said it could reduce demand on the
government utility's power system the
equivalent of electricity generated by a
$1 billion nuclear reactor.
Robert Hemphill, director of TVA's
new energy conservation division, said
Wednesday that the program will cost
$11 million to $18 million a year but will
yield savings of $3.80 for every dollar
spent.
The program is expected to reduce
-the demand for TVA electricity by 1
million kilowatts by 1968, Hemphill
said.
"Sixty-eight percent of the power
.TVA generates ges to commercial and
Industrial consumers," he said. "We
think there's a substantial potential for
savings there."
Hemphill said TVA already has

completed 72 industrial audits but that
it will be at least three months before
the agency begins making loans for the
conservation measures.
The board also approved:
—A $16 million project to improve
flyash precipitators at the Cumberland
coal-fired plant in Middle Tennessee.
The improvements will help the plant
meet federal and state cleanair standards until new precipitators costing
$210 million are completed in 1962.
—A $1.5 million test in which four
local distributors can reduce peak
demands by using a remote control
device to cut off electricity for water
heaters in 400 homes. The homes will be
chosen on a voluntary basis. Officials
will begin installing the devices later
this month.
—A policy giving the agency's new
general manager, Leon Ring, more
authority -in -Making purchases and
selling TVA property. The policy'would
raise the ceiling on items that can be
purchased without board approval
from 6500,000 to $1 million.
—A policy requiring all TVA
managers making $43,500 a year or
more to submit periodic statements
disclosing their personal finances and

Iranian.Mlnister

investments in compliance with the
1978 Ethics in Government Act.

Taking Two Day 'Rest'

-Shah Leaves Iran; Prime Minister
By THOMAS KENT
•
Associated Press Writer
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) — After weeks
of virtual seclusion in his palace, the
embattled Shah Mohammad Reza
Pahlavi left Tehran with his family
today for two days of rest at a resort 40
miles east of here, a key aide said.
The aide, Ardeshir Zahedi, also
reported that the shah had issued a
royal decree appointing Shahpour
Bakhtiar prime minister. The shah
asked Bakhtiar last weekend to form a
new civilian government to try to quell
Iran's political violence.

Zahedi, Iran's ambassador to
Washington, said the royal family is
expected to return to Tehran on
Saturday, when Bakhtiar will probably
present his Cabinet to the monarch and
the government will be formally installed, replacing a two-momhold
military administration.
There have been persistent reports
that the shah, facing the strongest
challenge to his rule in 25 years, would
leave Iran for a vacation or medical
treatment while a Bakhtiar-led administration tries to restore order after
more than a year'of unrest sparked by

anti-shah protests.
At a news conference Wednesday,
Bakhtiar said the shah "wants to rest
and take a vacation — that is the desire
he has expressed himself."
The shah's two-day sojourn in the
resort of Jairoud dearly was not the
"vacation" Bakhtiar and others had 1ff
mind. But Zahedi said it was the first
time in months that the 59-year-old
shah has left Tehran.
At his news conference Bakhtiar said
questions about the future of the
monarch are -extremely delicate,"
adding he hoped to restore '.`the legality

Threatens
of the king.".
The shah reportedly has promised
Bakhtiar to give up much of his royal
power and take a vacation, leaving a
regency council to exercise royal
authority while the new prime
minister's civilian government attempts to end the national unrest.
Bakhtiar on Wednesday also
threatened to cut off oil to Israel ruin
South Africa and promised to curb the
secret police and the army.
"We must not refuse to sell petrol to
countries that request it," Bakhtiar
said.

Gains Reported In Cambodian Offensive
BANGKOK, Thailand (AP) — New
gains were reported today in the
Vietnamese-rebel Cambodian offensive
against the Phnom Penh government k,
as the threatened Communist regime '
asked for a Security Council meeting
and got the U.S. government's support.
Vietnam's insurgent proteges
claimed to have occupied towns giving
them control of some 18,000 square
miles of Cambodia, or a fourth of the
country, and the Mekong River.
Analysts in Bangkok believe an
estimated 100,000 Vietnamese troops

cupied Kratie, another northeastern
were doing the major fighting and that
provincial seat 100 miles northeast of
A
by
led
as many as 20,000 Cambodians
Phnom Penh, on Saturday, and
Communists who broke with the Phnom
reported Tuesday they were besieging
Penh government were mopping up
Kompong Chain, 45 miles northeast of
after them. Hanoi, meanwhile, was
the capital on the Mekong.
silent, and the month-old rebel United
The northeast is sparsely populated
Front for National Salvation was doing
and except for some hydroelectric
all the talking in an attempt to portray
the Vietnamese invasion as a Card:- potential economically unimportant.
But the central part of eastern Cambodian uprising.
bodia is rich rubber plantation country.
The Front announced that its forces
Another Vietnamese force was
had taken Stung Treng and Lomphat,
driving into southern Camreported
nortwo capitals in Cambodia's
bodia through the Parrot's Beak salient
theasternrnost provinces. They oc-

in an attempt to cut off Phnom Penh
from the coast. Radio Phnom Penh
charged that a Vietnamese air attack
destroyed homes and killed patients in
a hospital in the Mekong River town of
Neak Luong, 35 miles southeast of the
capital.
The Cambodian government claimed
its army had killed 14,000 Vietnamese
troops since the drive started Christmas Day, destroyed 84 tanks anddowned one MG jet.

Adult Education Courses Named At MSU
-meet
-A achechile-of four course
regularly during part of the spring
semester has been announced by the
Adult Learning Center at Murray State
University as part of the free program
of adult education.
Chuck Guthrie, director of the center,
said each class will begin meeting the
week of Jan. 8 for 12 weeks. He listed
the courses and meeting times in the
Adult Learning Center in Room 206 of
Roy Stewart Stadium as follows:
General Mathematics, Mondays and
Wednesdays, 10 to 11:30 a.m.
English Grammar and Composition,
11ondays and Wednesdays,' 1 to 2:30
p.m.

•
inside today

Bank Math, Tuesday* -find 'Thursdays, 10 to 11:30 a.m.
Comof
Interpersonal
Art
munications, Fridays, 10 a.m. to noon. There is no fee for instruction or
books.
The Adult Learning Center offers an
opportunity for anyone 16 years of age
or older and not enrolled in a public
school to work toward an eighth grade
equivalency or a high school
equivalency through the General
Education Development (GED)
program.
Since the center opened in 1974,
students have had the option of
beginning the program at any level at

any time and working toward a gtial at.
their own pace or attending scheduled
classes.
Students may of may not be high
school graduates to take the courses to
begin in January. Guthrie explained
that they may want to prepare for
college enrollment, to improve their
work skills, or simply to help their
children with home work.

- He added that free. reading -instruction for adults who cannot read is
also now being arranged. Anyone who
is interested in additional information
may call 762-6971.
Students may register for the four
courses to begin in January by visiting
or calling the Adult Learning Center in
Room 206 of Roy Stewart Stadium
(telephone 762-6971).

With Oil Cutoff
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) — Prime
Minister-designate Shahpour Bakhtiar
has threatened to cut off oil to Israel
and South Africa, promised to curb the
secret police and the army and again
Indicated Shah Mohammad Reza
Pahlavi will leave the country temporarily.
"We Must not refuse to sell petrol to
countries that request it," Bakhtiar told
a news conference Wednesday. "But
given the conflict that we have on a
religious plane with Israel.... I think my
government wouldn't do that."
Asked to elaborate, Bakhtiar said he
thought Israel, which gets 60 percent of
its oil from Iran, "should settle its
disputes with Arab countries and these
countries share our religion."
Although not an Arab nation, Iran is
predominantly Moslem like most of the
Arab world, and Ayatullah Khomeini,
the exiled religious leader of the fight
against Shah Mohammed Reza
Pahlavi, has called for an end to the oil
shipments to Israel. But in Washington,
U.S. Energy Secretary James
Schlesinger said the United States
would fulfill a 1975 commitment and see
that Israel was supplied if Iranian
shipments to the Jewish nation were cut
off.
Schlesinger urged Americans to
reduce oil consumption until the
resumption of Iranian production,
which has been almost completely cut
off by a strike_against the shah. He said
there was no immediate supply
problem, but shortages could develop
by fall if Iran isn't exporting by then.
The United States normally imports
about 500,000 barrels a day from Iran,
or 5 percent of its needs.
Bakhtiar said he also may refuse oil
to South Africa, which gets most of its
oil from Iran, because of a dispute "on
another plane."

One Section — 16 Pages
The annual business and financial forecast by Baboon's
Reports Inc. is published in today's issue. This feature,
published annually by The Murray Ledger & Times for
many years, can be found on Page 13.

increasing
cloudiness
Increasing cloudiness tonight
with a good chance for snoW
showers after midnight. Lows
tonight from the upper teens to
the low 2( Mostly cloudy with
light snow likely on Friday. Highs
in the mid and upper 20s.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Saturday through Monday ineludes a chance of snow Sunday
and Monday

—

TVA will make free energy audits of
the 15,000 government buildings it
supplies with electricity under the
expanded conservation program. The
free audits also would cover schools
and non-profit hospitals.
Commercial and industrial firms will
pay TVA's costs. in auditing their
facilities.

Harrison Says
Fuel Shortages
This Year
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — With the
experts predicting a slightly warmerthan-normal winter in Kentucky this
year, state Energy Commissioner
Damon Harrison says he sees no
current threat of natural gas or electricity shortages.
At times during the past two severe
winters, Kentuckians in some areas
have been left without fuel for heat and
cooking, but Harrison said there is
currently no threat of shortages.
His comments were made Wednesday after a blast of cold air sent
temperatures skidding to around zero
across the state in the early morning
hours.
Today's forecast called for a warming trend with a high in the low 20s,
but several schools were to remain
closed because of the cold and hazardous highway conditions.
"At present, it appears there is an
adequate supply of all types of energy
in Kentucky, if that energy can be
moved to the places needed," Harrison
said. "And there seems to be no major
transportation problem."
Harrison said in an interview that
only a combination of the past two
winters could upset the energy situation
in Kentucky.
He said he was referring to the fact
that the winter of 1978 "seemed to last
forever" while the winter of 1977
brought devastatingly low temperatures for six weeks.
"If you had a winter combining the
worst characteristics of the last two.
the rivers would freeze and the deep
snows would keep supplies such as
propane from being transported."
Harrison said. "It would be a hell of a
mess.

today's index
Classifieds
Comics
Crosswords
Dear Abby
Deaths di Funerals
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Garrott's Galley
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TVA Avails Its
Energy Program
To Businesses
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COLD SW1M? — Not quite All second graders in the Muirrity.city schools have the opportunity for swimming instruction this semester at the. heated... Murray State yniversity pool. Arrangements for the special program were
practk e
made by MSU official Dr. Chad Stewart and Mrs. Mary Ryan, the elementary principal. Pictured in a floating
swimspecial
the
about
pictures
Additional
Muelliman.
John
and
Farmer
Bobby
are
with their university instructors
ming program appear in today's edition, Page 72.
Photo by Kaye Perb4e.

However. the Department of EnergY
is proceeding on the U.S. Weather
Service prediction for a winter slightly
warmer than normal for Kentucky and
the surrounding area.
"Our telephones are not ringing
nearly as much as they used to," the
commissioner said. "When they do, the
calls are not of a crisis nature or made
in desperation to get energy supplies.
We like it that way."
Harrison said that Kentuckians
should continue to conserve eneryy
despite the predicted milder winter
adding, for example, that home thermostpts should be set no higher than 68
degrees and water heaters at no more
than 140 degrees.
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New Discoveries Show That
Cases In Genetic Control
New
York
And for people knrywn to be
—
New disorder with that region of
discoveries
that the HLA system directly in- genetically predisposed,
show
susceptibility to rheumatoid volved in regulation of im- therapy can begin promptly
arthritis— the most serious of mune responses."
when rheumatic complaints
,the crimon forms of arthritis
Scientists
have
long are first noted, possibly
— is in most cases under believed that rheumaoid altering the outcome, Dr.
arthritis is the result of a Gibofsky said.
wnetic control.
This report with far deranged immunity system.
"Since the way drugs act in
Dr. Gibofsk'y's research the body is also genetically
'reaching implications was
made in New York at national group, which is headed by ieterrnined," he added, "it is
scientific meetings of the Drs. Henry Kunkel and Robert aossible that knowledge of
Arthritis Foundation by Dr. WitiChester, studied two :hese markers in rheumatoid
Allan Gibofsky, research genetic marker systems, the iatients will help us to inassociate of The Rockefeller so-called -HLA D system" iividualize drug therapy to
University and clinical fellow and the "B-cell system." ibtain the best possible
at the Hospital for Special Human B-lymphocytes are therapeutic responses."
white blood cells critically
Surgery in New York City.
The studies were done in
in
Finding so-called genetic involved
immunity
ollaboration with Dr. Bo
markers, which can be processes, and it was on these DuPont at the Sloan Kettering
detected in a blood test, cells_ that the investigators Institute.
associated with rheumatoid found a common marker for
Dr. Robert Winchester, a
arthritis
means
people rheumatoid arthritis.
member of the Rockefeller
Three quarters of the research team, was a
predisposed and at a risk of
-developing the disease can be rheumatoid arthritis patients research fellow of the
identified in advance. Dr. in the study had one or another Arthritis Foundation from
Gibofsky indicated.
of three D markers, but also 1971 to 1976.
This could mean earlier and had the single B-cell marker
better treatment on the one in common.
hand and on the other a boon
Discovery of this B-cell
to researchers trying to learn marker was at the core of Dr.
what triggers rheumatoid Gibofsky's report. The
arthritis.
research also showed that BA hunt for genetic markers cell markers seem to be inwas set off by the discovery in volved
in- determining
Thelma Bailey was the
1973 that a particular marker susceptibility to diseases guest speaker for the meeting
— called HLA B27 in scientific other than rheumatoid ar- of the Faith Doran Circle of
code language - is present in thritis, notably • multiple the First United Methodist
more than 90 'per cent of sclerosis.
Church Women held on Dec.
Possible useful applications 12, in the Senior Youth_Room
patients with ankylosing
spondylitia, a rheumatic of the findings were discussed. oftherhurch.
disease involving primarily by Dr. Gibofsky.
Mrs. Bailey gave the
For example, when a devotion on -Tradition Of
the spine.
It was three years before an populadon at risk can be Decorating Chrisimeatreett
asiiiclation
between Identified before development and What Each Decoration
rheumatoid -arthritis and -a rheumatoid arthritis Represents."
For
the
marker in the HLA system symptoms, it would make program she told a Christmas
was demithstrated, reported possible a prospective study of story entitled "Anniversary."
in 1976 by Dr. Peter Stastny of the factors that trigger the
The circle chairman, Mrs.
the University of Texas in disease. Tv explore the Carl Harrison, presided.
suspicion that an infedtious
Dallas.
During the social hour the
"Dr. Stastny's observation agent is responsible, the way hostesses—Mrs. Ruth Warwas of great importance,____" Dr. -__people
susceptible
to terfield, Mrs. Jack Wilcox,
Gibofsky commented In a _rheumatoid arthritis respond Mrs. Robert Weston, Mrs.
recent interview, as it was ito infections can be watched in Carl Rowland, Mrs. Leopard
the first study to demonstrate relation to development of Vaughn, and Mrs. David
association of a rheumatic arthritis symptoms.
Henry—served refreshments
buffet style from the
decorated table to the 19
members and three visitors-Jo Anne Mischke, Thelma
Bailey,and Mrs. Lane.

Thelma Bailey Is
Guest Speaker Ai
Faith Doran Meet

PADUCAH PATIENT
Miss Rubie Smith of Murray
has been a patient at the
Western Baptist Hospital,
—"Fraticah.

MARLENE BEACH'S sixth grade Home Economics and
Consumer Education Pxploratory class at North
Calloway Elementary School climaxed their six weeks
with a Holiday Tea. Roger Tucket, right and Jana
Williams, left, were host and hostess. The group made
their own tablecloth, invitations, decorations, cookies
and punch for the occasion. Invited guests were the
office staff, other sixth grade teachers and James FeltPhoto by Melissa Moore
ner, principal.

tonit" movies
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314

YOU'LL BELIEVE
A MAN CAN FLY

541 1;

Central CV

RUN O'NEAL CANDICE BERGEN

'TO

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Iradell Williams of Hazel
has been dismissed from the
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah'.
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
William Scarbrough of
Murray has been a patient at
the
Lourdes
Hospital,
Paducah.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Dennis Waddell of Murray
has been dismissed from the
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.

Hang Up On
His Hang-Up!
DEAR READERS: My recent item, -What to do about
obscene telephone calls," prompted a rash of responses.
Some berated me for suggesting that a police whistle be
kept by the phone to blast the caller into the next county.
I"What U your mother-in-law calls and you mistakenly think
the obscene caller is calling again? That blast could seriously
impair her bearing," one reader stated.)
Well, here's the official word from the Pacific Telephone
Co.: If you should get an obscene phone call, HANG UPI
A MUSICAL PROGRAM on the theme,by to the World," was recently presented by
That's right, just hang up. That's the fastest, most effec
Mrs. Linda Wright and her students in the Fellowship Hall of the First Baptist Church.
tive way to discourage annoying calls. The people who make
them actually need an audience. And taking that away trona
Various vocal, piano, and guitar solos and groups were featured. The students who
them—by hanging up—Lakes away their entire motivatias
had been in the Spring 1978 recital received certificates who are pictured left to right,
for making the calls in the first place.
back row, Polly McGinnis, oldest student Ann Harcourt, most years piano, second
So at the first disturbing remark, simply hang up.
place; Mrs. Wright Cindy Bazzell, most years piano,6 years; front row,Stephanie Hays,
Gently—because any reaction at all can serve to encourage
most ,years piano, third place; Benjamin Wright, youngest student; Kriesta Gaines,
them. Don't yell, don't speak, don't even mutter. Don't give
youngest student, second place; Elizabeth Marquardt, most practice hours. Certificates
the caller the satisfaction of any response whatsoever. Just
for this recital will be presented at the Spring 1979 recital.
hang up.
If the caller continues to harass you, call the business office of your phone company. They have people trained to
deal with this type of situation. And they will do everything,
including working with your police department, to avert
further problems.
Obscene phone calls are illegal. A convicted offender can
be sentenced to up to six months in jail and a $1,000 fine
But the best thing to do is Just remember that simple,
Louise Short acted as rule: WA your telephone—if you don't like what's being said,
president pro-tern at the HANG VP!
Clarence Hopper and his wife, Nannie Mae, of Buchanan,
holiday
_
party held by the
Tenn., were the honored guests at the annual holiday party
DEAR ABBY: What advice have you for a 23-year-old.girl
Pottertown Homemakers Club-held by Am-Vets Post 45 at Paris Landing, Tenn., on Wedon Dec. 13, at the Cypress who,everybody says, is pretty and smart, but who lives in if
nesday, Dec.20.
small town with snobbish people who won't let her forget
Springs
Resort.
Mr. Hopper,a veteran of World War 1, worked as a linotype
that she lives on the wrong side of the tracks?
The devotion and thought
operator for the Louisville Courier-Journal for 34 years.
ME IN IOWA
for the month on "Happy Is
After his retirement he and his wife moved to Buchanan,
The Family Where Christian DEAR ME:The next time the train comes through—get on
Tenn.
Friendliness Is At The Heart it.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Hopper are 86 years of age, drive their
Of The Family" were given by
own car, do their ovin shopping, and take care
their
DEAR ABBY: I was married at a very young age to a mai
cooking and housework at their home.
Lurene Cooper, who along
Mr. Hopper has been named an honorary member of Amwith Mrs. Short, led in group I never really loved. I have two fine teen-age children.
marriage didn't work out because my husband used to
Vets Post 45, according to Bill Edwards, post commander,
singing.
me a lot. After I divorced him, I fell deeply in love with B,
who said the post was happy to honor this outstanding citizen
Games were directed by
ofte area at the holiday party.
Dorothy Simon. Gifts were woman. It was easy for me, since I had always felt a strong
sexual attraction for women. but I never allowed myself IC_
exchanged, and cards were
have an affair with one.
signed to send to Lucy
I am now living with this wonderful woman and hall
Alderdice, Robbie Harrison, never been happier. The relationship is so comfortable and
and Rosina -Zimmerman, natural for me. My children know what I arp and accept it,
members who were ill.
but my parents are giving me a hard time.
Members present were
I love my parents and know they love me, but they just
Bobbie Cook, Mary Gertzen, don't understand my feelings. They disapprove of my mate
Lottie Hurt, Dolly Lorenz, and my lesbian lifestyle.
Should I give up my lover to please my parents? I'm 34.
Katie
Overcast, Payte
TORN IN TWO
Overcast, Reba Jo Roberts,
Lois Smith, Mildred ThomDEAR TORN:If you are mature, you will make your own
pson, Shirley Werts, Ruth choice based on what YOU want, not
on what your parents
Weston, Dolores Zinkovich, want. If your parents love you, they'll accept you as you are.
Louise Short, Larene Cooper,
and Dorothy Simon.
Who said the teen years are the happiest? Far Abby's
The next meeting will be
new booklet "What Teenagers Want to Knew," write
held Wednesday, Jan. 10, at 10
Abby: 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Enclose
a.m. at the Colonial House $1 and a long, stamped (28 cents), self-addressed
envelope,
Smorgasbord.
please.

Pottertown Club
Holds Luncheon At
Cypress Springs

21

Al'FORT CAMPBELL

CRAFT-ART WORK has been the feature of the sixth
and eighth grade classes of Ronnie Walker and Patricia
Lassiter at North Calloway Elementary School. The
students used the art work to decorate their
classrooms and as presents for the holidays. Brenda
Armstrong is shown working on a gift.
Photo By, Melissa Moore

Bob Farley, Fox Meadows,
Murray., is a patient at the
Fort Campbell Hospital. He is
retired from the Air Force.
MURRAY PATIENT
Mrs. Peggy Cart-away, lady
assistant at the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home, is a patient at
thil*Iurray-Calloway County
Hospital.

DANCERCISE

(Ballet-Exercise-Jazz
Adult Thursday Classes
Tolephone

Lyndia Cochran
Dance Studio
753-4647

or
759-4966
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Your Individual
Horoscope

Fraace3 Drake

FOR FRIDAY,JANUARY 1,
1179
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
(Y:
(Mar. 21.i.o Apr. 19)
Meditation or a talk with an
adviser may be the best way
to ward off job-created tension. Moderate your demands
and avoid confrontation.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20 I
You don't have to get out of
town to get away from it all. A
confidential talk with aft-tend
alleviates anxiety. Accent the
positive.
NEW PLEDGES of the Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi are, left to right, Peggy
GEMINI
Graves, Joyce Nunnally, Linda Knight, Janice Martin, and Norma Omelanuk. They
( May 21 to June 20)
received their pins in a pledge ritual conducted by the chapter president, Mary Graves,
Someone close may inspire
at the meeting held at the Ellis Community Center. ha Brown presented the program
you career-wise — otherwise,
on "Careers," and served as hostess for the evening. Other members present were
avoid controversial issues,
Rheanetta Coleman, Rowena Emerson, Brenda Estes, Leigh Jameson, Debbie Lyons,
especially
re
financial
dealings. Social . life is in a
Shirley Martin, Lois Ruiz, Peggy Shoemaker, Joyce Thomas, Pam Thornton, Debbie
quiet phase.
Villaflor, Barbara Williams, and Glenda Wilson.
CANCER
( June 21 to July 22) SIEZ)
Problems in other areas of
life may interfere with the
realization of career objectives right now, but your
long-range plans have merit.
LEO
Lawrence E.Lamb:M.D.
(July 23 to Aug. 22)4
Advice from a counselor
DEAR DR. LAMB — I involving the area of the eating. In general, the more may only further aggravate
wish you would comment on sternum (breast bone) right severe the obstruction of the the situation, though your own
angina pectoris as to its In the middle of the chest. arteries to the heart, the intuition will give you the
— symptoms, seriousness and -It's a pressure sensation. It easier it is to precipitate answer for your problent—
, VIRGO
effects on one. I ihave heard may be described as having attacks of chest pain.
The treatment and the (Aug..23
it talked about but never a weight on the chest or a
to Sept. 22) RP
really understood what it is. constricting feeling. This un- long term management is
if
you'll
forget about money
I've more or less thought of pleasant sensation is prima- much like the treatment of-a:
rily caused by insufficient person after a heart attack problems today, you'll find the
--leas a nuisance condition.
DEAR READER — I'm blood flow to the heart mus- — weight reduction, diet and— company of others inspiring.
control of blood pressure. In_ Don't let minor problems
afraid that it is a lot more cle.
The poor circulation to the addition, there are medi- escalate.
than a nuisance. If you really have angina pectoris, it heart muscle is usually cines that can be taken to LIBRA
means you have serious caused by obstruction of the provide immediate relief (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
arteries to the heart by fat- ..from anginal pain and still
1?eart disose. ,
Tension on the home front
angina pec- ty-cholesterol deposits. others that Seem to improve shouldn't be allowed to turn
foris is chest pain usually Many years ago Dr. Paul the efficiency of the circula- into an argument with a loved
Dudley_ White pointed out: tion to theheart muscle.
one. Instead the accent is on
that when a person first
DEAR DR. LAMB — Restarted to have angina pec- cently I have been taking a empathy and shared dreams.
toris it usually meant that he warm bath before retiring SCORPIO
had an underlying heart each night as I found that (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
PARKER GUESTS
attack.
Leisure time activities
this helps to relieve daily
The person who has per- tensions and is sleep induc- prove to be financiaN
Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Parker
sistent recurring angina ing. In the morning I take a rewarding, but the work
of Murray Route 3 had their
pectoris usually has a pat- shower to start the day. I am situation is fraught
children and grandchildren all
with
tern to it. Most often the pain not trying to be facetious but
home for the holidays this
will develop during exertion. a friend has told me that this tension. Co-workers may be
argumentative.
year. They were their son and
That's why it's called exerwife, Dr. and Mrs. Dale tional angina. The pain usu- is too much — that it can be SAGITTARIUS
harmful. Is taking a bath at (Nov.
to Dec. 21) h•lr•4t-i4
Parker of Cairo, Ill.; their
ally goes away when the night and a shower in the
Money
aggravations needn't
daughter and husband, Mr. person stops exertion.
morning harmful?
I am sending you The
and Mrs. R. C. Snell, Jr., and
DEAR READER — It detract from your love. Still, it
their children, John, Chuck, Health Letter number 2-10,. doesn't need to be. As people may be best to avoid
Heart Attack, Myocardial get older they sometimes speculation and financial
and Jennifer, all of Bloomfield Infarction, Angtna
Pectoris, develop dry skin. Excessive Jutlay on expensive dates.
Hills, Mich.
to give you more informal bathing particularly with eftion on how these conditions fective soaps .may tend to CAPRICORN
are related to each other. dry out the skin even more. (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
MCUISTONS HOME
Don't act before yozr-think-if
Other
readers who want this This can lead to itching and
Asir. and Mrs. Rupert
a problem arises at home. A
have
McCuiston of Kirksey Route I issue can send 50-cents with irritation---11--you
a long, stamped, self-ad- this problem, there :Is no Inuincirt spent to gather your
have returned home after dressed envelope for it.
thoughts will spare you
Send
spending the holidays in the your request to me in care of reason that you can't bathe needless dissension.
as frequently as you choose
home of their son-in-law and this newspaper, P.O. Box to.
AQUARIUS
daughter, the Rev. and Mrs. 1551, Radio City Station,
You can put a drop or two (Jan. 20 to Feb. IS/
William T. Newsome, of New York, NY 10019.
of oil on your bath towel
There are some tffkigs best
One of the hallmarks of after you've finished your left unsaid — otherwise,i
Kannapolis, North Carolina.
They also visited in the home true angina pectoris is its bath or shower and use that friendship reaches a critical
of their granddaughter, short duration, usually less for your body. The oil will be stage. The other person wi.I
than five to 10 minutes. It gradually spread in a thin
Pamela and her husband, can also be caused by excite- amount
all over the skin and appreciate your discretior.
Daniel Turnage.
ment and sometimes from act as a moisturizer.

/4

noalfr

HEALTH

PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 201)(
Composure is needed to
avoid a hassle with a friend
about money. Still, derive
satisfaction from the fact that
other financial dealings
prosper.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
free spirit whose thirst for
experience makes you leery of
any routine occupation. Your
interest in all types of people
draws you into the potilical
arena where you can achieve
prominence.
Let
your
guideline for success be a
sense of moral purpose —
without which, you could
become an opportunist.
Sometimes when the going
gets rough, you almost give up
— yet you yourself are
capable ofinjecting new life in
all you touch. A born
salesman, you can also succeed at acting, law, writing
and engineering. Birthdate of:
Walter
Mondale,
vicepresident; Konrad Adenauer,
government head; and JeanPierre Aumont, actor.

soc.4.1sor-More WomenRaped By
Husbands Than By Others
Every year approximately
400,000 women are raped by
their husbands, which means
"more women are raped by
their husbands each year than
by strangers, acquaintances
or other persons." So says an
article in the Jan. 9 Family
Circle which points out, "in all
states but one (Nebraska) it is
legal for a husband to force his
wife to have sex."
And, continues sociologist
and battered wife expert,
Richard Gelles, in the
magazine, "If you include
rape by intimidation — the
threat of violence — it would
be more like a couple of
million...rapes per year." While experts interviewed
for the story say that "marital
rape can be as psychologically
damaging as criminal rape,"
many victims of these sexual
attacks do not admit — even to
themselves — that they were
raped, notes Dr. Gelles, so few
of them seek assistance.
Instead, most married

women feel shame, guilt, or
even that "their husbands had
a right," The magazine gives
an example of one woman
whose husband "got into an
argument with her, punched
her in the face (bloodying her
nose), knocked her down and
'tried to have sex with her."
When she resisted, he started
punching again, until finally
she gave in. Yet she called this
a "fight," not a rape.
As the magazine notes, it is
"less emotionally
devastating" for many women
to think of what happened as a
beating or a fight rather than
a rape. This attitude also leads
them to battered-wife centers
'lather than rape-crisis clinics
when they finally do look for
help.
To find any of these centers,
the magazine suggests contacting the local Health
Services Department, Social
Services Department or the
nearest chapter of the
National Organization for

Women. These organizations
can usually suggest a nearby
clinic for battered: wives andor raped women. Also
recommended for information
are family service agencies
and community mental health
agencies of the Center for
Woman Policy Studies in
Washington, D.C.
What type of man rapes his
wife? According to the article,
he can come ... from any
background, runs the gamut
from being a grade school,,
graduate to having a
professional degree, and is
usually neither sexually
perverse nor psychologically
disordered. Why do they do it?
Experts, notes the article,
agree that the motivation is
neither sexual need nor
drunkenness. Instead, it is
probably a need to be the
aggressor, to dominate,
degrade and
humiliate
another person that causes
legal rape.

Serious heart disease

-11-ri

SIRICHTS
January Clearance

SHOP FRIDAYS
'TIL 8:30 P.M.

Fantastic reductions throughout the store! Shop and Save!

Fall/Winter
Sportswear
VALUES TO 48.00

//3 TO //2 OFF

n

-Mr--Setz714MULLINS GIRL
The Rev. Dr. and Mrs.
William P. Mullins, Jr., 1,604
Sunset Drive, Murray,are the
parents of a baby girl, Sarah "
Elizabeth, weighing five-pounds seven ounces, born on
Monday, Dec. 18, at 4:27 p.m. at the E. H. Crump Hospital,
Memphis,Tenn.
They have one son, William
P. (Tripp) Mullins III, 31-2
The father is minister of the
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. William P. Mullins, Sr.,
Memphis, Tenn., and Mr. and
Mrs. Charles T. Rhyne.
Newport,Term.

Sportswear
Dresses
Coats
Pantsuits
Sleepwear
Bras &
Girdles

Layaways
NoMerchandise
On Sale

HOSPITAL PATIENT
W. E. Newport of Hardin
was dismissed Dec. 22 from
the Marshall County Hospital
Benton.

CAMP CAPERS

PANTSUIT :CLEARANCE
*-72-EG.50.00 TO 120.00

2990 TO 6990
SWEATER
CLEARANCE
INCLUDES SWEATER COATS!
VALUES TO 45.00

NOW 4 OFF

FOR HANDICAPPED children, t
' mer can be boring. Not so In Nous

:Son,- Tx., where am March of0~
sponsors a camp for young,ter,
with special needs CounselOc
F.oits joims frig Shuler for crafts

Other attivittes- fnctocla swirryrt*nrf
and Oramatics• The March Of Ome,
aim is birth defects prevention

ev,

The area's largest
coat department!

All
Winter
Coats
REGULAR
80.00 TO 320.00

59TO9°
266w

1/.%

SOYe on entire stock of leathers, suedes
fobrIcs, fake fun furs and genu•ne fur,s
,n locket, Pont coat and d.ess lengths'

Bra /Girdle
CLEARANCE

Winter Shoes

FAMOUS NAMESTYLES'

15%TO 35%0FF
WINTER
HANDBAGS
REG. 8.00 TO 34 00
99
3

Sorry

SHOP FRIDAYS
'TIL 8:30 P.M.

TO

2267

WINTER
BOOTS
OUR ENTIRE STOCK'

UP
TO

1 /3 OFF

Famous name styles
ot real borao,n
pr,ces SAVE'

1/4 TO 1 /3 OFF
Our once-a-year sale of

FAMOUS-NAME

LINGERIE
ROBES
Regular 2 50 to 41.5.00
"
TO

2999

Save on sites. Niff sbps, oonNes.
gowns. patellas, hots, dolfs, scuffs, sots
Also nv Ion hicot. Hesse god go,tied rqeas.
Bur4PvereshoPrns to; ginkng and really say,'

411..

•••• ••••
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41 HOSPITAL NEWS
Monday,Jannis?,
Saturday, January 6
Thursday, January 4
Hopkins, Rt. 2, Murray,
12-16-78
Recovery, Inc., will meet
Square and round dancing
Murray Women of the
Herbert W. Hardie, RI. 1,
Nursery
113
7:30p.m.
at the Health Center,
Moose are scheduled to meet will be held at the Woodmen of
Almo, Mrs. Paula J. Crabtree,
Adults 8
North 7th and Olive Streets.
the World Hall at 7 30 p.m.
at 8 p.m. at the lodge hall. .
1509 Clayshire Dr., Murray,
Newborn Admissions
Mrs. Inge Hicks, Murray,
Saturday, January 6
Poyner, Baby Boy (Linda(.
Parents Anonymous will
Garden Department of the
James H. Nix, 1108 S. 16th,
Ruling Star Lodge No. 51
P.O.
Boa
p.m.
meet
187,
at
Lake
7:15
at
View
Dr.,
Murray Woman's Club will Free and Accepted Masons
Murray, Mrs. Maudeen
meet at 1130 p.m. at the club will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the Immanuel Lutheran Church, Dover, Tenn., Meloan, Baby
Cohoon, Rt. 1 Bit. 472, Murray,
15th and Main Streets. For Boy (Nancy), 909 Pogue.
house with Euva Alexander lodge hall.
Herbert R. Key, 1718 Holiday,
information call 756-1792 or Murray, Story, Baby Boy
and Mimi Jordan as program
Murray,-Shawn Kell, 510 &
( linda), Rt.17, Box 19, Benton
753-9261.
leaders.
6th, Murray, Mrs. Brenda K.
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
Dachargea
Hargrove, Almo, Robert M.
Free and Accepted Masons
Unlimited is
Mrs. Mary G. Riley, 824
Singles
David Brien, a veterans
Fowlkes, 74 Lone Oak Village,
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge scheduled to meet at the social West Lee, Mayfield, Mrs.
counselor of the Department
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Bernice E.
hall.
hall of the First United Ruby J. James, Box 47,
for
Human
Resources,
Wallin, 1619 Loch Lomond,
Methodist
Church
Keene,
7:30
at
p.m.
Tex.,
Mrs. Christine
Kentucky Center for Veterans
Waterfield and Pogue This is open to all single Key, 1718 Holiday Dr., Murray, Mrs. Sara D. Arnold,
Affairs, will be at the office of
101 S. 12th, Murray, Will J.
Libraries at Murray State adults, regardless of reason, Murray, Mrs. Paulette F.
Department for Human
Smith,
Rt. 7 Bx. 549, Murray-,
University are closed today.
over 18 years of age.
Borders, E20 Fox Meadows,
Resources, Murray, from 9
Tommy F. Noonan,205 S. 16th,
Murray,
Delbert
F.
Newsome,
a.m. to 3 p.m. to assist
Sunday,January 7
New Concord Adult Farm Rt. 1, Box 206A, Farmington, Murray, Mrs. Euna Knight,
veterans and their dependents
Rt. 1 Bx. 30, Murray, James
Waterfield and Pogue Class will begin at 7 p.m. at Shelley D. Frenette, Rt. 2, Box
with claims for benefits due
E. Hurt, 1094 Olive, Murray,
Libraries at Murray State the Murray Area Vocational 319, Murray, Mrs.
Martha A
them as a result of their
University are closed today.
Center. This is open to all Lockey, Rt. 3, Box 331, Charles G. Clayton, e2 S. 8th,
military service.
Murray, Mrs. Sadie Morton,
interested area farmers.
Newport, David C. Enoch, Rt.
1609 Loch Lomond, Murray,
Monday,January 8
1, Hazel, Marlin K. Blane, Rt
THE REV. FRED MORTON,second left, was presented with two new books, The New
Ellis Center will be open
Commie E. Cain, Rt. 1, Almo,
Executive Board of the
Monday,January 8
2, Dover, Tenn., Mrs. Virginia
English Bible and Interpreter's Commentary, by the Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of the
from 10 a.m. to three p.m. for Murray Woman's Club will
AnnntI Distributive L. Brandon, Rt. 2, Murray, William E. Ahart, Rth 6 Bx. 172
Woodmen of the World at a recent meeting. The Rev. Morton lost his library in the fire
activities by the Murray meet at 11:30 a.m. at the club
Education Clubs of America Mrs. Julia J. Woods, 9081/ So. Cadiz, Mrs. Mabel Tolley
at
the United Campus Ministry Building last year. Sorority members, pictured left tO
Senior Citizens.
house. Note change of date.
(DECA) Conference will start 16th, Murray, Lawrence E. (expired), 1326 West Main, right, are Donna Garland,
Diana Lyons, and Linda Fain.
Murray.
at 10 a.m. in the Student Suffill, 1634 W. Olive, Murray,
North Calloway Elementary
Board of Directors of Need Center,
Murray
State Mrs. Karen L..Billington, Rt.
School Parent-Teacher Club Line will meet at Triangle University, before moving to 8, Box 70,
Murray, Mrs. Carol
has changed its meeting to Restaurant at 12 noon.
the,, Business Building for Grissom, Rt. 1, Springfield,
Central Shopping Center - Murray, Ky.
Jan. 18.
competitive events. The Tenn., Mrs. Patsy A. Hale, Rt.
United Methodist Women of Awards Banquet will be at 6, Box
l77A, Murray, D'Arcy
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of Russell's Chapel Church will 4:30 p.m. in the Beshear L. Ellis,
8100 Woods HVII,
Beta Sigma Phi is scheduled meet at] p.m. at the church.
Gymnasium of the Student Murray, Barney L. Herndon,
to meet at the Ellis ComCenter.
Rt. 1, Farmington, Robert W.
munity Center at 7:30 p.m.
Coldwater Homemakers
Kimbell, 430 N. Washington,
Club will meet with Mrs. Dan
Murray State Lady Racers Clinton, Clay Smith, Rt. 3,
Legion of Mary of St. Leo's Bazzell at 1 p.m.
will meet Tennessee Tech in a Benton, Mrs. Ruth M.
Catholic Church is scheduled
basketball game at 7 p.m. in Davenport, Rt. 1, Hardin, C.)
tir-meet in the recotry at 1:30
the Murray State F
7-Buford Downel, Rt. 8,
Murray, Mrs. Sarah F. Wrye,
Waterfield and Pogue 530S.6th St., Murray, Herman
--Bread For World, Calloway...
Libraries at Muni* State Darnell,' Rt. 1, Farmington,
County Chapter, will meet at
University will be open from 8 Ellison, Baby Girl (Carolyn),
7:30 p.m. Mille library of the
Mary Montgomery, vice- a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
First Christian Church.
Rt. 1, Box 96A, Buchanan,
chairman of the New Concord
Sigma Department of Tenn., Marvin Howard (ex-,„Homemakers
Club,
presided
Non-denominational Bible
Murray Woman's Club will pired ), 1415 Vine St., Murray.
Study is schedu/ed at 7:30 p.m. at the -holiday dinner and
party held by the club on Dec. meet at 7:30 pin. at the club
at Seton Hall, North 12th
13 at 11:30 a.m. at the Sirloin house.
Street, Murray. Each person
Stockade, Murray.
is asked to brine a Bible.
12-17-78
The scripture reading from
Adults 106
I
Corinthians
13:4-7,
8:13
was
Friday,January 5
Nursery,6,
by Mrs. Ed Davis. The group
Golden Age Club will meet
repeated
No Newborns Listed The
Lord's
Prayer
in
at 12 noon for a potluck lununison.
Discharges
•
cheon at the social hall of the
Mrs. Denecia bovins opened
Reports were given by Mrs.
Mrs. Debbie S. Boyd, Rt. 4,
.First United Methodist
her home to the Gladys
Church. Bingo will be played Effie Edwards, and group Williamson Greup of the• Cadiz, Patricia J. Boaz, Rt. 2,
singing
Hickory, Mrs. Dana G.
was led by Mrs. Sinking
and each is asked to bring a
Springtttttttt Church
Rainey
Stonecipher
Lovins.
Gifts
and Baby Boy,900
were
prize.
on the regulli December
N. 17,th, Murray, Mrs. Teresa
exchanged and sunshine
meeting and -Party.
friends were revealed.
D. Bebber and Baby Girl, Rt..
Friday, January 5
The business meeting
Prior to the noon meal the
3. Murray, Mrs. Madelle
Waterfield and Pogue
Lucretia
opened
with
blessing was said by Mrs.
Talent, 201 N. 12th, Murray,
Libraries at Murray State
Thompson giving the prayer
Davis. Three visitors were
Mrs. Dora M. Bucy,625 S. 4th,
University are open today
calendar and scripture
Mrs- Estelle Spiceland, Mrs. reading.
Murray, Mrs. Clara N. Tyler,
from 8 a.m. to 4.30 p.m.
Hazel Manley, and Mrs. Ruth
741 Nash Dr., Murray, Mrs.
Mrs-. Lovins presented a
Harrison, with the latter two
Mary A. Irvaii, Hardin, James
program about Christmas,
becoming new members.
matasimessak-wistaaa..
Pritchett,
Rt. 1, Box 18,
including the Christmas Story.
110 02221. Inkrting,
Twelve
members
Dexter, Palmer L. Arnett, Rt.
were
tikow new for a
Members
received
gifts
present.
4, Murray, Johnny Lassiter,
bdney function.
from secret pals and refreshMaw" REGULA TE
The
club
will
P.O. Box 35, Hardin. Mrs.
meet
Wedpassage with BURETS 3-taboMrs.
served
ments
were
by
nesday, Jan. 10, at 1 p.m. in
o-day treatment. Feel GOOD
'Melissa D. Mitchell, Rt. 4,
tovins.
again a 12 tears or your Me
the home of Mary MonMurray, Amy J. Alexander,
beet at
drwg counter
Those attending were: Mrs.
tgomery.
NOW atIMMOen.oa
905 Johnny Robertson Rd.,
Mary Janice Cooper, Mrs.
Murray, Mrs. Dawn Work, Rt.
Lucretia Thompson, Mrs.
2. Box 117, Buchanan. Tenn.,
•
Becky Nance. Mrs. Becky
WOOL COATS LEATHER COATS ENTIRE FALL ANCANINTER STOCK
Jim P. WOod, Rt, 1, FarVance, Mrs. Susie Scott, Mrs.
S
s
mington, Mrs. Novella C.
0
00-4000-50"
Reg. to 9999
Reg.
to
179
Reg.
'
30
Susanne Cathey, Mrs. Laura
Veal, Rt. 1, Mayfield, Mrs.
Paschall, Mrs. Espie Van
5900
7900
*Portraits.Weddings.Frames
Clotille Wisehart, Rt. 1, Almo,
Ameringen, and Mrs. Lovins.
NONE HIGHER THAN1
Luther
G.
McClaih,
Plamersville, Tenn., LilbernCrowell, 303 S. 11th, Murray,
Mrs. Della M. Adams, Rt. 7,
BENTON PATIENT
•
Teresa Duncan of Alm was Mayfield, Mrs. Edith W.
dismissed Dec. 27 from the Johnson, 1001 Vine, Murray,
753-0035
Marshall County Hospital, Mrs. Elanda J. Trotter, Rt. 1,
118So.12th
Box 12, Farmington, Mrs.
Benton.
Mary F. Austin, Rt. 1, Dexter,
Jim L. Donelson, Rt. 6,
Murray, Hdface E. Coleman
Ammoaubimier•willor
(expired), Rt. 3, Murray.
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One Day Film Processing

99

Artonft
Photography

By CECILY BROWNSTONE
Associallod Propos Food Editor

Fall & Winter

Off

Srtwear

1/3 to1/2 Off

I•

Dresses

1/3 Off
eietrunie joulan
. Paris Road

Mayfield, Ky.

4

EASY SUPPER
Salad
Jungle Stew
Cookies
Fruit Sherbet
JUNGLE STEW
Family-size version of a onepot main dish that's been popular at Girl Scout camps for
years.
2 tablespoons oil
1 large onion, chopped
medium-fine
4.2 of a green pepper,
chopped medium-fine
1 clove garlic, minced
1 pound ground beef
41 cup uncooked elbow
macaroni
151h-ourke can red beans,
undrained
16-ounce can stewed
tomatoes
1 teaspoon salt
k• teaspoon pepper
In a Dutch oven, in the hot
oil, cook the onion, green
pepper and garlic until the onion is wilted. Add the beef and
crumble with the tines of a fork
until it loses its red color Stir
in the remaining ingredients;
bring to a boil; simmer, covered, until macaroni is tender
and there is little liquid about 30 minutes. Makes 4
servings Adapted from "Spoonbread and Strawberry Wine"
by Norma Jean iiuld Carole
Darden ( Anchor-Doubieday 1.
BATH RUST
If your bathtub is marred by
unsightly rust stains, scrub
with a paste of cream of tartar
and peroxide.
•

12-18-76
Adults 121
Nursery 6
Newborn Admissions
Potts, Baby Girl (Robin),
Rt. 1, Kirk.sey, Pierce Baby
Girl (Freeda ), 705 Barger St.,
Mayfield.
Dismiasals
Mrs. Freda C. Carraway
and Baby Girl, Rt 2, Bx. 210A, Murray, Mrs. Sabrina A
Leslie and Baby Girl, Rt. 1,
Alma, Mrs. Sadie N. Waters,
1397 Johnson Blvd., Murray,
Jerrnery A. Allison, Rt 1,
Puryear, Tenn., David M
Smith, Rt. 7, Mayfield, Tiffany
G. Kendall, Rt. 2, Buchanan,
Tenn., David D. Morgan, 8-2
Fox Meadows, Murray,
Thomas E. Atchison, Dyke St..
Big Sandy, Tenn., Mrs. Cote
M. Myers, 520 S. 7th, Murray,
Mrs. Lucille Bailey, 1801
Lincoln, Murray, James
Grogan, E-3, Fox Meadows.
Murray.

4
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#1 Junior Maker of Pants• Skirts
More Markdowns Added
•Shirts.* Sweaters_"_Blvers
Reg. 2000 -3000 _ 3500
99
NONE HIGHER THAN
60% OFF!

9

PANTS AND SWEATERS
12-19-78
Adults 113
Nursery 6
No Newborns 1.14ed
Dismissals
Mrs. Lottie M Duncan, Rt.
t, Dexter, Mrs. Mary C.
Thompson and Baby Boy, Rt,
7, Mayfield, Mrs. Linda J.
Poyner and Baby Boy, P.O.
Bs. 187 Lake View Dr., Dover,
Tenn., Donald R. Friek, RI 2,
Bt.2611, Renton, Mrs. Karen C.

1
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COOKING
IS FUN

Coats 1/3

i
bec

Pants and sweaters make

O 99

a great team. Reg. to 22"

ea.

HOLIDAY LINGERIE48, SLEEPWEAR. Brushed
ogg 609

and nylon. Reg. to 1499

FASHION JEANS
Great look and fit.

Reg. to-191w "

899-ea:

FASHION HANDBAGS
Vinyls, canvas, & leatherIlke. Reg. to 12"-

XENTRALSHOPPING CENTER -MURRAY,KY.
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399

• VISA
• Behr's Charge •.Maifer Charge .
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EDITORIAL

Cheers
For Califano

•••

up to Califano, who made the
Three cheers for Health,
only
common-sense decision:
Education
and
Welfare
"Congress didn't intend to
Secretary Joseph A. Califano,
authorize the federal governwho we hope has put an end to
ment to tell a school that it canthe absurd hullabaloo over high
not
offer six-player . .. basketschool girls basketball.
ball
for girls."
Califano has correctly ruled
Whew! Now that this crucial
that the federal government
question has been settled,
has no business telling local
perhaps HEW can get around to
high schools how the game
such
mundane matters as
should be played.
reforming
Social Security and
Basketball is commonly
stopping
the billion-dollar
played with five players on a
of
the Medicareabuses
side, but in a few states the
Medicaid
programs.
girls game is played with six
players on a team,only three of
whom may attempt to score.
Despite its popularity in the few
states where the six-girl game
is played, "feminists" charged
that it was unfair to deny a
player the right to score. They
demanded that the federal
Santa Claus in the form of an ungovernment outlaw the sixderstanding supermarket manager
player game!
came a couple of weeks early for
For heaven'ssake,if the girls
Barbara Rose, 808 Sha-Wa Court.
like the six-player game, fine.Barbara, who is secretary to Dr. Dick
Butwell, the affable vice-president for
_ Let them alone. If they prefer_
- -academie programs at Murray State,
the five-player game, fine. The
some grocery shopping at the
" state's high schools can change
OM Kroger store in the Central
the rules. It is hardly a federal--Stopping Center on 641 north.
case.
It was a Thursday night; she had
been through a rather busy day at the
- Our only regret is that it took
office, and she had a long list of things
so many months for the federal
hureaeraey, after holding who
+44-+++444-.444-14444444-444-44-444444444+4444-4+++44444++
!plows how many meetings and
—3
hearings, to buck the decision

cfr/RigrmAs
13/14,5

Garrott's Galley
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The Story Of

Jimmy's White House

Arranging
For Carter

;•!

_

Calloway Count
1822-1976 Ily Dorothy and Kerby &nig,
%POW,Me
+++++++++++++++++

Religious congregations were formed when the county was
first organized with the focal point at Wadesboro, the original
county seat. In addition to the present boundaries of -Calloway
By FRANK CORMIER
County, the original county also embraced Marshall County.
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)- The men and
Among the first churches to formally organize werf the Methodist,
women
who
make
advance
First Christian, Baptist, Presbyterian and Mormon, however the
arrangements for President Carter's
Presbyterian and Mormon churches rapidly declined, both of which
travels often feel frustrated, if not
.emerged again. In addition, _tue Church of Christ -surfaced as a
harassed
this century.
No excewere those irrho-WPW—thtirelt-in-the-earlY-rart
plan the journey that finds Carter
To historically record the rise and *cline of the.'mu TaitEs
heading today for Guadeloupe and a
prevailing in the_eouniy_clurft_t_he county's 152 years of, existence
Caribbean summit with the leaders of
is an impossibility because of absent records. Recognizing the preFrance, Britain and West Germany.
eminence of the spiritual life of the pioneers and their subsequent
Because Guadeloupe is a French
generations an effort will be made to record the numerous faiths
island, a Carter "advance man" who
became irritated with his hosts apin general categories. The ancestral terns- of the dosnimmt-Irish,
proached a staff member of the
English, Scotch stock were of Protestant backgrounds. Only in the
National Security Council and asked,
25 to 30 years has the Catholic Churl emerged as a major
last
"Is there any way we can declare war
force.
spiritual
on France?"
Early settlers devoted extensive interest in the political life
One cause of the planner's ire was a
French suggestion, presumably
of their new county. No doubt this is a heritage also that was
serious, that a tent village be erected on
brought with them from east of the Appalachian Mountains where
the beach to house the sizeable press
endowed with vigorous political ties effected by the Revtheyiwere
contingent that dogs Carter's footsteps.
War and the mass migration of settlers into this contiolutionary
Because this is the height of the
nent in quest of political freedom. And there were many concepts
Caribbean tourist season, and lodgings
truly are scarce, the White House
of governments, indeed, spread over the Anglo-Saxon area of Europe
advance team considered searching for
which found root and flourished in the new land of America.
an idle cruise ship to serve as a floating
However, it was the new political faith of America, Democracy,
hotel.
that commonly embraced virtually every frontiersman moving
Eventually, on-shore quarters were
westward. It is indeed difficult for the average citizen of Callofound for the American reporters and
photographers at an American-owned
.way County to grasp the importance that politics exerted in the
hostelry, the Holiday Inn.
early days here. Today, the citizens, take for granted the many
+++
enjoyed in contrast to early settlers of this community
freedoms
The French originally envisioned a
who entertained a constant fear that these new-found expressions
quiet, intimate summit with reporters
and experiences could in some way be taken away.
staying behind in Paris, London, Bonn
and Washington, where sketchy inThe Civil War erupted a few years after the formation of the
formation would be parcelled out by
county. As a result of this ghastly confrontation of kinsman against
spokesmen.
kinsman, North vs. South, this county by virtue of its geographical
In the end, all four leaders agreed to
on the southern border of a non-belligerant state, was
location
take along their own press contingents.
+++
betwixt and between the warring factions. Regrettably, the obvious
Guadeloupe means an extended
result would be a division in the loyalties of its citizens. For the
holiday for Carter's daughter Amy.
greater part, perhaps a ratio of four to one, men sided with the
Just back from a post-Christmas skiing
(
ause of the Confederacy. In fact, the Commonwealth of Kenvacation at Crested Butte, Colo., she's
gave to the nation the birth of the two pridents of the
tucky
being taken out of school for a few days
opposing forces, Abraham Lincoln for the Union and Jefferson
so she can enjoy the Caribbean sun with
her parents.
Davis for the Confederacy.
40,
+ ++
The tragic division of loyalties in Calloway County, too, preMonF.
For Vice President Walter
vailed. to a great extent over the entire state with the western part
dale,the period between Christmas and
-of
the state aligned for the most part with the South, the northern
opafforded
an
New Year's Day
portunity to behave like any other area
and northeastern to the Union. Inasmuch as the state was not a
resident entertaining out-of-town
member of the Confederacy may account for the good fortune of
company.
Calloway
County not being a major battleground of conflict,
Whin friends dropped in from
admitting
the
Battle of Paducah-find nearby Battle of Fort Henry,
Minh.. Mondale took advantage
Tenn. The nearest approach to battle here was a skirmish at Fort
of a slack work period - and the absence of the vacationing president - to
Heiman in the southeastern part of the tnunty, however activitieS
show them the sights.
of guerrillas were a source of intermittent bloodshed and depredaMondale took his friends to see such
tion. In additiod thia, county was a foraging ground for food suptourist attractions as the Lincoln
plies, particularly for the garrison of Union soldiers stationed at
Memorial and the Smithsonian's Air
Fort Anderson in Paducah which marauded the county from time
and Space Museum. They also drove to
Arlington Cemetery and the grave of
to tffne. The city of Murray business section was-burned in. part,
President John F. Kennedy.
obviously the result of southern sentiment prevailing in the town
The vice president wasn't able to
In addition-political officers of southern sympathies were removed,
travel about with the anonymity of Joe
.and in some instances imprisoned, who failed to take the oath of
Blow, of course. He eouldril hide his
limousine and Secret Service
allegiance to the Union.
bodyguards
To Be Continued

10 'tears Ago
Spec4 Rickey Cosaey of Cadiz and SSgt. James Michael ( Mickey ) Hall of
Benton are area soldiers reported killed
in action in Vietnam.
Deaths reported include Marshall
Fuqua, 64, Homer Cunningham,
William Cain, and V. I. Thompson, 67.
Ronald 0. Burrow, son of Mr. and- Mrs. Alvin Burrow of Murray, hie
enlisted in the U. S. Air Force and is
now taking his bask training at
Lackland Air force Base, Texas.
Mrs. Lucy Rollins of Murray is attending the International Convention of
Fashion ne in Hawaii.
Eddie N. Wells, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Tom Wells, Murray, is a student at
Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.
Showing at the Cheri Theatre is
"Gone With The Wind" starring Clark
Gable, Vivien Leigh, Leslie Howard,
and Olivia de Ha villand.

20 Years Ago
It.

.Garriitt

The Lesson To Be Learned Here:
Keep An E_yeOn YourGroceries

ANC'
COSe
1200Ms
AR V

Looking Back

Freezing rain and sleet last night
- made city streets and highways a
nightmare for drivers.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Mary
(Molly) Brandon, 90, and Mrs.
Magalean Williams Colley, 46.
James E. Buchanan, seaman apprentice, USN, son of Mr. and Mrs. T.
V. Buchanan, College Farm Road,
Murray, is attending the Radarman
Schoel at the Naval Station, Norfolk,.
Va.
Miss Brenda Brandon, daughter of
Mrs. Earl Brandon, Murray, was
married to S-Sgt. Patrick Estes, son of
Mrs. Earl Brainard of Kansas City,
Mo., at Las Vegas, Nev.
Stigall of'Humboldt, Tenn., beat the
Murray Douglas High School Bulldogs
for the first loss of the basketball
a
season by the Murray team. Cozart was
high, scorer for Stigall with 25 points,
but Dennis Jackson of Murray outscored Cozart for a total of 32 points.

to do in getting ready for the Christmas
It becomes his long underwear!
holidays,the grocery shopping only ode
+++
of them. It was no time for her to have
With the temperature trying to see
to go through what happened to her that
just how far it can drop these days, this
night- if there is a time for something
hardiAneems the time to mention this,
like that to happen.
but I've been remiss innot having done
Barbara had gathered up all the
so long ago.
groceries she needed and gone through
Last October, I reported the two
the check-out process, her purchases
budding cherry trees at the home of Mr.
corning to something like $45. They had
and Mrs. James H. Murray out near
been sacked and placed in a cart, to be
Harris Grove. The balmy fall weather
pushed outside and put into her car,
had brought them out, an unusual ocwhich was parked about 150 feet from
currence. A few days later, Guy Smith,
the store,
who lives out west of Almo Heights,
She had paid for them with a $50
came up with a similar oddity - a
check, but had paid very little attention
blooming strawberry plant with one
The Rev. George Bell, pastor of the
to the exact amount of the groceries or
big, ready-to-pick berry and two
Methodist Church, will lead the
First
to the change returned to her purse. She
smaller, green ones on it.
second
program for the observance of
also was given a claim check,
He even- potted the plant and left it for
the Universal Week Of Prayer by five
corresponding to a number placed on
me at The Murray Lodger & Times
local churches here tonight at the First
the cart loaded with her groceries so
office. Mr. Smith, that big ripened
Methodist Church.
the right ones would be loaded into her
berry was delicious. The two green ones
Mr.and Mrs. Alonzo Shrader of Hazel
car once She had gotten it from the
eventually ripened and also proved
Route 1 wW celebrate their golden
parking lot.
delicious, and the plant is being nursed
wedding anniversary on Jan. 8. An open
This took only a few minutes, her
through the winter, hopefully to find a
house at their home is planned.
getting the car, and when she drove up
place in the garden and make some
Maurice Crass, Sr., and Maurice
to the loading area, her cart was there
more delicious berries come next
Crass, Jr., are attending the annual
but it was empty. Someone,in those few
spring.
mid-winter furniture show in Chicago,
moments, had stolen her groceries.
+++
The Murray High School Tigers lost
"I didn't have a receipt," she said,
to
the Sharpe Green Devils 59 to 50 in
recalling the
e experie
no
os
nce
is.i"It
been
_
the finals of the Invitational Ba*etball
put into one of the bags of groceries.
Tournament at Paducah. High scorers
When I went back to the girl who had
Yea, I have loved thee with an
were L English with 19 for Sharpe and
checked me out, I also learned that the
everlasting love: therefore with loving
Jeffrey with 14 for Murray.
cash register had run out of data tape.
kindness have I drawn thee. Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
purchase
Jeremiah
31:3.
"Isn't It Romantic" starring Veronica
there, nor did I have one. The girl;—
Lake, Mona Freeman, Billy De Wolfe,
however, did remember checking me
The persistence of the Love of God is
Mary Hatcher, Roland Culver, Patric
out and she still had my $50 check."
from everlasting to everlasting. Say it;
Knowles,
Richard Webb, and Pearl
At this point, the assistant manager,
believe it. God loves me
Bailey.
James Blackburn, was called to handle
the problem. After learning the cirBy W.DALE NELSON
cumstances, he simply told Barbara to
- Associated Press Writer
take her shopping list and to retrace her
trip up and down the aisles - the store
wrield reptorrer trerlost-groceries atlie
cost to her.
•
I thought that was pretty nice, and
certainly an example of first-class
public relations.
"I came within two dollars of what
the original list came to the best I could
agree to cut funds for the building, but
WASHINGTON (AP)- The Senate's
,remember," Barbara said with a sigh,
the architect is expected to try to have
uncompleted third office building '<'but that was nothing to quibble
the money restored this year.
television anchor booths and all - is
about."
going to continue to be a bone of conSupporters of the building say it is
Apparently this of the sins of the big
needed because, with the growth of
tention in the 96th Congress.
cities has spread to our town. It
Senate staffs in recent years, the
When the fat comes along, I and
wouldn't have surprised me at all to
present office space is overcrowded.
several others will be ready to bite it
have heard of something like that
away," Sen. John Chafee, R-R.I., said
Opponents challenge the need for the
happening at a big city supermarket,
last week in releasing a letter to
building in he first place and charge
but it does come as a surprise to learn
that, in any
,event, it is far too grand.
Architect of the Capitol John White.
that it is beginning to happen in
Present plans call for a rooftop
Chafee, a consistent critic of the
Murray.
restaurant for senators only, a marble
structure, asked White for a current
The lesson learned: Either take your
estimate of the building's cost, a
atrium and a hearing room equipped
groceries to your car as you go or have
with booths for TV anchormen.
timetable for its completion and a
someone stay with them while you go
A report prepared for Chafee by his
report on what he calls "hidden" costs.
get it - yes, even in Murray.
staff says $1.3 million could be saved by
The new building is supposed to house
+++
50 of the 100 senators. Chafee
using masonry and plaster for the
Something else in the same area.
specifically wanted to knon how much
atrium, $600,000 by eliminating the
I'm tempted to make application for
it will cost to enlarge the offices of the
dining room and $1 million by dropping
the ferry rights across that moat bet50 who will remain behind in the
the fancy hearing room.
ween the new K Mart store going in just
existing buildings.
The report also says a lot of room in
west of the Central Shopping Center
the existing buildings is taken up by
White's office said Chefee's letter had
and the rest of the stores. Perhaps a toll
not been received, but Deputy Architect
facilities which could be located
bridge would be better and quicker.
Elliott Carroll told a reporter he
elsewhere, making more office space
Then impatient shoppers wouldn't be
thought Chafee was the cause of "the
available. For example, it says, barber
caught on one side with the ferryboat on
biggest hidden cost." He argued that
and beauty shops take up 2,374 square
the other.
Chafee'e efforts have delayed the
feet and an upholstery shop an adThat's a wild-hair thought, but isn't it
building, causing its cost to rise
ditional 1,213 square feet.
strange that - whatever, the etbecause
of
inflation.
planation -- a chasm like that would be
• Carroll said the building might have (Murray Ledger & Times
left between the big new store and the
been
finished by June 1981 under the
others in the center? The first thing we
originalAmetable, but he now has "no
Publisher
Walter I. Appersor
know, Evil Knievel will be in town with
Editor
It Gene McCutcheor
idea" w&n it will be completed.
Mike Brandon promoting him and a
The Murray ledger & Times is putdutied
The architect's latest cost estimate is
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4. ('twist
spine-tingling jump over it on his trusty
mas Os,. New Year's Day and Thankaamne b)
$122 million, compared with an
motor bike.
Murray Newspapers. Inc . 103 N 4th St.
estimate
of
$48
million
whey
Murray, Ky 42071 Second (lass Postage Paid at
the
A lot of people, I'm confident, are
Murray.
Ky 42071
building
was
first authorized in 1972.
going to think twice about getting out
SUFtSCRIPTION.RATES In areas served by
Carroll
conceded
the
renovations
arriers
92 25 per month, payable in advance
of
Into that 641 stream of traffic merely to
By mail in lailoway County and to Benton. Mar•
existing buildings will be in addition to
go around the end of that ditch to shop
din, Mayfield. Sedalia and arnungton. Kr , and
this, but said he didn't know how much
Parts, Buchanan and Puryear, Tri , $19 50 per
at either place after being at the other
year By matt 99 _other destinations, 1135 00 per
they would cost.
first. I know I will.
Year.
rhafee
contends
$200
-Member ol Associated Press, Kentucky Press
million
is
a
This is a strange, self-centered world
Association and Southern Newspaper Prelatters
more realistic total estimate, counting
In which we live, and apparently
Association
furnishings, renovation of the existing.
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
somebody didn't want anything to. do
.repabloth local news originated by, The Murray
buildings and other dens.
with somebody. That's why they came
ledger& Times as well as all other AP news.
He tried unsuccessfully in August to
VIIMBERS
Up witemosts in the first place - but
Business Office
7S3-1918
get the Senate to call a halt to the
r lambed AdvrrtlAirl,
that was back in the Middle Ages!
253,1916
Retatt f Display Advrettimg
Building and convert the gtte Into an
753-11119
krculalion .
7a3-1916
underground public parking garage
Br-r-r-r! This lathe time of year when
Ne44 S and Sports(kV
753-1M11
and a street-level park. The Senate did
a man's best friend ceases to be his dog"

30 Years Ago

Bible Thought

Capitondeas

fJffie:. t a ng

Be Issue In D.C.
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CoMpany Official Implied
Sterilization Might Keep Jobs
By STRAT DOU'llitAT
Associated Press Writer
WILLOW ISLAND, W.Va.
(AP) — Four women say they
had themselves sterilized
after an American Cyanamid
official implied the surgery
might help save their jobs at
the chemical plant.
"I'd never, ever do it
again," said Barbara Cant:.
well, one of five workers
sterilized.
Ms. Cantwell was among
nine female Cyanamid
workers who met with an
Associated Press reporter
here Wednesday.
The women described
meetings with Glen Mercer,
plant personnel director —
discussions they said made
them fear for their jobs and
led them to conclude
sterilization was the answer.
Mercer told them,they said,
that federal regulations might
soon require women to be
phased out of the chemical
industry. And he said
Cyanamid planned to limit
women able to have children
to jobs in two sections of the
plant because of possible lead
danger to a fetus, the women
said.

women might be phased out of
the chemical industry.
"We tried to talk them out of
getting sterilized," he said.
"In fact, our company doctor
even went so far as to tell
them what could happen while
they
were
under
the
anesthetic.
"I can't imagine why they
would have done such a
thing."
Ms. Cantwell recalled sitting in the plant locker room
and crying after learning two
of her co-workers had been
sterilized.
"And then, a month later, I
found myself doing the same
thing." she said. "That just
shows you how scared I was."
"It makes me feel different,
like a part of me is missing,"
said 27-year-old Betty Moler,
who is married and has one
child.

Seven of the women who
met with the AP at the office
of their union said they considered sterilization after
talking with Mercer last
January. One of the five
sterilized women was-at work
during the meeting. All five
have had at least one child.
Denise Cline, 22, who is
•'He even said he felt sure married with one child, said"
our, health insurance would she considered sterilization.
cover the operation," said Ms,
"But we talked het- tint
Cantwell, a divorcee with two
said co-worker Linda
children.
Matheny. "Wouldn't that have
• Contacted
after- , the beten terrible; sind, her just
meeting, Mercer denied en- 22?"
couraging the sterilizations;
Federal officials toured the
but conceded he might have plant Wednesday in response
discussed health insurance to a complaint from the Oil,
coverage in response to Chemical
and
Atomic
questions. He denied saying Workers Union of America.

It,"

or

The union, which represents
560 of about 900 plant workers,
has filed a complaint with the
Occupational Safety and
Administration
Health
charging some workers are in
"imminent danger" from lead
and other chemicals.
The
union has also
threatened to file suit over the
sterilizations.
Plant officials have said
eight women in the plant's
pigment department were told
they would have to be transferred because of possible
lead danger to an unborn
child.
Plant manager Jack White
said the women were told they
would receive their current
salaries for 90 days. During
that Time, he said, they would
be able to take jobs in other
areas of the plant. Cyanamid
officials say the lead levels at
the plant are below the federal
standard for men and women.
"The operations took place
in April and May, for most
part," said Donna Martin, 26,
one of the women sterilized.
"It was not a joint decision on
our part. We made the
decisions individually and we
did it because we were
afraid."
Mrs. Martin, who is married
and has five children, said she
asked Mercer if she had options besides sterilization —
such as waiving the company's responsibility, or a
vasectomy for her husbirid.
She said Mercer told her
those suggestions could not be
considered,adding:
"I was shocked, and then
was scared."

Pike-CootOperator Patton
Joins McBrayer Campaign
-

•

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — transportation. He said for the Democratic nominatioo.
However, - Patton said
statethat
Pike County coal operator example,
Paul Patton has joined the maintained roads are often so Wednesday that the trip was
campaign of Democratic bad that school buses cannot -strictly exploratory."
He said Hubbard had been
candidate travel thern.
gubernatorial
Terry McBrayer as a coHe also said a lack of kind enough to arrange the
diversified industry is a major meeting, but that it was
chairman.
"strictly an informationAt a press conference called. problem in the region.
gathering process.".
Wednesday to announce
Patton said he does not
Patton said he did not feel he
. Patton's appointment,
McBrayer said' Gov. Julian believe state government can had switched his support from
Carroll's administration has solve all of Kentucky's Hubbard to McBrayer, but
not paid enough attention to-- problems "by throwing money had simply "reached a final
-'eastern Kentucky. He said if at them.” He said problems decision" on the candidates.
McBrayer
said, "We
elected, he would give the must be attacked "at the.local
level, using the resources of haven't stolen ___him_ ___from
area more direct attention.
"We've got to attack in a local leadership with guidance Hubbard because he was
major way the problems of the and, inspiration from Frank- never over there.
"It is probably a disapmountains," McBrayer said. fort."
to
the
"It's never been done."
Patton, who had considered pointment
As the owner of Kentucky- running for the Democratic congressman," he added.
-Elkhorn Coal Inc. at Virgie, nomination himself, said after
Patton will bring first-hand the press conference that he
knowledge of the problems joined McBrayer's campaign
4u2gLasoneerns of sastesu_ _ber
-ausaidarAy.e4.4912e-RW.
0
Kentucky ti his campaign, have more basic experience_,WilLHaviaitte.L.-.:_. McBrayer said.
in what state government is
Patton joins MadisonvWe about" than other contenders.
Mayor Charlotte Baldwin and
Patton's endorsement of
LEXINGTON, Ky. AP —
House Majority Leader Bobby McBrayer
as The man who wins a special
comes
Richardson, D-Glasgow, as something of a surprise,since election next week
to fill the
cochairman.
Patton had attended a 12th District state Senate seat
*Brayer said education is meeting of Western Kentucky vacated by
Larry Hopkins will
his prime concern, but that political leaders last fall have little time to celebrate.
eastern Kentucky needs help arranged by U.S. Rep. Carroll
One of the candidates —
in many other areas, such as Hubbard, who is also seeking Democrat George Mills or
Republican Jack Trevey —
will go to work in Frankfort
almost trnmediately.
The two are seeking the seat
left vacant when Hopkins, a
Republican, was elected to the
6th District congressional
seat. Hopkins resigned his
seat Dec.8.
A- 13-week safe-boating university students and nonThe special session of the
'Course entitled "Beating Skills students for two semester General Assembly begins
.•and Seamanship" will be hours of graduate or un- Monday, and the special
k;affered by the Murray Flotilla dergraduate credit or for non- election in Lexington is
:,of the U. S. Coast Guard credit. The class will meet scheduled the following day.
:uxiliary at Murray State from 7 to 9 p.m. on Tuesdays But it probably will be at least
-:
-University on
Tuesday in Room 105 of the Carr Health Jan. 11 before the new senator
(tivenings during the spring Building, beginning Jan. 23. is sworn in and takes his seat,
and according
Skills
"Boating
to Charlotte
:.-semester.
To be offered as Recreation Seamanship" is a part of the Mullins, executive director of
public education program of the state Board of Elections.
500, the course is open to both
If Trevey wins, he said he
the U.S. Coast Guard
Auxiliary and will be taught will simply move from one
by qualified instructors from legislative seat to another.
Trevey,
the Murray Flotilla.
managing
Among the areas to be physician at IBM in Lexintop,
legal currently represents the 78th
are
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. covered
requirements of boating, boat. District in the House, arid he
AP) — U.S. Rep. Carroll
handling, rules of the road, plans to occupy that seat
Hubbard, D-Ky., says he will
navigation aids, marine Monday when the session
from
his
resign
not
engines,sailing, and locks and opens.
congressional post while
Mills, a Lexington attorney
darns. The course is designed
;.'seeking the Democratic
to benefit anyone involved in who is seeking public office for
gubernatorial nomination.
the use of boats for pleasure the first time, said he has been
Ralph Ed Graves, who
studying the preparations for
resigned as state com- and recreation.
All participants will pay a $5 the special session, and, if
..tnissioner of local government
•;;Lo enter the governor's race, fee at the first class meeting to elected, he plans to be in
7f:recently called on Hubbard, cover the costs of the text and Frankfort the following day„,
"I wouldn't be able to vote
state Auditor George Atkins
workbook.
Anyone wishing to take the but I can certainly sit in on the
and Lt. Gov. Thelma Stovall to
resign because they are in the
course for credit *sfiould meetings-' and I intend to do
register in the Student Center that. I would think that the
race.
Hubbard termed Graves'. Jan. 11 or Jan. 12, while those first week of the sessicn will
who do not ;Fish to earn credit trtantre mostly dtFtritnitton
request a "ploy" designed to
need only report to the first information to the members.
generate news coverage.
Atkins also has rejected
class meeting on Tuesday. and '1 could absorb that by
attending," Mills said
Jan. 23
Graves'suyestion.
•

Study Finds Estrogen Use
Can Cause Uterine Cancer

HOOP-DE-D00 — Robert White of Johnson City,
Tenn., spins a mass of Hula Hoops to win the 1978
National Hula Hoop Championship at Las Vegas, Nev.
White, 14, performed during a taping of the Dinah Shore
program.
(AP Lasetphoto)

Teacher Exams Will Be
Given At MSU Feb.'17
The National Teacher
Examinations (NTE) will be
given at Murray State
University on Saturday, Feb.
17.
the
from
Scores
examinations are used by
states 'for certification of
teachers, by school systems
for selection and identification
of leadership qualities, and by
colleges as part of their
graduation requirements.
Educational 'resting Service, which prepares and
administers the tests, has
indicated that they are
to
measure
designed
knowledge gained from

professional and general
education and in 26 subjectmatter fields.
Bulletins describing
registration procedures and
containing registration forms
may be obtained from Dr. Bill
Allbritten, Director, Counseling _and Testing Center,
Ordway Hai, Murray State
University, Murray, Ky.,
4207-1T---or---directly from
Teacher
National
Examinations, Educational
Testing Service, Box 911,
Princeton, N. J., 08541.
The
deadline
for
registration is Jan. 25. On-thespot registration is not permitted.

By DANIEL Q. HANEY
Associated Press Writer
BOSTON (AP) — Jhe
largest study ever conducted
on women who take estrogen
during menopause concludes
the medicine can cause cancer
of the uterus and that the risk
increases the longer it is used.
Estrogen
should
be
prescribed "only for important indications when the
benefits seem to outweigh the
risk," it said.
The study, conducted at
Johns Hopkins University and
published in today's edition of
the New England Journal of
Medicine, refutes a Yale
University report published
two months ago which concluded that the link between
estrogen and cancer is based
on faulty research.
Estrogen is a natural female
hormone that is widely
prescribed to ease the
discomforts of menopause in
middle-aged women.
"The new work should
dispel controversy about the
association between estrogen
use and uterine cancer," Food
and Drug Commissioner
Donald Kennedy said in
Washington. "Women now
taking or considering taking
these drugs should read
carefully the information
provided with them and
discuss the drugs with their
doctors."
The study is the latest
argument in a continuing
debate over the safety of
estrogen supplements during
the change of life.
The study examined 1,339
women in Menopause and
concluded that those who take
estrogen pills are six times
more likely than non-users to
have cancer of the uterine
lining.
For those who use the
medicine for more than five
years, the risk is 15 times

"I think it could be
discussed with the woman
whether, or not she wants to
run the risk," Stoney, who is
now at the University of
Pennsylvania, said in an interview. "The data suggest
that the short-term use of a
year or six months is not a
great risk. The big risk comes
at five years or more."
Stolley said hot flashes are
the only symptom of
menopause that estrogen is
proven to be effective against.
He said doctors should not
prescribe the hormone for
other complaints, such as
depression and irritability.

Commissioner Inquires
Into Suing Utilities, Corps
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
City Commissioner John
Sower has asked City
Managef Paul Royster to look
into the possibility of suing
Kentucky Utilities Co. and the
Army Corps of Engineers
because spillway gates were
opened at Dix Dam while the
Kentucky River rose toward
record levels in Frankfort.
Sower
said
in
a
memorandum to Royster that
KU has acknowledged opening
_the gates before . the river
crested last Dec. 10, and be
said part of the riseIn. the
--rtenecouid be atteibubsettodse
action.
He said the Corps not only
was involved in opening the
spillway gates, but, "even
worse,
disseminated

erroneous information
regarding crest levels that
was relied on by the citizens of
Frankfort to their detriment."
Sower said 83 businesses
and 780 homes in Frankfort
sustained flood damage.
KU has said it operated the
gates as advised by the Corps
for best possible flood control,
and that unexpectedly high
water, beyond the dam's
ability to hold back, caused
the heavy flooding.
The
Nationar----lreun=
ciationMarch of Dirties says it
raised $62,395,849 in CalaPiligit
contributions for 1978. It says
this was an increase of nearly
67 million over the 1977 total
and the largest amount ever
received in a single campaign.

Homeowner can install -

High temperature slats in doors
•

Has deuiracive front

Brass or chrome pfated door handles
Handles are cool to touch
Has control

user

heat et wood burn time

Ductile cast doors.
Unlovable ash guard

for

eaiy•cleaning •availabiet:•,

Choice o# color combinations
Easily serviced fan
Firebrick lining
Ternperattrir''
—
ta t

Celebr•ation Time

Hubbard Will Not
Resign His Post

cancer.
Dr. Paul Stolley, who
directed the new study, aeld
women can still take estrotee
during menopause without-..
facing an unreasonable threat
of cancer.

Designer Appearance

12th District Winner

„Murray Flotilla To Offer
13-Week Safe Boating
Course At Murray State

greater.
A series of earlier reports,
most of them also published in
the New England Journal,
found that estrogen increased
the risk of cancer four to eight
times. All of them were based
on smaller numbers of women
than the latest study.
However, last November,
the journal carried another
study by Yale doctors that
concluded the suspected
be
could
cancer link
discounted if 'erroneous
researctrtnethods were taken
into consideration. They
maintained that uterine
cancea is more likely to be
discovered in women who take
estrogen because they are
under a doctor's care.
Authors of the Johns
Hopkins study said their
survey took into account this
and other objections, but their
research still showed a risk of

e-

Safe* cool draft controls
Will withstand /BOO degree temperatures
Three WiyininTlrBurns wood 16 hotiell - Burns wood like charcoal
Safe Or your home
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Be sure to take
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93/4 x 2% in.
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Idea Forum Will
Discuss Direction
Of Tourism Industry
Western Kentuckians interested m the growth of
tourism around Kentucky and
Barkley Lakes will be
gathering at Kenlake State
Park, Saturday, Feb. 10, for
an "idea forum" to discuss
4.
programs, problems and
future directions of the local
4E'tourism industry.
Sponsored by Kentucky's
Western
Waterland,
a
regional tourist promotion
group, the forum will be held
. to encourage input from the
community into the programs
and policies of the eightcounty tourism promotion
organization.
"KWW exists for its
members and the local
tourism industry," said KWW
president, Nita Ewing. "To be
really
effective,
the
-organization must reflect the
ideas and feelings of our local
people:
"This idea forum is the
chitnce 'for everyone in the
community who realizes the
impact of tourism in Western
Kentucky to come and tell us
what directions they feel we
should take," she said.
The forum will begin at
10:30 a.m. and continue until 5
with
speakers,
workshops,
and
small
discussion groups.
The program is designed so
that everyone can participate
in the discussion, according to
Glenn Kreag, _UK Extension
Service, who is organizing the
all-day event. "This is the
opportunity for those who wish
to discuss problems and
suggest new ideas to speak
out," he said.
The program is open to
anyone in the Kentucky and
Barkley Lakes region. KWW
members, former members
and other organizations interested in Uuersm—are
especially encouraged
tn._,
_
,.1-.7nttend.

says
earl* total
ever
aign.

Center Initiates
In-Service Project
For Handicapped
.

The Career Education-Handicapped project which is
'..coordinated thriough the
enter for Innovation and
'Development at Murray State
University has initiated an
area in-service project this
'
year.
,
According to a spokesman,
last December between two
. Kentucky
schools
was
q
- ranged to facilitate the
.change of skills and ideas.
-Die
urraY High School :was
, site of the meeting.
_
: Wanda Gough, tenaercoordinator of the Work Study
Program at Murray High
School guided three Henderson teachers — Janet
Higdon, Donna Wayne, and
Bonnie Kitchen — through the
F--414.11,-,woric.s.t
rogram and answered
estions about career.
ucation and work study at
.;,• secondary level.
't•
Jan C. Roberson, field
rvices-resource consultant
4or the Murray State
Career EducationtiJniversity
s.
. - andicapped Project coorted the meeting between•
chers of.the two systems.
The Murray High program
been in operation for
en years and has exienced much success in
-Volving students and
minunity in a way which
s been beneficial to both.
The teachers from Henon expressed interest in
'eloping a similar program
their school system and
quested continuing cornthunication between the two
'Schools to assist their
Organization of such a
..program.
'

ile

Maximilian,
.. Ferdinand
Oriperor of Mexico, was shot
k republican troops in 1878.
Re was the brother of
Emperor Francis Joseph of
Austria and the second son of
Archduke Francis Charles.

MISS YOUR PAPER?
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Friday et by 310 p.m. en Seer
days ar, plod ts cell 75) 11116
botwasa 140 p.a. and 6 p.m.,
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and 4 p m. Seterdoys, Si Imre
&leery el the wowspilipsi. OIL
mot be pieced by 6 p.m. wash-days tte 4 p.n. faivadays is

8141.•ry.

In 1979
Owen's "Best"Will Be
Better
Even
Choice Of Any

4:311VVIE.W"'
3E"cocoell.
Smiths $eed
Bea. 14-Bee. 24

1407 W. MAN. PHONE 753-4632

Seas 1-itlea-Ther
Fn sad Sat. 8-8

in bora la boil le WO 0101110

WE UAW ACCEPT F000 STAMPS

Choice Of 1 With
$12.50 Order

+16

Ali 3 With
$35.00 Order

2 With
S25.00 Order

Chicken Of The Sea

TUNA

TEM
TISSUE

19

Unit 2
41.11
Pkg.

With $12.511dditional
Purchase Exclvding
Tobacco & Dairy Prod.

RED OlisitiTOES

With $12.110 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco & Dairy Prod.

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobago. & Dairy Prod.

Stock Your Freezer At
These Wholesale Prices
U.S. Choice
New York

Del Monte
Sliced, Crushed or Chunk

PINEAPPLE

STRIP
STEAK
By The Piece
10-12 Lb.
Average

15/
1
2 oz•

MAC. & CHEESE DINNERS
You

. 7 oz

Del Monte Early Garden

SWEET PEAS

Buy, e Slice

New Milk Mate

49C

CHOCOLATE-SYRUP:.

20-oz.$129

Thank You French

Kroft

lb.

69c

ii Lb.lag
Limit 1

17 oz

4/sr - - own.

8 oz.

NO Monte

3/si

PUDDING CUPS

4-5 oz. cans

89

Hyde Pork

TOMATO SAUCE

• Stock Your Freezer At
These Wholesale Prices
Bush's Kidney

BEANS

/5 oz

Boone County Chili Hot

BEANS

15 oz.

French's Big Tote Instant

POTATOES
sov.s..
TOMATOES

RIB
3/89' EYE
3/89' STEAK, $329
lb.
89
You Buy, We

15 oz. 39C

Stokley White or tolden

Stokley's Finest French Style

GREEN BEANS

17 oz

10-12 Lb.
Imago
B, o
Piece

16 oz

170, 3/91c

CREAM STYLE CORN
Stokley's Finest Cut

.GREEN BEANS

Whet.Peeied

Stock Your Freezer At
These Wholesale Prices

602
.3/1

1s703/97

Hyde Park

CREAMER -

'16 oz.99C

APPM nr-Graeg-

guiiiiiiNUIT JUICE

46 oz.

59c

Mussleman's Old Fashioned

APPLE JUICE

32 oz.

POPCORN

20. Bog

69'
49e

99' SIRLOIN
CATSUP
TIP
SPECIAL BTUOYNEONE
FREG
STEAK $
COMER
JUICE...
77 7'17 You Buy, We Slice MIX

JELLY

OIL

1 6oz

Hyde Pork

24 oz

79' SOFTENER

/30,69'

CAKE MIX,
Tropicana Orange

,,goi S129

JUICE

5 Lb

79c

JUICE

Hyde Park
I 2 oz

49'

MILK

5189

Pillsbury Plus

Del Monte Pineapple Grapefruit

DRINK

gal

Field 1 Lb

97.

;139

SAUSAGE
Bryan Jumbo

Owen's Best
Slab Sliced

BACON

46 oz.

MEAT MAKES THE MEAL & OWEN'S HAS THE
FINEST MEATS IN TOWN!

PRODUCE DEPT.

S119

WIENERS

lb
Golden Ripe

U S Choice Boneless

SWISS STEAK
Uhoice
CHIN FRY STEAK

lb

5159

BANANAS

5198

RED GRAPES
Tpxas

lb

ti-S Choice Boneless

STEW MEAT

lb

5159

•

Owe

Owen's Famous Pit Pork
ALL LEAN MEA T

Ruby Red

GRAPEFRUIT
Red Delicious

APPLES

S239

PITneiRio HAM

BARBECUE ..

69C

„,199

Bright'N Early Orange

Duncan Hines Moist & Easy Snacken

32oz

Martha White Self Rising

Downey Fabric

Puriton

Stokley

32°z

or whole lh

S)89
tiadIRIMMINGS
S

pkg

29C

ONIONS

19'
59'
5th spg 99'
89
lb

lb

• 3Lb.lag

r-

lb. 15'

Fancy Home Grown

SWEET POTATOES

lb

25'
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Grooms and conditions hair
naturally.
Regular or Blue
2.5 Oz. Tube —
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MS not exactl as 'ctured
i
H•nliscraft Vaporizer
Woolite Liquid

2.P
•• EF .1. •
tees ep to 12 beers, skirts off eirtemetcally
+a
ge •
GalloaCepatity
11
7
4513

Cold water wash for all fine
washables. 8 Oz.

Shirts

'4.740
r,•

dr
.
/

Whoa

.v25%

Gillette Trac II
Cartridges

.41

Men's Leather

40%

Assorted Styles
Fabfics & Colors

sm..

Prestone

Prevents Carburetor
king, Aboorbes
Moisture. Melts Fuel
Tank Lee,
12 az can

61°

ao

Fashion Pants,
Blouses & Sweaters

Snap
Wind..
shield
Spray
De-icer

More Specials From Uncle Jeff's All New

Waterproof Nylon
2 Way 7"r"-

Ir

100%

U.J. Discount Price

$3997

Roll

Styles

Door Bottom Sweeps
& Door Thresholds
Both Seal Out Dirt, Cold & Drafts.
EXTRA
LOW PRICES

...$32.97
Sale$29
99

Thermal Hunting
Boot Socks
I Hooded Parka

Quilted
Therm-O-Master

lip

220 Volt
3 Stack Electric

Checks Condition
Of Your Battery

Heaters
With lberinoitat

rnid
tstt
ultie d

$167

$1447

Ready To Use

Boots
997

Snow
Shovels

Resists Up
Toter deg.

Snow
?Ashes
$R47

For
Use
On
Furnaces
Stoves
Boilers
(\,rrineys

Furnace

$A59

21)-

Starting At

Harthglass

Stove
Polish

pack
Pushes

$C87
u

1 Pint Can

•NNENEE•amairmiff--.
MI •• II • II ••• II ••••••••
1
1 1 al !I

In

Iri

67

1 each

IRI6
11 IWI i

Fireplace
Screens
Glass Screens
Width 29"-3742"
Height 28"-31
••
Reg.888.57

tAk

I Americus black finish for stoves,
berbettero & MI wretaMit iron sub.
stances first rPgictant

mlr

Narthglass

Fireplace Screens

Shovels

Jest

•

4 Qualities, 12 & 16 Ft.
Lengths

High Top & Low 'Fops

Best Price In Ion

•

Battery Booster
Cables

Insulated Rubber

$2797 t
••.t.iar

Watt

Anti-Freeze &
De-Icer

Uniroyal Red Boll

Vests I

36" Lengths

Windshield Washer

100% Nylon Shell, 100%
Bonded Virgin Dacron.
2 Piece Jacket

Insulated
Underwear

Tot[ilEnpt r,[1!
Camouflage & Orange
Reversible
Ski Daddle Brand
Has Northern
Duck Down.
100% Nylon
Exterior Lining

-

$
199

1001. Poly e.ter
Foam Insulated
Hunters Orange

a

$337

Camouflage ill

For Cold Winter Weather
Dark Green Color

•

Plas3Ft.
ticx 50Roll
s
Ft.

Walls Blizzard Proof
Foam Insulated

Coveralls

Instant
Starting
Fluid
$1 37

Clear

SPORTING GOODS DEPARTMENT

Snowmobile
Suits

Snap

can
-*NO
Fast starting on
those cold winter
mornings. Prevents
excessiv wear n
Th—altery.
or all
$1 37 - —
gasoline & diesel
II each
engines.

Keeps engine
warm,for
faster starts
even in
sub-zero
weather

Anti-Freeze

rtswear

off

Dip Stick
Heater

11
f.

Ladies

40to %
50%

Electric

Prime
Gas Dryer

Pipe Wrap
Insulation

Battery
Tester

Coats

Insulated

off
Use Uncle Jeff's easy lay-away plan or Uncle Jeff's will finance any item
throughout the store $50.00 or more from 1 month to 36 months to pay,
at regular bank rates, with approved credit.

Burns Coal,
Wood or Gas

6-9-12-18-24 & 30 Ft
Lengths. Automatic
& Non Automatic

Now

Reg $2899 Sala

Felt Foam I Sponge

Heat Tapes

Several
Styles

40.
'2459 50% a

Now

Special
Selection
Of

Coats

Reg $3999 Dale

180 Ft. Roll

Electric

With fluoride
Family Size 6.4 Oz.

Ladies Long
or Short

Work Boots

$ 99

Door
Weatherstrip
Kits
Discount Prices
Franklin
Fireplace
Stove

Aim
Toothpaste

Bit25%

oats

Heat'Bulb

30 Ft Roll gee
4

Of
his

110 volt
250 Waif
Morale.

Duct
Tape

rio k n 14me

Entire Stock
_
Women's I Girls
Fashion

4
- 988

Grey
1

Special Selection

Jeans

Off

89

$148

ss

Special Selection
Men's Fashion

Save Up
T.$1.11

flegetar or Ihiscseted
t Oz. Pattie

$1159

Pro-Washod
Denims
Corduroy
I Khaki
Reduced
To

Fashion Sweatshirts,
Pullovers, Western
Styles& Disco Shirts

1

1.

-•

_ Skin Care Cream

diempas,'S
vsnesartrete; 11 ez.

iceasely Peck
1 Cartridges

Add moisture to dry indoor air, delivers steady flow of cool
vapor for 12 to 20 hours, has directional nozzle and output
regulator. 1% Gallon Capacity,440

•

Rose Milk

/be 'rive rich

$679

&Zit
:nave

tegelar fiSeidgel
7 Chi. Bottle

$128

Prell
Shampoo

Hankscraft Cool/Vapor
Vaporizer Humidifier

Non's

frith sty electric rater

2..3

Sim

Sehe Yew Choice

sA. 694

The thitsvel Mgredieet
Cave *mike*
Oz.

Leticia little
Mel Size

$6969

$17
U 7

Close Out Sale

cat

•
.
Ea
.
.
a
.
a
E

i'aNtauti'Vein'ameaVe

11InIII

-
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Undefeated Laker
Girls, 9-0, Kick Off
1979 Prep Action
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
It's been nearly a year now
since the Calloway County
girls opened their 1977-78
season with 11 straight victories. Plagued by injuries the
latter part of the year, the
Lakers dropped 9 of their final
12 games to finish 14-9.
And here's one coach that
hopes it doesn't happen again.
"We're much more experienced, but wins and losses
don't mean anything," said
Calloway Coach Marianne
Davis. "What counts is
working toward the tournament. That's what we're all
building to."
Still, there's no way to avoid
noticing that the Lakers are 90 and the only undefeated girls
team left in the First Region.
They disposed of their
sternest test in the finals of the
Calloway County Christmas
Tournament Dec. 16 by edging
previously unbeaten Fulton
County 49-46 for their thirdstraight title.
Calloway has outscored its
foes by a 26-point margin, and
owns an edge, average-wise,
in scoring for every quarter.
Senior guard Rose Ross
leads the way in scoring with a
17.8 points-a-game average,
followed by junior center Mina
Todd with 16.7 and 11.6 scoring
and rebounding averages,
respectively.
The Lakers, ranked (not
suprisingly) No. 1 in the
region by area coaches, kick
off the 1979 portion of their
schedule tonight at Heath. The
Murray High girls, 2-2, are at
Mayfield.
The Murray High boys, 5-1,
will host Fulton County in the
second half of a doubleheader
Friday. The Tiger girls will
face the Pilot girls, ranked No.
2in the poll, in the opener. The,,,
Calloway County boys, 3-7,
meet a strong St. Mary squad
at Jeffrey Gymnasium
Friday.

6-5 center Howard Boone
has paced the Murray High
boys in both scoring and
rebounding thus far with 14.0
and 10.5 marks, respectively.
But he is only one of four
Tigers averaging double
figures.
Guard Mike Bradshaw is
next in scoring with an 11.7
average, followed by Ed
Harcourt, 10.3; and sixth-man
Nick Swift,10.0.
Murray High is hitting 47.1
percent of its field-goal attempts and has outscored its
opponents by nearly a 12-point
average. It has managed a 40point first-half average while
holding opponents to 26, but
the margin narrows (still the
Tigers lead 35-32.2) in the
'second half.
Sophomore center Tonya
Alexander tops her Murray
High girls team and all area
Calloway County players with
18.0 scoring average and
11.5 rebounding mark. Senior
playmaker Jaina Washer has
pumped in 14.8 points a game,
followed by Jann Washer,6.5;
Candy Jackson, 4.5; and
Laurie Morgan,3.5.
The latter Washer ranks
second in rebounding with a
6.8 mark.
Criag Rogers, despite
missing two games due to an
injury, lead his Calloway
County teammates in scoring
with a 13.1 mark. Next is
senior forward Ricky Garland
with an 11.8 average,followed
by Scott Barrow, 10.9; Stan
Rushing, , tO and Kenny
Erwin,4.6.
Garland leads Calloway •
rebounders with a 9.8 average,
and Rushing has hauled down
6.2 a game.
The Lakers, who scalped
University Heights 119-46 in
the consolation game of the
Caldwell County Invitatial
Tournament last week, fell to
Wingo (83-71) in their latest
outing.
(see statistics, page 10)
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Florida Stuns 'Cats
In Alligator Alley
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
They call it "Gator Alley,"
and more than one visiting
college basketball team has
been swallowed up there.
That's what happened to the
Kentucky Wildcats Wednesday night_ ,
"I guess we didn't have the
same mental attitude and
enthusiasm as we had against
Notre Dame," Kentucky
Coach Joe Hall said after his
ninth-ranked team dropped a
76-65 decision to Florida in
Gainesville, a ferocious court
for a visitor.
The Wildcats, who had upset
second-ranked Notre Dame
81-76 last Saturday night,
certainly didn't match that
fiery level Wednesday night.
The Gators, meanwhile, didn't
lack for intensity.
"We won this game because
my players didn't let up for 40
minutes," said Florida Coach
John Lotz. "We needed this
one for our confidence. There
are difficult games ahead and
I'm thinking about Alabama
next week. But I'm really not
surprised we won, because we
worked hard for it."
Hall was perplexed,though.
"It was hard to understand
the loss," he said."But I guess
it's a young team on the road.
We played like a young team.
We didn't play with enand
thusiasm
aggressiveness."
Kentucky wasn't the only
ranked team that had
problems in the Southeastern
Conference Wednesday night.
Mississippi State, the nation's
No. 18 club, was beaten 87-65

The replacement for Woody Mayes, shown above grabbing the focomask of Ohio Stets *you. Bon
Frit:(56) in the melee during the Gator Bowl, was suspected to be Arkansas Coach Lou ROM
but Holtz has apparently been ruled out. 'I don't think we can afford him. . .,' said a Big Ten
athletic official in an Associated Press story today. Holtz currently earns $42,000 in salary, but
fringe benefits push that figure much higher.
.Associated Press

Lynn's 32 Points Lead
Murray Women's Rout
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-game last night.
(box:score, page 10)
The game was last before original Murray schedule, was
the Racers, now 6-4, open their hastily set up, said Racer
Ohio Valley Conference Coach Jean Smith, because of '
schedule by hosting Tennessee her team's long layoff.
"We ( Murray and St. Louis)
Tech Monday.
Lynn, a 5-6 guard, sank 15- both wanted to play a game
of-20 field-goal attempts and before our conference games
hit both her free throws. She started," said Smith. "This
was a good oppportunity for
also grabbed 10 rebounds.
Center Jackie Mounts, who both teams to get back into the
was named the OVC's player flow of things."

By the Associated Press
COLUMBUS, Ohio — Lou
Holtz has issued a strong
denial that he Will even
consider replacing the fired
Woody Hayes as Ohio State
UniveR-sity's football coach.
And an athletic official at
the Big Ten ConfeRence
school, who asked not to be
named, said: "I don't think we

Abdul-Jabbar Atop
NBA All-Star Balloting
NEW YORK (AP) —
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar of Los
Angeles is the leading votegetter so far in fan balloting
for the Western Conference
All-Star team that will face
the East in the National
Basketball Association AllStar Game Feb. 4 at Detroit.
Abdul-Jabbar, among the
league leaders in scoring,
rebounding, field goal percentage and blocked shots,
received 201,764 votes, the
NBA said today.

Leading at the other
are forwards
positions
of
Johnson
Marques
Milwaukee (160,572) and
Maurice Lucas of Portland
(134,909), and guards David
Thompson of Denver (150,4331
and Paul Westphal of Phoenix
(127,901).
Running second are forwards Adrian Dantley of Los
Angeles (114,706) and George
McGinnis of Denver (112,930),
center Artis Gilmore of
Chicago (99,480).

in the Big Ten, when he was
dismissed by athletic director
Hugh Hindman for slugging a
Clemson player during a 17-15
Gator Bowl setback.
But the fringe benefits for
Hayes or any Ohio State coach
are not likely to equal the
current ones for Holtz.
Holt', a native of East
Liverpool, Ohio, has posted a
20-3-1 record in two seasons
with the Razorbacks and has
taken them to the Orange and
Fiesta botris.
"Some people in my family
even cried some that I
wouldn't even consider the
(Ohio State) job," said Holtz
in Honolulu, where he is
coaching a Hula Bowl all-star
team.
"In all honesty, I do not feel
I should consider the job. I've
always wanted to coach at
Ohio State, but I've made a
commitment to Arkansas and
I intend to keep that commitment," said the 1968
Buckeyes' defensive backfield
coach.
Meanwhile, the applications
began to pile up for Hayes' old
-lob. Two of the first were from

current Ohio State assistants,
quarterback coach George
Chaump and defensive
coordinator George Hill.
Hayes, says one of his
longtime associates, will
spend his coming days
writing, completing one book
and perhaps writing a new
one.
Hayes has canceled all of his
upcoming speeches except
one. The coaching legend will
address the 50th anniversary
of his late brother Ike's
veterinary graduating class at
Iowa State University later
this month.
On another front, one of
Hayes' fiercest recruiters, 80year-old retired Cincinnati
businessman Jack Farcasin.
suggests the fired coach
should bec9me a lecturer at
the Colleg* Football Hall of
Fame at nearby Kings Island.
Ohio.
"I think it's a natural," said
Farcasin. "He could greet
people and give lectures at the
Hall. And, let's face it, he'd be
a heck of a drawing card.
Froti a business standpoint,:
he'd be a gold mine."
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The Complete Stove Shop

College Basketball
Carolina whipped Clemson 9068; No. 11 Indiana State
defeated Tulsa 101-89; 17thranked Marquette turned
back Brown 57-49 and No. 20
Maryland trimmed George
Washington University 84-72.
Reggie Hannah scored 21
points and Ric Clarkson had 20
to lead Florida's upset of
Kentucky.
"Clarence Tillman played
aggressively on offense, but
defensively, the team was
unable to stop anything from
Florida's offense," said Hall.
"Florida played really well
tonight. They played an
game
good
overall
throughout."
Eddie Phillips scored 21
points and collected 10
rebounds to pace Alabama
over Mississippi State.
Phillips took over the Crimson
Tide's main duties when
leading man Reggie King was
hit with early foul trouble.
"The young kids ,played
super," noted Alabama Coach
C.M. Newton. "We had no
letdowns. We beat an outstanding basketball team."
Al Green scored 27 points
and DeWayne Scales had 23 as
undefeated ISU beat Georgia
for its ninth victory. Georgia
played without Lucius Falter,
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the Bulldogs' top reboundet
"We beat the point spr4ad,
by probably 25 poin4,"
Georgia Coach Hugh Durham
said, tongue-in cheek. ''We
played the No. 7 team in the
country and we're probably
somewhere around 75th. You
figure two points by position
and they ought to beat us by
150 points.
"They're talented. If you
were going to choose up sides
you wouldn't pick too many of
those red shirts I Georgia ).put
there."
LSU Coach Dale Britom
enjoyed his conferenceopening victory, but dreaded
the coming week.
"We now have a ludicrous
road trip -three games in one
week," Brown said. "That
shouldn't happen. Kentucky,
Vanderbilt and Alabama, all
in one week and all on the
road.'
Mike O'Koren's 22 points led
North Carolina past Clemson,
which lost for the first time
after nine staight victories.
"I thought O'Koren played
his usual sensational game,"
said Tar Heel Coach Dean
Smith. "He does so mexiy
things that don't show up.in
the box score."
Larry Bird scored 27 points
and grabbed 19 rebounds as
Indiana State opened its
Missouri Valley Conference
season with a victory over
Tulsa. Bernard Toone's- 22
points powered Marquette
over Brown. Albert King and
Larry Gibson contributed_ 20
points apiece to lead
Maryland over George
Washington.
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GE 15.7 Cu. Ft. No-Frost
Refrigerator-Freezer

111 N. 7th
159-4878
Chimney Sweep Cliff Hiegel Owner
' Register for a free rick of wood! Free refreshments
Beautiful imported stoves from Belgium and Denmark.
Soper versatile All Righter from New England wood stove, furnace, cookstove, water heater, &
humidifier!
W. offer professional installation, stove pipe,
metal chimneys and many other accessories.

by Alabama.
In another SEC opener, No.
7 Louisiana State played
according to form and blasted
Georgia 97-75.
In other action involving the
Top Twenty, No. 3 North

America's Largest GE Retailer

Holtz Says He's Not Interested
In Taking Over At Ohio State
can afford him. We could
match his salary, but not his
fringe benefits."
Holtz, 42, a former assistant
coach under Hayes, makes
$42,000 annually on a
revolving five-year contract
at Arkansas, but his fringes
push it above $100,000 annually.
Hayes, 65, wag- making
$45,000 a year, second highest

- -
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Wake Up Bear

What's Up
Today
Calloway County girls (9-01 at Heath.
Murray High girls (2-2) at Mayfield. _

No Disappointment;Alabama Is No. 1

•411

By the Associated Press
l'USCALOOSA, Ala. Coach Bear Bryant took the
day off so he could personally
take all the congratulatory
calls for his No. 1-ranked
Alabama football team.
Bryant said he stayed up all
night last year waiting for the
polls, only to find that
Alabama was No. 2 behind
Notre Dame.
But he awoke Wednesday to
the good news that the
Crimson Tide came out on top
in The Associated Press poll
for the 1978 season.
Gov.-elect Fob James, an
Auburn all-star running back
in the 1950s, sent Bryant a
telegram. It said, in part:
"Alabama's performance ...
combined with a brilliant
regular season left no doubt as
to the wisdom of their
selection, irrespective of any
other poll."
Bryant said the No. 1 rating
is "a great honor" for the
players and coaches. -They
worked awfully hard and
overcame a great deal of
adversity this year, not to
mention the most difficult
schedule we have ever had,"
Bryant said.
-They set their goals'high
and they will have a lifetime of
pride for having achieved it."
Some coaches and former
players gathered in an office

'Friday
Murray High girls, boys (5-1) vs Fulton County; home;
girls game,6:30 p.m.
Calloway County boys (3-7) vs St. Mary: Jeffrey
Gymnasium.
Monday
Murray State women (5-4) s Tennessee Tech; 7 p.m.,
sports arena; admission,free.
Murray High girls vs Tilghman; home.
Calloway County girls vs Ballard Memorial, home.
Tuesday
Calloway County boys at Sedalia.
Murray High boys at Wingo.
Wednesday
Murray State men 12-101 at Louisiana Tech.

Spurs Use Spurt
To Batter Jazz
By the Associated Press
Considering that New
Orleans was 2-18 on the road
this season and the San
Antonio Spurs had won six in a
row at home and 10 of their
last 11 overall, Maybe the Jazz
did pretty well to battle to an
18-18 tie with Larry Kenon in
the last quarter.
Unfortunately for Elgin
BaYlor's club, the rest of the
Spurs scored 23 more over the
same span to give San Antonio
a 123-97 National Basketball
Association victory Wednesday night.
Kenon, ignoring

a sore

wrist, scored 12 of his 18
fourth-quarter points in a sixminute span during which the
Spurs scored 21 straight points
to go from a 9049 edge to a 11189 lead. He finished with 35
points and 17 rebounds.
"I thought I played a pretty
good game overall. Once we
got our running game going,
we took off," - said Kent* in
quite an understatement. -The Jazz, led by - Truck
Robinson's 29 paints for the
game, led 544) at, halftime
and stayed close until the 21. point blowout, but 30 errors,.
most in the final quarter, left a
sour taste in Baylor:o mouth.
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You get:
•Plenty of Golden Brown
Boneless Chicken Filets
*French Fries
*Fresh Creamy Cole Slaw
*2 Southern style Hushpuppies
and our Special Sweet'n Sour Sauce
*Regular Drink
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Saturday.
It was the fifth national
championship team for
Bryant. His teams won the AP
version of the title in 1961, 1964
and 1965.
Southern Cal was second,
Oklahoma third, Penn State
fourth and Michigan fifth in
the AP poll.
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give final approval of the
design for the championship
rings.
"Now we can put those
diamond rings on our fingers
and start flashing them
around," said quarterback
Jeff Rutledge at San Francisco, where he was preparing
to play in the EastWest game

Murray State
Boxscore

Ed Harcourt(11) is one of four Murray High players averaging in
double figures thus far. The Tigers, 5-1, open the 1979 portion of
their schedule by hosting Fulton,- County Friday night. See
Staff Photo
statistics below.

Area Prep Basketball Statistic's

in the coliseum Wednesday to
let it all sink in.
"It's like losing your pay
check and finding it the next
day," said assistant athletic
director Charley Thornton,
referring to the No. 2 ranking
given Alabama in the coaches'
poll Tuesday.
The coaches poll continued
to bother some.
"We all know that you
sports writers are not dummies all the time," said
assistant coach Sylvester
Croom.
Former Alabama player
Ozzie Newsome was openly
proud: "I'm so pleased for the.
guys," Newsome said. "We
helped recruit 70 to 80 percent
of those on this team."
-This kind of makes up now
for some of the disappointment of last year," said
halfback Major Ogilvie, who
scored one of the Tide's two
touchdowns in its 14-7 Sugar
Bowl win over then No.1ranked Penn State on Monday.
And All-American tackle
Marty Lyons, who helped stop
Penn State twice at the goal
line, said of the No. 1 ranking:
"That is what we have been
waiting to hear. I never
doubted our ability to win the
championship, but I was
anxious to heat the news ...
No. 1 was our dreim.r-_.
Bryant will be the otte to
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West Texas State ran 87
ground plays against Indiana
State in a 1978 college game.

-
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itto 11:741--football-game,„We-Holland of Cornell carried the
ball 55 times in one game
against Harvard.

PARKER FORD

Savings PFograms
Available at Maximum
Rates Allowed By Banking Law.

Where The Price Sells The Car

FANTASTIC
Sale
Discount
„rAinc

90 days,6 months or 12 months maturity, $100 minimum
One year or two years maturity, 51,000 minimum
30 months maturity, $1,000 minimum
4 years maturity, 91,000 minimum
6 year maturity,S1,000 minimum
8-10 year maturity, $1,000 minimum

Efl. Annual Yield if Paid Annually
5.653
6,183
6.715
7.518
7.787
8.057

6°.

11.

Effective 1/4/71 Hire 1/10/79, Money Market Certificates, 1.660%
New rules established weekly
Six months,$10,000 minimum

New 1979 LTD

Any Certificate in which the amount or maturity is altered must be re-written within ten days after the maturity of the existing
Certificate.

Vinyl roof, V8 motor, paint stripes, all vinyl seats, WSW Radial Tires,
air conditioned, AM/FM radio, accent exterior group, tinted glass
complete dual remote mirrows,luxury wheel covers.

ill Certificates not re-written will advance at maturity in the above new rates, except 36-months Certificates, which must be
re-written at maturity.
PENALTY FOR WITHDRAWAL PRIOR TO MATURITY 4F I JAE DEPOSIT

LIST PRICE $7332

SALE PRICE

As a result of FDIC regulations which became effective July 5, 1913, you may not withdraw all or any part of your time deposit
prior to maturity, except with the consent of thts bank, which may be given only at the time such request for withdrawal is made.
At such time the bank may, but is not required to, give its consent. If the bank does consent the following penalty will be
assessed on the amount withdrawn.

GIVE US A BID

USED CAR SPECIALS
78 Cougar 8Il7 • va, tilt
wheel, cruise control. AMFM,low miles.

78 7408 - Ember
Diamond Jubilee. I.ike
new, loaded with equipment

78 LTD Landau - 2 Door
white, loaded with equip
Low miles,one owner

78 Fiesta - Burgandy -4
ryl ,air, 4 speed.

77 7-Bird - Silver &
Burgundy, priced to sell.
see and drive.

78 Faimeall - 4 Door, rust
color, auto, air, power
steering, one owner.

.78 Pinto - 3 door, red - low
miles,auto, air.

18 1.10 H Sport - 2 Door,
white, red stripe, air, auto,
power steering, power
brakes

79 LTD H Demo - White &
green, less than 5,000
miles, still warranty
covered.

78 Granada - 4 Door,6 cyl.,
auto, air, power steering,
power brakes.

75 Firebird - Silver. auto.
air, power ottering, power
brakes.

77 Monte Carl. - Bed . 2
Door, V8, power steering.
air. pcw..-er brake,"

77 LTD - 2 Door, white, one
owner, plenty of extras
needs a home.

77 Cougar IR7 - Black &
Champagne - a beautiful
car - see and drive.

76 Torino - 4 Door
74 Datsun Ill- 4 Door
13 Mustang 2 Door

701 Main

The depositor may not receive interest from the date of deposit on the amount withdrawn at a rate in excess of the maximum
rate which may be paid on savings deposits by this .bank on the date of withdrawal and the depositor shall forfeit all interest
calculated at such savings deposit rate whether accrued and unpaid, or paid to or for the depositor's account, on the amount
withdrawn for a period of three months or for the period since the date of the deposit, whichever is less. Where necessary to
comply with this requirement, interest already paid to or for the account of the depositor shall be deducted from the amount
requested by the depositor lobe withdrawn.

Bank of
•

70 Mustang - 3 Door
76 Cordoba

Door
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Ali May Retire...Again
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By the Associated Press
LOS ANGELES — Muhammad Ali will face a familiar
question — his retirement plans — ioday at a press conference. The heavyweight champion is expected to answer that he'll not fight again.
It will not be the first time Ali has said he's quitting the
ring. In the past, however,. he changed his mind and
continued his boxing career.
But this time, All, who turns 37 on Jan. 17, may be
serious.
He told a radio interviewer Wednesday that he's
through fighting.
In response to a question by Ira Fietell of KABC radio,
All said he was retiring, and that he wanted to retire as the
champion because that was important to him and important to black people.
All was not available for comment, but has a press
conference scheduled today to .promote Saturday's All
Track Meet and "discuss his future."
The only man to win the heavyweight title three times,
All reclaimed the World Boxing Association's version of
the crown in New Orleans last Sept. 15 with a 15-round
decision over Leon Spinks. All had lost the title to Spinks
in an earlier bout in Las Vegas....
Many boxing observers predicted that the victory over
Spinks would be All's last hurrah, since he appears to
have lost much of the speed and power that ranked him
among the top heavyweights of all time.

Connors To Defend
NEW YORK — Tennis star Jimmy Connors will defend
his Grand Prix Masters title here at Madison Square
Garden next week.
The decision Wednesday assured the Masters of at least
one meeting between Connors and John McEnroe, the
hottest player on the tour in recent months.
"After carefully evaluating the pros and cons,I feel it is
my duty to tennis fans and the media to participate in the
Masters," Connors was quoted as saying in the Thursday
edition of the New York Times.
Connors was reached by telephone in his management
office in St. Louis.
Connors finished first in the overall Grand Prix point
+Standing for 1978, while McEnroe wound up sixth. But
became of the absence of Bjorn Borg, who was second but
--t---ehose to My the Masters, McEnroe will be the fifthSeeded player in the eight-man draw.

A Kingdonte Kickoff?
SEATTLE — Texas and Louisville have been offered
contracts for a season-opening college basketball
doubleheader in the Kingdome with Washington and
Seattle University in 1980.
Washington Athletic Director Mike Lude said Wednesday that Husky Coach Mary Harstunan and Seattle
University officials want to bring the best teams possible
to Seattle for what they hope will become an annual event.
Hershman said other schools which have been approached and have expressed interest include Kentucky,
Michigan, Michigan State, Louisiana State, Maryland and
the Carolina schools..

4.

Did TV Fumble Coverage Of Bowls
down that Notre Dame scored
as time ran out to cap its
amazing comeback.

By HOWARD SMITH
AP Sports Writer

dismissal after 3years on the
job.

It was not television's finest
hour. Bleary-eyed viewers
who sat through nine national
games, including the pros,
over a 4.day period deserved
better.

ABC kicked off college
football's biggest weekend of
NBC didn't blow anything or
the season by futnbling the import and, in fact, did a good
ball on the Woody Hayes' job capturing the only clanincident,then compounded the troversial play that came up,
fracture by blowing the Charles White's fumble that
opening kickoff of the Sugar
Bowl.
officials wrongly ruled
CBS, with only one bowl to Southern Cal touchdown. But
deal with, provided absolutely NBC did manage, with
amateurish coverage of the questionable motives, to
Cotton Bowl, topped off by sabotage w the Rose Bowl's
completely missing the touch- halftime show.

ABC showed the incident
clearly but never televised a
replay. - And commentators
Keith Jackson and Ara
Parseghian ignored the whole
thing.

The main cause celebre, of
course, came Friday night in
the Gator Bowl whgn Ohio
State's charming coach
Woody Hayes slugged a
Clemson player in the game's
waning -moments. The incident, unprecedented on
national TV, led to Hayes'

All of which brought forth an
avalanche of irate phone calls
to the network's switchboard
in New York and cries of
"coverup" throughout the
land.

Forced To Go 13Qgging

Producer Bob Goodrich, the booth, Jackson and Parman running the show in seghian were not watching
Jacksonville," offers the their monitor. They were
following explanation. He had watching the field and lost
three sources for videotape .treek of the Clemson player in
replay, With Ohio State a sea of bodies when he was
driving toward • a —p—oisilble Imockeeteut of bounds.
There is no excuse for
score with less than two
minutes left, he decided to use missing the waking kickoff,of
the videotape on two wide the Sugar Bowl, a game AC
receivers and use the third for has been tooting for weeks.
an end zone shot. Thus he had The network los showing a
no replay capability on the commercial at the time arid
main feed, the picture that that was just poor coordination, an embarrassment
everyone sees at home.
Upstairs in the broadcast to a network that considers
itself No. 1 in sports.
CBS does not eonsider itself
No. 1 in sports and after
watching its Cotton Bowl
coverage one can see why.
Poor camera angles, sloppy
itideline work, a lack of interesting replays all led to the
sport," he insisted. "They ultimate failure, showing the
refuse to honor obligations crucial touchdown from an
angle that made it impossible
and jump all over the world
playing exhibitions and to see what happened. Even
feathering their own nests the presence of old pro LinThey are jeopardizing the dsey Nelson could not compensate for a dismal
credibility of the game."
Bob Briner, executive production.
As for the Rose Bowl, what
director of the Association o
Tennis Professionals, admitS we have here is one of those
"coincidences''
concern over the genera fascinating
that pop up from time to time.
impact of the player boycott.
"I don't know why these At halftime the Michigan band
guys don't realize that had planned a salute to
millions of dollars rest on the "Battlestar Galactica", which
success of the MtFters,' is an ABC show. NBC cut
Briner said. "Other sponsors - away to provide viewers with
--all over the world will be —Old Olympic footage of George
guided by..X._These players _Foreman and others In whom
have a moral obligation, if not there is yirtually no Merest
_these days.
a legal one,to compete."

Without Top Stars, Grand Prix Just Another Tournament
By WILL GR1MSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
NEW YORK — Suppose you
got an invitation to come down
to the First National Bank and
stuff your pockets with all the
bills they would hold. Chances
are you'd break a leg getting
there.
Such an inviting lure, in
effect, is being tossed out to
the world's top tennis players
— Jimmy Connors, Bjorn
Borg, Guillermo Vilas and
Vitas Gerulaitis. So what do
they do? They yawn and say,
"Sorry, can't be bothered."
So the ;400,000 Grand Prix
Masters in Madison Square
Garden, the climactic court
event -of a 12.month, $11million season, is forced to go

begging — bereft of its
principal stars and confined to
a field of perennial runnersup. It could be a disaster.
It's a sad commentary on a
game whose popularity in the
last decade has busted out of
its seams. It may — and
pardon the cliche — be the
selfish indifference that kills
the goose that lays all those
golden tennis eggs.
Tennis, from its roots to its
high echelon penthouse, is
disturbed. The old pros who
paved the way for today's
bonanza are disgusted.
Sponsors, the people who put
up the rich prize money, are
becoming more and more
disenchanted. If the current

trend contin.ues, the spoiled,
arrogant prima donnas of the
current game may soon go to
the trough and find it dry.
Borg, the No. 2-ranked
Wimbledon champion, has
officially declined to play in
the Masters, set for the
Garden Jan. 10-14. So has
Gerulaitis, No. 4 in the world.
Connors, No. 1, and Vilas, No.
3, have failed to respond with
the deadline set for today.
• • It's
disturbing
and
disheartening," said Jack
Kramer, former king of the
pros and architect of the
Grand Prix format."I get sick
when I think of how much
others have sacrificed to
promote the game only to

have their efforts fouled by a
bunch of selfish, short-sighted
guys with no regard at all for
the system."
"They are getting too big for
their britches," added Don
Budge, the Grand Slam
champion of the mid-1930s.
"All they do is take out of the
game and put nothing back in
—4's a shame."
Bill Talbert,former ranking
'player, Davis Cup captain and
director of the U.S. Open
Championship, admitted that
he was distressed by the lack
of sensitivity on the part of
many of the top players. "They have* regard* all
for the sponsors,for the people
who promote. and finance the

-

-Lopez Named

ree

By the Associated Press
HARRISBURG, Pa. —
Nancy Lopez, winner of The
Associated Press' Female
Athlete of the Year award,
earned a record $189,813 as a
rookie on the pro golf tour.
But the charismatic 21-yearold says she's just breaking
even.
"I'm repaying my father by
making him proud of me. He
worked on my game a great
deal when I was an amateur."

adiethaek

The Nationwide Supermarket of Sound!

THESE SPECTACULAR SALE PRICES GOOD JAN. 4-6, 1979

Sports At A Glance
UK Boxscore
IBM=(60
Owl 1 124,Clew 6 64 12, %rawer 73.4$,
Ahlisiiis 7 01114,SimI30 7, Mena 6 2-2 14,
tram 1 1-1 S.aidesI 14 I. Maw II 04 I.
Caw teal Te•IP41 Ism 06.
RIMY(711$
alms914 111. Camel94 111,lima914 st,
_....Waggi9,.___Wilisill111411‘1111Ww I all,
Maim,I-2
1111011rno • Radii If, flaws* U. hid we
holi Illossidie et, Ibiedi la a
Ilinnsak
11.641

Girls Top 10
•
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - Here are the
tap 10 Kentucky girls high school
bilketball teams with ftrst-p/sce votes in
parentheses, records and total point..
1. Laurel Co. (10) 104 100
11-1 84
2. Pans
1. Lea. Lafayette 11-0 11
4. Lou. Assumption 6.0 73
7-2 80
5. Russell
6-1 43
6. Allen Co
10-1 40
7. Lou. Mercy
Coy Holy Cross 8-4 23
.5115
Knox
Iss1 Butler ..44 74

R.L.

Boys TOO 5
Here are the tap 15rd busloom In
Kentucky high school bbe06.11. with
firet-place votes In pareatheses, recordi
and total points:
1 Lea Lafayette 20) 10-0 HO
6-1 136
2. Christian Co
191 712
to-u Baird 6-3 1713
4. Shelby Co
5 owenlboro
64172
6. Les Bryan Station,. 945411
7 Mayfield
54 142
I Lan Henry Clay
10.0 112
I. Warren East
7-4 108
10 Bowling Green
9-1 86
11 Harrison Co
$420
12.Lou Damao
4199
13/daysviDe
64 70
14.Lou Moore
44.
15.Socnerset

The Los Ageles Lakers won
33 straight games during the
1971-72 NBA season.

II
3
83
15
18
87
57

lee

EBB HAIR CONSULTANT
WILL EXPUIN HAIR PROBLEMS FREE AT
Holiday Inn, US 641 South
Murray, Ky. •
January 5, 1979
Friday,
,
Mt. R. E. Borden will be
back in Murray, Ky. again
Friday, January 5, 1979.
Now is the time to act on
this great opportunity.
Every man and woman
now loosing hair should
take advantage of this
FREE CONSULTATION.
ISARARTEEI
You will be given a written
guarantee on a pro-rated
basis from the beginning to
the end.
CAN'T RELP
Male pattern baldness is
the cause of a great
majority of cases of -baldness and excessive hair
loss, for which no method is
Hair
Ebb
effective.
Specialists cannot help
-those who are slick bald after years of gradual hair
loss.

Many conditions can
cause hair loss. No matter
which one is causing your
hair loss, if you wait until
you are slick Bald and your
hair roots are dead you are
beyond help. So, no* is the
about
time to do som
it before it's tooeltat
FREE CON:RATION
Just take a few minutes
of your time on Friday,
January 5, 1979, and go to
the Holiday Inn, US 641
South in Murray, Ky. between 1 p.m. and 8:30 p.m.
and ask the Desk Clerk for
R.E. Borden, room number.
There is no charge or
obligation.. all consultations are private, you
will not be embarrassed in
any way.

Ntri
Moran Stews He-ReGrew Hair. He Did Not
ra
- -Have Male Pattern Italdoesa.
We accept MASTER CHARGE and VISA.

LOWEST PRICE EVER ON
OUR MACH-ONE SPEAKERS!

_NBA Stondinge _

\ 4Li

NatWest Bailliethatkpailfilles
Al A Glance
By The Associated Press
Eastern Cealerence
Atlas& Division
Pet. GB
L
W
Ya
n 11 .871
Philadelphia
.11_
Waitungtati
re
SOO
17 17
New Jersey
7
.487
19 20
New York
371 11
13 22
Boston
Central Division
805
23 15
San Antoruo
1,1
-571
20 15
Houston
4
.500
19 19
Atlanta
IS
389
22
14
Cleveland
333 10%
13 26
HIM Orleans
.314 11
12 26
Dogrel
Midwest Winos
5113
21 15
Kamm City
.474
18 20
Denver
.395
15 23
Chicago
.390
16 25
Milwaukee
.203
12 24
Indiana
Pacific Division
649
24 13
Seattle
641
25 14
Phoenix
615
24 15
Los Angeles
.526
20 18
Golden State
514
18 17
Portland
.475
21
19
Diego
San
Weeleaday's Games
Los Angeles 99. Atlanta 90
Philadelphia 111. Chicago 98
Indiana 120, Milwaukee 102
San Antonio 123, New Orleans 97
Houston 127, New Jersey 122
Kansas City 1011, Denver 101
Golden State 96. Detroit 81
Seattle 123. Boston 116

by Realistic*

9
Pr.

Orig. 1979 Catalog Price 43990 Pr.
music—from-rock-to Bach—and round
component system with these
Christmas
out that
,
high-performance speakers. Each has a huge 154
—coustsc suspension woofer with 4-layer voice coil
— wound on a brass form -toliandle up to 100 watts—
plus heavy-duty tweeter and multi-cell midrange
horn for 2645,000 Hz response. Genuine walnut

--Feel" elf.the

I
7
7%
9

1
4%
5
6%

veneer cabinet

1

College Basketball
CAlleges
EAST
Boston 71, Fairteigh Dickinson 73. OT
Connection .7'1, New HaTnP419rT
Delaware 69, Glassboro SS
James Madison 72, Lehigh 54
Lafayette 64. Mara vow 46
Maine 54, Morgan St 56
Marquette 57, Brown 49
Providence 52, Villanova 51
St. Francis, N.Y. 811, Northeastern 74
St Francis, Pa., 77, Clarion 64
Syracuse 711. Cornell 52
Temple 62. Pittsburgh 57
Vermont 93, Niagara 79
W Virginia 81. American 79
SOUTH
Alabama 17, Mississippi St U
Delta St 104, Christian Bros 81
Florida 76. Kentucky 615
Furman N. Baptist, S.C., 61
JackaonvOle 71. Florid. St. U
Louisiana St 77, Georgia 75
Maryland 84, George Washington 72
North Caroline 92, Clemson U
Penn State 89, Richmond flb
Tennessee 71, Misalaalppi 67
Tennessee St 68, Tenn.-Martin 36
Tensaw% Tech 81. St Francis, 111 7)
Vanderbilt 17, Auburn 55
Virginia U, Wake Forest 73
Virginia Tech 62, New Orleans SO
William AV Mary IS, Muhlenburn 44
MIDWFHT
Ball St 101. N Illinois 41
iltirlon 73. Butler 61
Illinois St 74. Br.dley 61
Indiana St 101. Tula
Iowa St 101. Mankato St 43
Oklahoma St 101. Roosevelt 84
Soothers Winces IC Wm. Jewell WI
Toledo tr. F. Kentackr $7
Wig -Parkside 77. Wis -Milwaukee
Xavior., Ohlo 71, Miami. Ohio 117
solfrowirsi
Houston 111, Texas Lutheran 79
McNees* 76, Pan American 69
Southern II, Tete Southern 82
WHAT
Portland St. 911, Great Falls 63
St (loud St 115, Moorhead St 71
St Mary's, Calif .77. Pacific U 74
73
Oen Are Nit 71, Humboldt
Utah 20 .4, Utbh 72
14
MOWN.Ilk Mr litres

$100

AM/FM STEREO
8-TRACK SYSTEM

8x12". 40-4024
/
28k8x171

TWO-WAY COMPACT
SPEAKER SYSTEMS
Minimus ° -9 by Redistic

Clarinette- -97 by Realistic

19995
Orig. 1979 Catalog
Price 22995

,

1.

SAVE
$30

Pr.
Reg. 5990 Pr.

CUT
$10
Add-on to coin
pact systien at
left foe :surround
sound" or use as
• extenstons,with
compbnept sys tems! 22" walnut

ft=
CHARGE IT
(MOSTSTORES)

Record tapes for home and car' Dual recording level
controls and lighted VU meters Add voice to music as
you record with Sing-Along 3-speed changer with Auto
Stop, diamond. sapphire stylus Built in FM antenna
22- high speakers with 8" woofer, 3"..tweeter. 18 cables
Hinged dust cover 13 1197

.^0 4orleet en
ciesUrns. Each
with 8" woofer,
3". hewer. 24-ft
cent!, phono plug.
.
••
40-514 •

THINK OF HI-FI, THINK OF REAL/ST/C, THINK OF RADIO SHACK

Olynligc Plaza
Murray, Ky.
N

A DIVISION 01 TANDY
COPPOPIATIV*

,

10-7 Mon.-Fri.
10-6 Sat.
Closed Sun.

'Must Awns
also av ail able el
Radio Stack
Deats
- Look for
liget ifl vow
fyliehtfir hood

PRICES

Ittedle
Thaelt
15111A6$111

MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES
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THE FIRST THING YOU DO — The first thing you have to do is jump in And after
that. .. All second graders in the Murray City Schools have had the opportunity for
swimnting instruction this semester at the University pool The lessons were taught by
college students of Margaret Simmons.and Nita Head. Arrangements for the special
program were made by Dr. Chad Stewart and Mrs. Mary Ryan. Pictured on the side of
the pool with their Murray State student instructors are:(from left) Scott Winchester,
Robert Mclean, Downs Thornton. John Muelhman, Scott McDougal, Greg Moffett,
Marci Willett, Melissa Nesbitt, Anna Worley,and Tammy Tennison.

SOME HESITANCFY — Margaret Simmons, Murray State
teacher, urges second graders to get into the pool in spite
of some initial hesitancy. Clockwise(from corner of pool)
are: Scott Garland, Michael Simpson, Robert Mclean,
Martin Pallister, Bobby Farmer and Gregory Gilbert
Photos by Kaye Peebles

By The Associated Press
It was icy cold from Florida
to the Great Lakes today, and
at least two persons were
. reported killed while battling
:
. freezing temperatures that
sent citrus growers into the
fields with heaters, sapped
power supplies and set cold
recordS - An exposure death was
reported in Wisconsin.
.,The cold temperatures
worried farmers in Texas and
parts of the Southeast, but
were called a boon to Georgia
peaches.
The National Weather
Service said the cola "improvesthe prospects of a good
peach crop this spring," by
sending peach trees into a rest
period.
Florida citrus growers set
up heaters in their fields, but
the cold was not seen as a
substantial threat. "It will
brighten up the fruit and start
trees into dormancy," said
Beb Gibson of the -Florida
Citrus Mutual.
The National Weather
Service reported earIrtoday
that an unexpected wind shift
added moisturito the air over
the Florida citrus belt, further
resiticing the threat of crop
damage.
In.Texas, where less than 10
percent of the $40 million
citrus crop is protected by
artificial heating devices,
growers began gathering
oranges and grapefruit for
juice. Cabbage and broccoli
reported
were
crops
damaged.
Power outages attributed to

the cold were reported in Montana and the Dakotas
widely scattered areas yielded
wind-chill temWednesday, including Bir- peratures as low as 40-to-50
mingham, AIL;'Miami, Key below zero.
West and Jacksonville in
The western Gulf Coast 44s
Florida; and Detroit.
warmer, with readings in the
Schools were closed ins..30s and 40s. The eastern Gulf
upstate New York Wednesday Coast reported temperatures
after the area was blanketed in the 20s and 30s.
by 16 inches of snow. More
Most -of the %lawn repartee
than 26,000 youngsters got the dry weather. Light snow or
day off in Syracuse, N.Y.
snotvshowers were scattered
In Columbus, Ga., tern- over the Great Lakes region
peratures fell to a record low and the northern half of the
of 15 degrees, and James Rockies into the Nebraska
Williams, 60, was fatally Panhandle and eastern
burned after he lifted a heater Montana. There were a few
from a ditch, spilling flaming rainshowersin California.
diesel fuel onto his clothes.
Travel advisories for snow
Leola Matthews, 85, of were posted for the eastern
Ozark, ' Ark., died—after shores of Lakes Michigan,
inhaling fumes from an . oil Erie and Ontario.
heater.
Temperatures around the
And in West Bend, Wis., the nation at 1 a.m. CST ranged
body of Cory Bieniek, 17, was from 20 below zero in Inter„found in a vehicle parked on a national Falls, Minn., and
city street. Officials said Glasgow, Mont., to 59 in
Biertiek apparently fell asleep Brownsville, Texas.
and died of exposure.
Garbage collection crews ill
Milwaukee, unable to wort! _
because of subzero ternperatures, were expected to
be sent out Saturday for the
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API —
first full-scale weekend trash
collection since 1971.. Some Luther J. Wilson, head of the
Milwaukee homes have not Black Power Structure of
had garbage picked up irt 1-5- America._ headquartered _ in
days because of the holidays, Louisville, says he will announce Jan. 18 that he will
heavy snow and cold.
Across the nation's mid- seek the Republican Party's
section early today, tem- nomination for president of
peratures were beginning to the United States.
Wilson, of Louisville, a
moderate. But sub-zero
readings prevailed across the production worker, has not
northern Plains, Minnesota, held elective office but said he
District
3rd
for
and from Wisconsin through ran
congressman in 1974 as an
Illinois.
Brisk winds in eastern independent.

-Louisville Man Seeks
Republican Nod

NEW LOCATION
Effective January 2nd

DONALD G. HUGHES, M.D.
Family Practice
Medical Arts Bldg., Suite 203
30p .South 8th St., Murray, Ky.

Office Hours:
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mon. thru Friday
Phone(502)753-2622
Answered 24 Hours A Day
20 years experience in treatments of infants, children, adolescents, adults and
the elderly.
Mrs. Kay Routh
Mrs. Betty Gallimore
Registered Nurse Receptionist 8 Bookkeeper

By MAT!'YANCEY
"We haven't had to in- some plants shut down."
Associated Press Writer
terrupt power to any of our 12
The Tuesday night and
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) industrial customers with, Wednesday morning peaks
— With a $65 million ex- interruptible contracts," TVA would have exceeded the
penditure improving the spokesman Mike Butler said. record 22 million kilowatts
reliability of its power plants
If we have an extended spell last Jan. 10 except for
plus a little help from Oak of cold weather and a couple of amended contracts with the
Ridge, the Tennessee Valley more units go out...we could Department of Energy's
Authority is avoiding the last be in some trouble."
uranium enrichment plants at
two years' crises in meeting
Only four of the utility's Oak Ridge and Paducah, Ky.
cold weather electricity large generators, including
"The only thing that kept us
demands.
one reactor at the Browns from surpassing that record
"We actually Sold
Ferry, Ala., nuclear plant, was the fact that we have a 1
power to other utilities this were out of service when the million kilowatt redaction in
morning.” Tiikk Chairinab,S,_ power demand peak
0_031.5 effect at the two DOE plants,"
:
David Freeman said Wed- million kilowatts at 11- p.m. Butler said. -They normally
nesday as temperatures Tuesday.
get 2.3 million' kilowatts but
averaging 15 degrees above
Including several small they're down to 1.3 million for
zero pushed the peak demand generators, about 5.7 million the winter months."
on TVA's power system to 21.1 kilowatts of TVA's 28 million
The program to improve the
million kilowatts.
kilowatt capacity is not being reliablity of TVA's power
When a similar cold front a used. "That's about normal," plants was launched last year
year ago moved into thr Butler said. "We always have after
Cumberland, the
seven-state region TVA
serves, the government utility
was caught with one-third of
its generating 'capacity shut
down for maintenance or
repairs. '
Officials then Teduced
power to industries with interruptible contracts, cut
voltage percent and pleaded
with consumers to forego
showers and washing clothes
in the mid-morning and early._
evening.

system's largest coal-fired
plant, froze up in sub-zero
temperatma _dories the
winter of 1977.
The basic parts of the
program, to be completed in
1982 at a total cost of $133
million, include purchasing
spare turbine spindles and
keeping them on hand at the
and
plants
various
rehabilitating boilers.
"It looks like it's helping
some now," Freeman said.
Earlier, he said he was told by
consultants that TVA could
save as much as $100 million ayear by improving the
reliability of its power plants.
TVA serves Tennessee and
portions of Alabama,Georgia,
Mississippi, North Carolina,
Kentucky and Virginia.

Hogs 8130; barrows and gilts
.25-.50 lower; 1-2 200-250 lb
50.00-50.30; US 2 230-250 lb
49.50-50.00; 250-276 lb 49.0049.50; 2-3240.260 lb 48.50-49.00;
260-290 lb 48.00-48.50; sows
steady to 1.00 higher; 1-2 300400 lb 43.00-44.00; 400-450 lb
44.00-45.00; 450-500 lb 45.0045.50; 500-660 lb 45.50-46.50;
boars over 300 lb 36.50-38.00;
Sheep 25; slaughter lambs
5.00 higher; slaughter lambs
choice and prime 94 lb 65.00.

FILM, FUSII CRIES,
CAMERAS, FRAMES,

&Tic:raft Studios
MSc 12* • 753-0835

Who'll Pay You 9.55% On Six
Month Savings Certificates?

Legal Corporation.
Approves Plan To
ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky.
(AP) — Low-income residents
of
Hardin,
Nelson,
BrEckinridge, Grayson and
LaRue counties would get free
legal counsel under a plan
initially approved by the
Legal Services Corporation.
The program provides -a
full range of civil representation" to low-income persons,
regional director Michael H.
Terry of Atlanta says.
Legal Services is a federally
funded, non-profit corporation.
Terry said a budget of
$194,031 for one year has been
recommended to send lawyers
to cover the counties "circuit
rider style." Final approval of
the plan must follow a 30-day
period for comments or
protests.
Tentative plans call for an
office in Elizabethtown, Terry
said.

Peoples Bank money market certificates are non-negotiable time deposits.
These certificates have a 6 month Maturity (182 days). The minimum deposit
amount is $10,000, but deposits may be made in any amount of $10,000 or more.
Interest is compounded daily and paid at maturity. The interest rate is subject to
change at maturity. This 9.55% rate is effective on certificates purchased from now
through January 10, 1979.

WE,HAVE A FULL RANGE OF OTHER CERTIFICATES OF
DEPOSIT TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS:

Corals appear plantlike but
actually are simple animals
which, under crowded con-ditions, may attack and eat
each other.

INSURANCE—BONDS—REAL ESTATE-10$ E. 12TH ST., BENTON

FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY,CALLSWAY COUNTY AND AURORA
The Number To Call

CAN BE PROBLEM — Hair can be a problem but an understanding teacher helps, Lee Pinkston helps Angela
Evans. In back are Mistianna Holcomb and Melissa Nesbitt
(back to camera).

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
USDA — Estimated receipts
cattle and calves 800; feeders
50 percent; slaughter steers
.75-1.00 higher; slaughter
heifers steely; cows steady
instances 1.00 lower; limited
bulls fully steady; slaughter
calves and vealers poorly
tested, limited offerings
steady; represented feeders
steady;
Slaughter steers choice 2-3'1078 lb 58.10; mixed good and choice 2-4 1180-1205 lb 54.7056.60; good 2-3 1210 lb 53.50;
heifers choice 2-3 1008-1050 lb
56.00-56.60; good 965 lb 53.2t;
slaughter cows commercial
48.25-50.50; utility 48.00-54.25;
cutter 45.00-50.00; canner and
cutter under 800 lb 40.00-45.00;
slaughter bulls yield grade 1-2
1040-2085 lb 63.25-66.00; choice. 150-200 lb vealers 77.00-94.00;
choice 300-420 lb calves 68.0070.50; feeder steers choice 300400 lb 78.00-87.00; 400-500 lb
75.00-81.00; mixed good and
choice 475-705 lb 64.50-73.00;
good 400-600 lb 57.00-66.00; 600800 lb 51.00-57.00; heifers
mixed good and choice 350-700
lb 59.25-69.25; good 365-775 lb
53.50-60.00;

Federal law requires a substantial interest penalty on amounts withdrawn before maturity amounting to for.
feiture of 90 days interest andlhe reduction of the remaining interest to the passbook rate.
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Babson's'Business And Financial Forecast For 1979
By Babson's Reports Inc.
peak, W
ieevlle
eisslea
y
Rills, Mass., December 3, 1978.
A year ago, our forecast for 1978
anticipated further progress on the
business front. Despite a long coal
strike, an advance to
interest rates, and the appalling decline
in the value of the U. S. dollar against
the stronger currencies of the world,
general business did actually display
more staying power than had seemed
attainable. Unfortunately, the specter
of inflation — lard which we had
warned — also made its presence klt
during the past year. This cruel
•'hidden tax" proved to be a dual-edged
sword: On the one hand, the inflation
psychology prompted buying of durable
goods and homes in expectation of
higher prices, thus helping to sustain
the powerful business pace; on the
other hand, inflation was instrumental
in generating the flight from the dollarand the consequent poor performance
of the stock market. So, 1978 saw public
confidence undermined by anxiety over
the twin forces of inflation and soaring
interest rates even while there were
healthy advances in industrial activity,
.employment, personal income, and
corporate profits.
1979—SOME LETDOWN
FOR BUSINESS
As 1979 makes its debut, the present
uptrend in the business cycle is already
considerably longer than the average
life span of this nation's expansion
phases. This does not automatically —
and of itself — mean that ,a trend
reversal is imminent, but a cyclical
upturn which has lasted 44 months is
obviously vulnerable. After careful
consideration of all relevant factors,
the staff of Babson's Reports predicts
that the American economy will slip
into a recession in 1979. Until early fall,
it appeared that enough busine vitality existed to sustain the economic
upslant through the better part of 1979,
or at least to avert a recessionary
setback in the course of the year.
The situation was changed, however,
when the Administration and the
Federal Reserve took radical measures
to dampen the forces of inflation and to
arrest the weakness of the dollar. The
chief steps were the further boost in
interest rates and the tightening of
credit, pies the implication there might
be further moves if necessary. With
interest rates extremely high,
prospects are obviously unfavorable for
such economic barometers as inventory accumulation, home building
and general construction, business
capital expenditures, and consumer
purchases of automobiles and other
high-priced items.

DEEP,PROLONGED
higher, owing principally to
RECESSION UNLIKELY
n. But the gain will be subThough a recession is now more a
stantially less than that of 1978. Activity
distinct likelihood than a mere
In the credit-dependent sectors of the
possibility, its probable severity is a
economy will slow, and government
matter of debate. A good deal will
spending for most of the twelve months
depend not only on how much additional
ahead will be more restrained than in
pressure the nation's leadership will
past recessions, reflecting the newbring to bear upon inflationary forces
found concern of the electorate with
but also on its degree of determination.
paring public spending and achieving
To back off too soon or to fail to adtax relief. How long this attitude will
minister enough pressure could allow
last under recession pressures remains
inflation to regain momentum quickly,
to be seen.. . and especially the effects
perhaps necessitating subsequent
upon the country's legislators at all
measures far more harmful to the
levels. Though the economy may
economy than a job properly done at
stutter during some of 1979, the real
this time.
GNP ( with inflation factored out) still
With the economy at its present
ought to be able to manage a sliver of
extremely high level, the anti-inflation
an increase of about 2 percent for the
game plan will not produce traumatic
year as a whole.
consequences. Babson's foresees, inINDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION
stead, a winding down in the business
Despite price inflation along a broad
tempo of sufficient intensity and
front and the sequence of step-ups in
duration to qualify technically as a
borrowing costs in 1978, the urge to act
recession — that is, at least two sucbefore prices advanced even further
cessive calendar quarters of
brought sales of cars and liouses last
backtracking in national output. We
year to a higher level than one would
look for the real gross national product
have thought likely. Since consumer
(output of goods and services (ex indemand in these — and a number of
flation to record slippages in the
other — fields represented at least to
second and third quarters of 1979 after a
some degree an advance siphoning
fairly decent opening quarter, with a
from 1979 markets and the incurring of
recovery beginning sometime in the
debt in the process, the task of
final three months. Should the scenario
duplicating last year's results seems
work out this way, the 1979 recession
formidable. With interest rates now
could as well be described as a "no
even higher and credit supplies tighter,
growth" period, mild in comparison
the task for the next twelve months will
with other recessions in our past
be even more arduous. Babson's
history. Of course, there is bound to be,
forecast for industrial production in
some disruption, but this would be a
1979, therefore, is for a moderate —
small price to pay compared with what
around 2 per cent—backslide from 1978
might happen if inflation were allowed
levels. Strong showings in output of
to run unchecked.
transportation equipment, military
PLENTY OF WORRIES
goods, and computer equipment — plus
— HOPIES TOO
a rebound in coal mining — should help
There may be as many reasons for. • to prevent a more painful slump in tete!
uneasiness in 1979-as there were 'Industrial production.
E. 1978. Prices will rise further —
BUSINESS INVENTORIES
though not as sharply as in the past
The economy will not receive any
year — and 'there will naturally be
upward impetus from business inconcern about the effectiveness of the
ventory accumulation during much of
battle against inflation. Also, the
1979. Management's thinking on this
diminution of business vitality will
matter will reflect the high cost of
spawn ,fears about possible layoffs,
borrowed money, while the need to
reduced job openings, and less hefty
stockpile will diminish as industrial
pay chefits because of curtailments in
activity slackens. There are, of course,
overtime and shorter workweeks. In a
bound to be sporadic inventory buildyear chock-full of key labor contract
ups owing to possible labor disputes,
bargainings, the threat of strikes_ will
but these will give away to liquidations
be much in evidence. There could, of
once the danger is over. For the coming
course, be some optimistic influences.
year, the key consideration is that the
If anti-inflation efforts make some
country will not be confronted with an
headway, for example, the status of the
economic adjustment either caused by
dollar could improve, lifting the conor intensified by top-heavy inventory
fidence of investors and businessmen.
positions. The need to liquidate
NAL PRODUCT
. _GROSS N
redundant -inventory holdings has
Gross nationa roduct -- on the basis
Spawned many a cyclical business
44311rrent dollars — will undoubtedly_--down-phase in the past. But during the

:
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HAMS
I THINK IT'S AN ILLUSION
THAT A WRITER NEEDS
A FANCY SILVIO

YOU INVITEE ME FOR
BREAK FAST-WHERE'S THE

SOME OF OUR 6E51"
BOOKS RAVE BEEN
IN VERY I4UMBLE PLACES

EAT YOUR
PRUNES

PRETEND YOU'RE
-_
GRAPEFRUIT

GRAPEFRUIT ?
Cr

THE NEWS IN BRIEF

OM MEI

lAIJOTHER MILK SHAKE?!
:',VOLI MIGHT AS WELL BUILD A
:PIPELINE BETWEEN YOUR
DESK AND THE PX,f1

'HONEY 1 WANT TO
GET'NeCuR APPROVA1_

last three and a half years,
come taxes. Still, by historical comThere will be, too, attempts to redress
parisons, the 1979 profit level will look
businessmen have by and large kept
the energy and tax measures passed by
their inventory positions lean. So, while
good.
the last Congress, both of which were
inventory policies will not impart much
Strengthening corporate financial
compromised to the point of
stimulus to business in '79, neither will
positions over the past three years will
multilateral dissatisfaction. Also
they drag it down.
permit well-mainUitned dividend
problematic for the Administration will
be the drive to shape a less inflationary
payments, and there can still be a
BUSINESS CAPITAL
goodly sprinkling of rate step-ups.
federal budget for fiscal 1900.
EXPENDITURES
FOREIGN AFFAIRS
business outlays, for new plant and • EMPLOYMENT—JOBLESSNESS
The international arena remains
equipment lagged markedly in the
After three successive years of
early stages of the economic advance
healthy employment gains, easing
loaded with anxiety-producing issues.
conditions in a number of large job
The stop-and-go peace negotiations
that began in the spring of 1975. This
was perfectly normal since there was
sources will restrict 1979's increment to
between Egypt and Israel — still with
an abundance of productive capacity at
only token proportions. During the
important points of disagreement at
recession we expect, the number of
that time. Over the past two years,
this writing — offer a possible beacon of
jobholders could shade off, but the
hope. But the areas of sharply divided
however, capital expenditures have
frightening rash Of layoffs which ocviews do underscore the vast comgained momentum as climbing
curred in late 1974 and early 1975 is not
plexities of Mideast problems. The
production rates have increasingly
in the cards for 1979. Nevertheless,
situation in Lebanon has yet to be
strained plant facilities. Rising
there will be some gain in the number of
resolved, and the turmoil in Iran has
operating costs and the exigencies of
jobless workers as well as in the
even more significant ramifications for
complying with environmental quality
unemployment rate. The latter will, in
the Western World. After all, Iran is a
regulations have also spurred spending
fact, work its way back up over the 7
for more efficient equipment. But the
heavy exporter of petroleum; it borders
per cent mark of the civilian labor
Russia; and it is strategically located in
upspurt in the cost of borrowed funds
has adverse implications for capital
force, even though it was pushed back
terms of the shipping lanes for Mideast
to 5.7 per cent in mid-1978. The real
oil. In Africa, continued tensions are
investments. For 1979, the staff of
problem will not be layoffs but rather
likely. Even in Asia, there are deepBabson's Reports expects only a
riot enough job openings to absorb the
modest increment instead of another
rooted conflicts along with cot,additions to the nation's labor force.
smart increase — perhaps amounting
temporary power-struggle coifto 3 per cent in real terms and about 10
notations. It should be noted, howevetl,
PERSONAL INCOME
per cent with inflation included. Yet,
that an accord on the second phase of
With no massive employment
the strategic arms limitation talks
outlays will still run at a brisk tempo,
dislocations expected, the uptrend in
could improve U.S.-Soviet ties.
sustained by hefty backlogs.
personal income should continue next
MONEY SUPPLIES—
THE LABOR FRONT
year. On the plus side will be the hike in
INTEREST RATES
1979 faces a busy schedule of labor
the minimum wage, automatic pay
The tightening of credit will not let up
negotiations involving a number of
increases under existing multiye'ar
for some months, and the rise in inimportant industries such as
labor pacts,and fresh pay raises won in
terest rates seems destined to persist
petroleum, trucking, auto, electric
1979 union settlements. Income from
well into this winter or even into the
products, and rubber. The voluntary
dividends and interest will post good
wage-price restraints will undergo
spring of 1979. Right now,--we look for
gains, as will earnings in the farm
the prime lending rate Of the nation's
stern tests in these bargaining sessions.
sector. Hence, even though personal
leading commercial banks to peak
Labor groups have expressed disapincome will hot climb as rapidly as it
around the 12 per cent mark, but a
proval of the 7 per cent ceiling on wage
has in recent years, consumers will still
rapid and sharp subsequent turnaround
hikes and fringe gains conibined. They
have a heartening volume of puris not likely. We do not, however-, anwill acquiesce only if the lid is applied
. thue* power.
ticipate the.. ovesome economic
to direct wage increments alone and if
CONSUMER SPENDING
disruptions caused by credit crunches
flying costs are restrained. lt is too —
• Uneasiness over a less sparkling
et the past dozen years or so.
early to rule out formal controls on pay
business climate and the specter of
rates and prices.
labor tie-ups and some job cutbacks
STOCK AND .
BUILDING AND CONSTK.. CTION
will moderate consumers' buying inBOND OUTLOOK
Residential building Koyed a
tentions over a good portion of the new
Concern over the U.S. dollar's poor
banner year in 1978. Generally
year. There will be a greater emphasis
showing against stronger foreign
available mortgage credit—though at
on reducing installment debt and on
currencies and the frightening climb in
costly rates — kept housing starts
building up. savings. This will,
- money rates in 1978 frustrated the stock
extremely high. Added to the need for
naturally, tend to strengthen the _ _market's attempts to sustain its upshelter dictated by population
economy beyond the months imward drives. At present,_ with
th th
pressures was the impetus to home
mediately ahead, but the short-run
econifithy seemingly fated To -slip intoll
building stemming from the inflation
impact will be to hold unit sales and
recession, the 1979 stock market
psychology. Now that mortgage rates
gross dollar volume of retail trade
outlook appears discouraging to many
have reached levels making home
somewhat below desired levels. But
investors. Yet Babson's Reports exownership more difficult, and tighter
Babson's still does not foresee any
pects improvement in the status of the
bank credit has adversely impacted
radical curtailment of consumer
dollar and in the nation's balance of
mortgage money supplies, , home
eagerness to buy in the approaching
trade to revitalize investment senbuilding faces a slower year. Babson's
twelve months.
timent. And, at some point the stock
Is forecasting a decline from around 2
• AGRICULTURAL PROSPECTS
market will likely commence to
million units in the private sector for
1978 was another bumper crop year
discount economic recovery after the
1978 to some 1.6 million for 1979.
for American farmers, with incomes
recession. So, with many stocks trading
. In heavy construction there will be
posting a good increase over 1977. Many
at very low multiples of their latest
little real growth. Government and
in the agricultural sector feel, however,
twelve-month earnings and even
corporate budgets are under stress, and
that farm prices have been laggard
relative to their probable profits for the
building costs have risen significantly.
relative to the inflation in operating
year ahead, forward-looking investors
however, is not anA sharp letdown,
—
costs and the cost of living. Prospects
will find a wide selection of opticipated.
do favor additional finning of crop
portunities in common stocks and
CORPORATE PROFITS
prices, but huge carryovers are
convertible securities. The Babson
—DIVIDENDS
deterrents to any runaway price adStaff expects the Dow Jones Industrial
Business profits recovered from an
vances. As for livestock prices, the
Average in 1979 to hold in the same
opening-quarter loss owing principally
uptrend of the past year will progress
range as in 1978. But if headway is
to the effects of the coal strike, and the
further in 1979.
made toward curbing inflation,
balance of 1978 experienced excellent
DOMESTIC POLITICAL SCENE
bolstering the dollar, and improving
operating results. But 1979 will not see a
The anti-inflation battle and the
our trade balance, the DJIA could well
repeat of the past year's outstanding
related wage-price restraint program
launch a drive which would carry it into
achievement in corporate profits.
of the Carter Administration will
new high ground.
Militating against it will be further cost
With interest rates nearing a peak,__
advances, slower business conditions, command much attention as the new
year progresses. On Capitol Hill,
the bond market should also give
the restraints on price boosts, and the
better account of itself in the year
widespread repercussions of the though, there will be no dearth of
ahead. In coming months, investors id
seemingly unavoidable OPEC hike in issues. Making a big push in the coming
need of strengthening their position itt
Oil prices. Babson's is projecting for session of Congress will be proponents
of a comprehensive National Health
fixed-income investments will have
1979 as a whole only a slight upshading
Insurance program, as will advocates
ample opportunity to acquire bonds and
In corporate profits after taxes, and
preferred stocks that provide attractive
even this will be mostly the result of the of increased funding for. seeking
yields.
slight paring of federal corporate in- alternative fuel and energy sources.
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d'Estaing, West German
By The Associated Press
Chancellor Helmut Schmidt
INTERNATIONAL
and
British Prime Minister
BANGKOK, Thailand (AP)
Callaghan would
— New gains were reported James
support for Shah
his
reiterate
today in the Vietnamese-rebel
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi.
Cambodian offensive against
the Phnom Penh government NATIONAL
as the threatened Communist BOSTON (AP) — The
study ever conducted
regime asked for a Security largest
women
who take estrogen
on
Council meeting and got the
U.S. government's support. during menopause concludes
can cause cancer
Vietnam's insurgent proteges the medicine
that the risk
claimed to have occupied of the uterus and
increases
the
longer
it is used.
towns giving them control of
Estrogen
should
be
prescribed
some 18,000 square miles of
inCambodia, or a fourth of the "only for important
benefits
dications
when
the
Country, and the Mekong
seem to outweigh the risk," it
River.
-•
said.
TEHRAN, Iran ( AP) Prime Minister-designate
Shahpour Bakhtiar has
threatened to cut off oil to
Israel and South Africa,
promised to curb the secret
police and the army and again
Indicated Shah Mohammad
Rem Pahlavi will leave the
country temporarily.

nif WINTON
OUR .Af3Y..
A GIRL 7

YES. I'M EVEN
GET Tim?. usEp TO
THAT COSTUME.

HOUSTON (AP) — A newly
discovered gene dramatically
increases the risk of a severe
mental illness and seems
related to alcoholism and
perhaps
even
multiple
sclerosis,
a
California
scientist says.
Dr. David Comings said a
person who inherits the gene
from one parent is more than
SAINT-FRANCOIS,
twice as likely to develop
Guadeloupe ( At') — President severe psychotic depression
Carter and the government as is a person without the
chiefs of Britain, France and
„
West Germany begin an informal, twoday summit
PORTLAND,Ore.(API —A
meeting today haunted by the lawyer for the United Air
'specter of anarchy in Iran. Lints cattaini whOse jet
Carter's national security crashed in Portland last week
adviser,.Zbigniew Brzeinski, has disputed investigators's
told reporters In Waeington • reports that the DC-8 ran out
Wednesday that the president of fuel, saying the pilot chose a
in his talks with French spot to crash land after the
President Valery Giscard envinVi nAMP41 mi
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1. LEGAL NOTICE

AP-

ADVANCE PUBLIC NOTIFICATION OF INTENT°
BY THE COUNTY OF CALLOWAY TO FILE A COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT SMALL
CITIES PREAPPLICATION UNDER PROVISIONS
OF TITLE I OF THE HOUSING & COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT ACT OF 1974, AS AMENDED.
The primary goal of the Community Development
Block Grant (CDBG) program is the development of
viable communities through the provision of decent
housing, economic opportunities and a suitable living
'environment principally for persons of low and
fmoderate incomes. In order to echieve this goal, the
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
HUD) makes available 100% grants on a competitive
basis to cities of under 50,000 population and rural
counties throughout Kentucky.
Pursuant to 24CFR 570.431 and the County of
Calloway's desire to inform all interested citizens of
the opportunity which exists for participation in the
formulation and subsequent finalization of a preenplication request to HUD, public hearings are
scheduled for 7:30 p.m., Jan. 3, 1979, Dexter community cent.* and 7:30 p.m., Jan. 17, 1979, Dexter community center.
Activities which may be undertaken with CDBG
1 financial
support are wide ranging in nature but must
be consistent with one or more of the following
program objectives: (1) support realistic and attainable strategies for expanding low and moderate income housing opportunities; (2) promote deconcentration of lower-income housing; ( 3) promote more
rational land use; (4) provide increased economic opportunities for low and moderate income persons; (5)
correct deficiencies in public facilities which affect the
public health or safety, especially of low and moderate
income persons. Further details concerning specific
eligible activities will be discussed upon request at the
forthcoming public hearings.
There are two separate grant programs provided by
CDBG ftai1 Cities Federal regulations - Single Purpose and Comprehensive. A Single Purpose program
will provide funds for one or more projects designed to
meet a specific community development need in the
areas of housing, deficiencies in public facilities which
affect the public health and safety, or economic conditions. A Comprehensive program must meet all of
the following criteria: (1)address a substantial portion
of the identifiable community development needs
within a defined concentrated area; (2) involve two or
more activities that bear a relationship to each other
and which either in terms of support or necessity are
carried out in a coordinated manner; (3) have
beneficial impact within a reasonable period of time;
(4) be developed through assessment of the applicant's
community development, housing, and economic
needs.
The Area Office of HUD has established for Fiscal
Year 1979 maximum grant amount of $500,000.00 for
Single Purpose programs and $1,000,000.00 for Comprehensive programs.
Citizens are encouraged ,to offer suggestions and
proposals concerning potential CDBG activities and
projects for Dexter/Almo. Written proposals will be
accepted before Jan.=24, 1979. Please forward to: Gale
Fteadel, Calloway County Judge Ex. Office, P. 0. Box
350, Murray, Ky. 42071, 753-0799. Proposals will be
responded to.within 15 working days of receipt by the
county.
Additional program information, including a summary of the CDBG Small Cities Program, March 1,
1978 CDBG Small Cities Program Federal regulations,
and a citizen participation plan are available for public
inspection during the hours of 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m,
at:Calloway County Judge Et. office, P. 0. Box 350,
Murray,Ky.42071,753-0799.
2. NOTI&

.It's A
Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping
Is A Si:ecialty At

Starks Nardware
12th & Poplar
753-427_
FREE PARKING!

IF YOU
NEED THEM
489-2414
Mrport
753-9332
Ambulance
7534622
Comp. Care
753-1441
Fire (City)
753-6952
Fire (County I
753-5362
Foster Parents
753-5131
Hospital
• Hum. Rts. Corn. 753-4)849
759-4141
Humane Soc.
753-2288
team To Read
753-NEED
Needline
753-1792
parents' Anon.
753-7588
Poison Control
753-1621
Police
7534952
Rescue Squad
753-0929
Senior Citizens
753-3151
Sheriff
1-800-592-5401
State Pol.
...This list of telephone
itumbers is published
through the cooperation of
The Murray Ledger &
Times and the Social
Concerns Committee.
Readers are urged to clip
the list and keep in handy
near the telephone.

Phone Numbers
For The
ledger & Times
Departments
Are As follows
News. Society and
753-1918
Sports
Retail Display ad
yertising 753.19,.19
ClassifTed Display
Cir
Classified.
culation apd the
8usin'ess ("Rice may
be reached-on 7'5j.'
t. I916and 753 1917

I. LEGAL NOTIC1

I. LEGAL NOT iCE

1 LEGAL NOTICE

Public Nearing .•
The Murray Planning Commission will hold a
Public Hearing on proposed amendments to the
Zoning Ordinance and the Subdivision Regulations
concerning fees for Special Meetings, Subdivision
Plat Review, Conditional Use Applications, and
Dimensional Variance Applications. The hearing
will be held on Jan. 16 at 7:00 p.m. in the Council
Chamber of the City Hall Bldg. The fees are
proposed to change as follows:
Special Meetings for review of Preliminary
and Final Subdivision Plats - From $50.00 to
$100.00
Subdivision Plat Review at regular meetingsFrom $15.00 to $25.00.
Conditional Use Applications - From $10.00 to
$25-00
Dimensional Variance Applications - From
$10,00 to $25.00
The following sections may change in the Subdivision Regulations:
Article VI,6.3,2. Called Meetings.
Article VI,6.3, 1. Regular Meetings.
The following sections may change in the Murray
Zoning Ordinance:
Argicle V,54.2 B and C.
In addition to the above proposed changes,a fee of
$100.00 would be charged for all Special Meetings of
the Planning Commission. Presently there is no
charge for a Special Meeting of the Planning Commission other than Special Meetings for subdivision
plat review.
All persons are openly invited to attend this
Public Hearing.if you need additional information
or wish to review the present Zoning Ordinance and
Subdivision Regulations, feel free to contact the
City Planner's Office at 753-1225 or visit the office in
the City Hall Building.
Stews Ise
Resident Planner

Guinean
Murray Miming Commission

2. NOTICE

CARTER
PNOTOGRAPHIC
STUDIO
•Wericling
•Portraits
7534298
EASONS GREETINGS and
Thank you for your business
uring the past year.
rrowhead Camper Sales,
High way80E.247-8187 '

AM-VETS
POST 45
Will be having a dance
both Friday and Saturday nights, January
5th and 6th
Featuring

Don Fortune
With
Tennessee Trash
Meeting day, Sunday,
January
7th
at
2:0D p.m.

Western Ky. Pools

442-9747
Paducah, Ky.

- ADVERTISING
DEADLINES

1

2. NOTICE

Swimming
Pools

AMERICAN
14A N dealership
CRAFTSDI
2. NOTICE
Hudson,
available. Write C.
WE NOW HAVE THE Love 2617 W 7th St., Ft. Worth , TX
Studio negatives. If you had 76107, or call (817) 335 4161.
pictures made at Love's FOR WATKINS Products,
during the past 25 years, we contact Holman Jones, 217 S.
can st/pply you with reprints.- 13th,. phone 753 3128
Carter Photographic Studio,
753-8298 We copy and restore
MEDICAL LABORATORY
i'olctphotoctraohs.
Technician class starts
March 12, 1979. Enrollment
limited
Apply now. call
(615) 526-3660 or wFite
Cumberland
School
Of
Medical Technology, 321 N
Washington, Cookeville, TN
38501

All display ads,
classified displays and
_regular display, must
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
All „reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
.the
day
before
publication.

W. A. Franklin

GOD

LOVES and wants to
help you. Call Bible Facts,
759 4600

5. LOST & FOUND
LOST: PIONEER chain saw
on Coldwater Road. Reward
offered.
Call 753.9502.
_
6.HELP WANTED
WANTED NIGHT manager
and day cook for Hickory Hut
Barbeque. 753-8370

6. HELP wetteTEC5 )
17. VACUUM CLEANERS
BABYSI TT E R I MY homeronly. cese .nr4nt. Mond&Y, ELECTROLUX Sales and
Wednesday. and Friday, to Service in Paducah call 1
2:30. Tuesday and Thursday, 4434160. In Murray call Tony
Montstomery 753-6760,
10 f0 1 Send name, Phone
42071,r4 ano references to: 18. SEWING MACHINES
P.O. Box 32T. Murray, KY FOR SALE: Used` Singer
sewing machine, zigzag, all
EXPERIENCED SEWING regular attachments, sews
machine operators Apply in perfect, fully guarenteed,
Calloway full cash price, $39.50. Call
person,
Company, Martha Hopper, 354-6521.
Manufacturing
111 Poplar Si,Murray.
22. MUSICAL
FULL TIME and part lime
help for day shins and night
FAA SALE: Used high
shifts. No phohe calls plea-Se.
Burger Queen, Murray.
back piano. Approx. 60
HELP WANTED, for two
years old, in good conR epresentat iv es to represent
large Kentucky Corporation.
dition, needs tuning,
We have been located in your
$150. Call 753-5322 afarea for more than thirty
years.
age
21,
Over
ter 4:00 p.m.
school
minimum
high
graduate, three month initial
training program.. Excellent
fringe benefits No overnight CONN TRUMPET and case
travel. If you feel you for sale, excellent condition
qualify,
call
247-6867, Priced to sell. Call 753-0$06
Mayfield, Monday through 23 EXTERMINATING
F riday,8:30 am to4 pm.
HOMEWOR K ERS! EARN
big SSS stuffing envelopes.
Free details Write SayCo,
824 LT Augusta, Elgin, IL
60120.
NEED EXTRA money to
take care of holiday bills, Or
do you have 3 hours of spare
time a day to make fun $25 to
$50? Reliable company, good
working conditions. If you
have excess to car and
willing to work, write P.O.
Box 44, Kirksey, KY 42054.
24 MISCELLANEOUS
TEXAS REFINERY Cori.: CAR BATTERIES 24 month
offers plenty of money plus guaranteed, 522.88, 36 month
cash bonuses, fringe benefits. guaranteed, 80 amp, $26.99
to 'mature individual in- and 60 month
gauranteed,
Murray area. RegardiessW- S34.99. Wallin Hardware,
experience, write H.Jr-Pate, Paris, Tn
President, Texas Refinery._
mostly
I
C3c
oro7.6
,10
8.x 711, Fort worth. FIREWOOD,
hickory. Cutting near New
Concord. $17.50 a rick and up
USED CAR dealer needs
Call 437.42/1
good detail man Call collect
FOR SALT • Twin mat
f5041 924-6203
tresses, excellent 'condition
WOMAN TO do altecations. Call 753-2911.
Apply in person No phone REGULATION SIZE pool
ealls please. Murray Taller table with slate top. $250. Call
Shop.
753-3043 after 5 pm.
•
WAITRESSES WANTED for TWO, 13 INCH Radial snow
evening and weekend shift at tires. Used one winter. Call
Big Joe's and Colonial 753-4307 after 12:00.
House. Apply in person at
Colonial House No phone ZENITH QUADRAPHONIC
and 4 speakers, $250. 753.8424
calls please
after 5 pm.
9. SITUATIONS WANTED
27. MOB. HOME SALES
EXPERIENCED DAY Care 1974
HALLMARK 12' X 50', 2
teacher, wants to 'keep 4
bath, unpreschoolers Home en. bedroom, 1
derpinned.
Call 753-4706.
•
viroment provided, -Interviews arranged on Satur- 1972, TWO BEDROOM, gas.
days. Call 753 2896. Monday furnished, very nice. 755:1074
or 753- 1877.
through Friday
1974
12'
X 60' TW.I:TI!
10. BUS.OPPORTUNITY
BEDROOM
trailer, all
FOR
SALE
Carson's electric,
finnished, central
Grocery store, good location
air,
underpinned
and storage
in K irksey. For information
call 489-2519 and leave your building. Located at Fox
Meadows Trailer Courts.
phone number
CAII 217-7386 after 4 pm.
TRAVEL AGENT wanted.
1976 12' X 60' TRAILER for
Exciting opportunity
for sale. 753-9233.
travel agent with experience
needed to open agency in 28. MOB. HOME RENTS
mayfielrl area. Must satisfy... NEW 12' X 60', two bedroom
-ACT requirements. Liberal mobile home. 753-2377.
benefits
wlth
salary. ONE BED.ROOM, full size,
negotiable. Apply to P.O. located at Riveria Courts.
Box 381, Mayfield, KY 42066. Real nice. 436-2430.
All resumes will be highly
cqnfidentiai
lt INSURANCE

Kelley's Termite
& Pepe.c3mtrol

We ere me eel*,isserams
ea ensile lowarss, will 3 &thine, mataesim. Per hest
rates meted Mew lesereacis NW Rost Esters, 3112
N.1216 • 733-3263.

BODY SHOP
Neve imesses 'peelers for 2
body wee. inisebeced only.
Apply I parses mar Is service wewsper, Ymier
's Chevrolet,
P
hleyfield, IT. Hey col fir up-

Who financed
our new pick-up?

X.PETS-SUPPLIES.
REGISTERED
AK C
Schnauzers for sale..435 4116

FOR OMIT
Commercial
space
On
.southalde of court lure.
Formerly (bkh' Corner.
Space now available Far
details contact, Don Overby,
Hurray,753-1292.

43. REAL ESTATI

Purdonnan
Insurance It Real Estate

13. REAL ESTATE
FIRST TIME in Murray!
Free moving_ van or local
moves. Courtesy moving van
is available for our clients.
List with us, purchase with
us. We really move our
sales! For information call
offered
by
753-1492,
JOBS
LORETTA
REALTORS.

Southside Court Square

*way,keetecky
SHOPPING CENTER next
to Murray State University
campus has building for rent.
Equipped with gas heat and
air conditioning. Call 753.3018
after 5 pm.
32. APTS. FOR RENT
EXTRA PHCE. Aft con
veniences, carport, no Pets.
References and one year
lease required,753.0291.
FOR
RENT: Furnished
apartment in New Concord.
$60 per month. Call 436-2427.
TWO BEDROOM furnished
apartment. Inquire 100 S 13th
St.
33.R 00MS FOR RENT
ROOM FOR RENT in large
house, fully furnished, in
cluding washer and dryer. 2
blocks from University. $65
per month, all utilities fur
nished. 436.2411
SLEEPING
ROOMS,
electric heat, private entrance. Refrigerator.
Zimmerman Apartments, S
16th St 753-6609.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
FOR
RENT: Furnished,
small, two bedroom house
near University. Call 7535375.
LAKE SHORE home unfurnished, 3 bedroom, 2
baths, couple only. $250 per
month. SeCurity deposit and
references required. Call 7538572.36. RENT OR LEASE

COUNTRY AIR and sunshine. If it is country living
you are looking for, let us
show you this 55 acre farm,a
beautiful building spot to
build your dream house, 2
acres of bottom land. We also
have a farm that has
everything you want, corn,
grain bins, dark fired and
burley tobacco, creek, $650
per acre. Do you want to see
for yourself? Call now! 753.
1492, offered by LOR ETTA
JOBS REALTORS.

JOHN C.
NEUBAUER
REALTOR
1111Sycamore
753-0101.753-7331

Mal
vviLsoni
281 frame, lake Hew Italie
BuySistur. Deal. If, fhplit
alletlee hey fhb home fer
$11,e0e. Call 753-3263.
Wayne nem 753-5086
Tem Nenebe 753-0974
Oisfra1/1terd 753-3043

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Spoce
For Rent
753-4758

Akialisikae4-153-1575
7611110
126 Street

527-1468
753 962
CAREW COPE IROKER

KOPPERUD
Realty
713-1222
LOG CABIN. Genuine
log cabin close to Ky.
Year-round
Lake.
living with lots of
Three
space.
bedrooms and large
fireplace in living
room, one acre lot.
Priced to sell fast at,
$17,500. Phone KOPREALTY,
PERUD
753-12= We are members _at_ Multiple
Listing Service.
FIVE AC ES inside city
limits, Ideal for commercial
or apartment project. If you
have been thinking about a
business project and you
need land, this is ideal. The
cost of .this property is less
than some commerical lots.
Call the NELSON SHROAT
CO., REALTORS. 759-1707.

OLIO NOTICE

31. PETS-SUPPLIES.
,

75344 1

•

SUDSBURY
PARK
Dog grooming, located
in Murray. Coll 7594140, Monday through
Friday, 9 tills.

MINATURE SCHNAUZER,
AKC registered, 14 weeks
old, male. Call 522-6823.
TREEIN WALKER Hound
pups for sale. 3 months old.
Excetlent blood line. UK C
registered. Phone 436.5650.

The Citizens Advisory Committee, which has'
established a policy and structure through which
the citizens of Murray, Kentucky, are afforded a
role in the course of development of activities in the
Community Development Program, has scheduled
a meeting for the purpose of formulating the final
pre-application to be submitted to the H.U.D. area
office on or before the 29th day of January, 19'79.
This pre-application is being prepared under
guidelines of Title I o(the 1977 Community Development Act.
This meeting is scheduled for Monday,January 8,
1979, at 5:30 p.m. in the City Hall Bldg. at 5th and •
Poplar Sts. A final public heating will be held this
month on the final pre-application. All citizens and I
interested groups are invited to attend and participate.

Happy New Year
From

KOPPERUD REALTY

247-4111

MFA Insurance;
that's whoi

LEST YOU
FORGET..

lbw* lase
awl Nary len
210E Main
Phone 7534411

CLASSIFIED
ADS 1001For

14. WANT TO BUY
7 FOOT HEAVY duty blade
With 3 point hookup. Call 4354598 after 5 pm.
WANT TO BUY good used
moble homes, Call 502.527
1162.
WOULD LIKE to buy a set of
bunk -beds. call after 5 pm.
753-8136.
1S. ARTICLES FOR SALE
sale
FOR
ANTIQUES
Walnut marble top dresser
and bed, all kinds of brass,
Nippon dishes, old betties,
bear
B
a
rbo
ietw
7869
oldbr
books,
ile
N
antique
7y.
portable
electric typewriter, Olivetti,
asking
$m. Polaroid
;
s
alitin
szt7 420, asking $50. Call

hings

pm,436
F0R
SA5L6E
51.1963 six cylinder
chevrolet motor.
atter 5

o ra
Adv•rtis•rs
requested to check the
first insertion of ads for
This
corr•rtion
will
be
newspaper
respons,blts for only ono
incorrect insertion ANY
SE
SHOULD
ERROR
I NIR If P-0 R E
MEDIATELY. SO, PLEASE
AD
YOUR
CHECK
CAREFULLY AND NOTIFY
TN CASE
Os,
OF AN ERROR
F.

30. BUS. RENTALS

Miiiray Ledger & Times
MOVES MERCHANDISE
What's the difference between a business that advertises in the newspaper
and,one that doesn't' The answer's
easy . SALES! You can expect to get
more of them, because when you place
an adealtth us (at a lower cast than any
other ad medium) you'll (let to shout
your message to our entire circulation!
Make your move to Newspapers now!
113 It Oh St.

FOR SALE
White portable dishwasher made by Beller
In good °sedition,
$150. Call 753-6322 after 4:00 p.m.
16. HOME PAIRNISHINOS
I

•

D.

-1111%.

(From left to right) Ellen Jones, Harry Patterson, Geri Andersen, Bill Rayburn, Don Bailey, Bill
Kopperud and George Gallagher
• wish to thank the people of Murray and
As we begin a New Year, the staff at Kopperud Realty
Calloway County for your cooperation and support during 1978.
Bill Kopperud, broker opened for bUsiness on January 1, 1976 with a pledge to provide courteous
and competent real estate service to the people of this area. Since that day over nine million
dollars (gross sales including those sold through Multiple listing) of real estate activity have been
handled by our office. Our policy of putting you first has kept us first in sales volume and number
•
of sales during all of 1977 and again in 1978.
As we begin our fourth business year, Kopperud Realty renews its pledge to work hard in
providing the best possible service to you. In 1979 and the years to come, we want to be your
Real Estate Company.

e".s;
711 Main
Murray, Ky.

Used Furniture
lited Appliances

Used T.1.'s

Hodge t Son, Inc.
205 $ii. Ith

Phone 713-1111
4

KOPPERUD
Realty
753-1222

Member
Multiple a
Listing

43

1

Murray!
lor local
ving van
clients
ase with
ove our
lion call
id
by
JOBS

January 4, 1171

43. REAL ESTATE

43. REAL ESTATE
196 ACRESLOCATED near
Puryear 180 acres row crop
land 'rear round water, 9,800
acre Call (9017247 3778

49. USED CARS

43. REAL ESTATE

CHEVROLET.
1970
Excellent motor. 9290. Call
759 1583.
1971 FORD LTD,4-door, H.T.
automatic, double power and
air,$600. 1967 Buick Lesaare,
4-door, good condition. $350.
Phone 1-354-6217.
1972 MUSTANG. Silv&r, low
mileage. Excellent condition. 753-9624.

South 12th at Sycaiho,•
TELEPHONE 753 1 CO,

9625

naine,
o Ky.
-ound
ts Of
iree
largelying
lot
sat at,
KOP;LTY,
memltiple

mwennei

de city
mercial
1. If you
about a,
!xi you
eal. The '
is less
cal lots.
HROAT
0.1707.

i hasrhich
led a
n the
iuled
final
area
1979.
nder
elop-'

/7 8,
and
this
and
Par-

Professional Services
With The FeiendlyToiselr

A new listing is the
house at 109 North
17th. Brick, five
rooms, outside
storage, carport and
corner lot. All electric
home with highest bill
being $40.00! New
storm windows this
year. $32,000.00.
.

50 ACRES FOR SALE;
on Johnny Robertson
Road just west of
Murray city limits.
This is prime development property. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,753-122Z for all your
real estate needs.

Dixie Cream Do-Nuts nationally
famous
doughnut shop. Firmly
established
and
prospering!
Ideally
located in heavily
traveled
business
area. Easy access and
good parking. You'll
want to investigate
this opportunity. Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th St.

SECLUSION EXCLUSIVE
You must see this economical 3 bedroom house on 26 secluded acres. Year-round creek,
greenhouse, stock barn and good well are only a
few of its features. Priced at only $39,000. 12
miles from Murray.
FOR SALE

KOPPERUD

Auction Sale
Every Friday 641 Auction House, Paris, Tennessee.
Weather permitting this week twe loads from St.
Louis, alot of gloss, dishes and small items, a lot of
old furniture.

James E. Travis
No.278k Auctioneer

INVITATION TO LEASE
OFFICE SPACE
The Department of Finance of Kentucky
desires to lease approximately 236 net square
feet of office space to be located in Murray Kentucky. Space must be available for occupancy on
or before January 31, 1979.
Persons having property of this nature should
submit a written proposal to the Bureau of
Public Properties, Room #101, New Capitol Annex, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601; no later than
2:00 p.m. E.S.T. Friday, January 12, 1979. At this
time, all proposals received will be publicly
opened and read. Lease Requisition Number PR2266 should be clearly marked on the outside envelope of each proposal submitted. For any additional information concerning Lease
Requisition Number PR-2266, contact the
Leasing Section by calling (502)564-4313.
Property must be approved by the office of the
State Fire Marshal, meet OSHA and handicapped accessibility specifications, as well as
existing applicable building codes.

NEW LISTING - in
prestigious
Oaks
Estates. If you want a
house that is different
from your neighbors,
see this one! Three
beautiful bedrooms,
bathrooms,
Large
stereo iptercom, heat
pump and a large upstairs game room. All
this plus fireplace, extra storage and well
decorated - call us and
let us show you this
one. Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY,
753-1222.
TWO sEDROOM
mobile
home on 2 acre lot located 2
miles southeast of Murray.
Includes 2 car garage, paved
drive, tool shed, fire place,
central heat and air and
more. Will finance. Call 7538355

Profes.stonal Sert 0t•
With The Friendk To t

LAKE LOTS. . 3 adjoining lots totaling
200' frontage on Kline
Road near Williams
Boat Dock on Cypress
Creek. ONLY $1,500.
Call Today! BOYD REAL
MAJORS
ESTATE "Specialist
in Real Estate & Real
Auctions."
Estate
Boyd Majors Real
Estate 105 N. 12th St.

fnl
YD-MA10
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

1958 CHEVROLET PICKUP.
Runs. $100. Call 4.36 2289

51. CAMPERS
FOR SALE: Avion travel
trailer. 25 ft. 1968 model
Good condition. AC, stereo,
tape deck. Ceti 354-6561 after
6 pm.
52. BOATS & MOTORS
BOATS STORAGE. $10 per
month and up Call 436-2767
after 5 pm.
19 FOOT SKI barge. 50
horsepower motor, $2000.
7538428.
FOR - SALE:
16
foot
aluminum boat and 7 horsepower motor. 436-5684.
$3. SERVICES OFFERED
BYARS BROTHERS 8 Son
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
/' t‘f
gutters, and roofing. Call 11979 Utotea Feature Svochcate inr
395-4967 or 1-362 4895.
c-1978 REGAL. 14,000 miles, CARPENTER WORK, small
power, air, tilt, AM-FM or large jobs. Call 437-4560
stereo tape player, excellent and if no answer,437-4670.
condition. Best reasonable
offer. 247-2632.
50.
,,,,USED TRUCKS
1974 • ci-iEvRoi_Er SCOT- •
TSDALE, 4-wheel
drive,
43. REAL ESTATE
automatic, air and power.
44. HOMES FOR SALE
Can be seen at Goodyear
Store, 12th and Glendale or
Lots of boot East as Kier
BY BU I LDER:--New, energy
call after 5 pm,753-8403.
Woes wit% lots of roan sod lo
brick
saver
house,
1972 CHEVROLET PICK
the coontry? Lot us show toe
livingroom, custom
built
UP. V-8, automatic with air,
/
2
this 3 or 4 Ii boos is 11
handcrafted cabinets in
extra good mechanically
we lot off 941 wed withl
kitchen and utility, 2 full
474-2347.
ushostos of Ry. Luke sod the
ceramic tile baths with tubs
1978 CHEVY 4 by 4
and showers and marble top
UM. Nies wooded lot with
Silvered°, loaded with 17,000
vanities. Family room,
largo rams* switobio her
actual
miles.(615) 232 7404
covered porch, 3 bedrooms;"?
use shop. Priced ot $25,000.
1963 CIIEVROLET PICKUP
blocks from University. Wall
truck for sale. 435-4116.
to wall carpet, 82 gallon
JO.Smith [Natter
quick recovery hot water
1971 CHEVROLET PICKUP
heater, garbage disposal,
Long wheel base with white
storm windows, heat pump,
spoke wheels. New tires
double installation in walls,
$1,000 Call 474.2318 after 5
floors, and ceilings, chanPnt
delier,
double
wine 1974 DODGE D 600 with
driveway. Shown by Asp_
gravel dump, 5-speed, 50,000
pointment only. John-.0.
actual miles, At shape. (615)
Pasco, 753-5791 or 753.2649.
232-1404. Dover, TN.
FOR SALE or rent:
1964 FORD PUCK UP, shock
bedroom
house
with
wheel base, good condition,
Ainley Auction &
fireplace in livingroom,
also 1973 RD 356 Yamaha, Realty Sales
kitchen,
breakfast nook,
good condition. Call 753-6527
family room, 1.2 baths, gas
COL. EMIT Altar!
after 4:30prn.
Auctioneer Realtor
heat. For appointment call
1970
BRONCO,
FORD
Appraiser
John Pasco, 753-5791 or 753straight shift, new tires, in
Ph 901 ,479-2986 479,3713
2649.
South Fulton Tenn
good condition. Call 753-4439
49. USED CARS
or 753-5900.
Apt-FM,
4-door,
AUDI,
1973
1967 FORD PICKUP. New
sun roof, automatic, new paint
Sl4c_c I lent
1013,
- 'radials, good conclitiOnr:-. mechanical condition. S806.
Big
1-901-593-3907,
$1695. Call
753-3907 days, of '474-8822 _
Sandy, TN.
evenings.
CHEVROLET
1970
1972 MODEL CHENYNE
CAPRICE. Very, good--con- deluxe Chevrolet les tory
dition. 9795. 753-8333.
pickup truck. One owner, full
DART. i power with air, in perfect
DODGE
1965
Excellent motor. Very condition. Can be seen at 6.11
resonable Price. Call 753- Super Shell, S 12th St. across
from Jerry's Restaurant.
•
7699.

$3. SERVICES OFFERED

FENCE SALES at Sears
CARPET CLEANING, at now. Call Sears 753 2310 for
reasonable rates. Prompt free estimates for your
and efficient service. Custom needs.
Carpet Care. 489 2774.
NEED TREES cut? Landoll
GUTTERING BY SEARS, Tree Service. Call George
gutters
continuous
Sears
Landoit, 753-8170.
per
installed
your PIANO TUNING and repair.
specifications. Call Sears
Call Joe Jackson, 753-7149
753-2310 for tree estimates.
after 6 am.
INSULATION BLOWN IN by
ROOFING,
excellent
Sears, save on these high
references.
Call
153.1486
heating and cooling bills.
between
7
am
and
3:30 pm,
Call Sears 753 2310 for free
ask for Shelley.
estimates.
FLAT
or
BURKEEN ROOFING,
JERRY
proofing and
bookeeping and tax service. shingles, water
mobile homes. 16 years
Income taxes, prepared
experience. Call 435-4173.
Monday through Friday, a
am to 4.30 pm. Saturday by TREE TRIMMING and
appointment. Railroad Ave., removal. Free estimates.
Call after 5 pm,436-2294.
Murray. 753-4636 0053-3996.
WET
BASEMENT? We
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN, make wet basements dry,
prompt, efficient service, work completely guarancall Ernest White, 753-0605.
teed.. Call or write Morgan
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN Construction Co., Route 2,
and gas installation, will do Box 409 A, Paducah, KY
plumbing, heating and sewer 42001, or call day or night, 1442-7026.
cleaning. Call 753-7203.

It's cold outside and so are new car sales, but
we plan on warming things up with these new
car specials from JIM FAIN MOTORS. All
reasonable offers will be accepted.

*1979 Cordoba: - 4 in stock - Each
$1000.00 Off.
1979 Dodge St. Regis - cruise con, ol, tilt wheel, AM/FM radio, power,
air, other extras, $1000.00 Off
stock No. 1329
1979 Dodge St. Regis - cruise control, tilt wheel, AN/FM radio, power,
air;other extras - sharp - be sure to
see this one. $1000.00 Off - Stack
o.1331.

Prolesuoaal Services
With The Fnendly Touch"

•19Tfiledge Van - air, power, lots
of extras - extra sharp van,
$1000.00. Off - Stock No. 1322.
*1979 Dodge Diplomat 4 door-- air,
power, cruise, lots of room, good
gas mileage - a real value - price
reduced to $8450.00 - Stock No.
1323.

Cut the cost of those
high heating bills
Don't hesitate, Insulate
Blown in or Bans
Type I, Class A,
TVA approved insulation
.Free Estimates.
Phone 753-6403 or 753-1791

NEW YEAR! NEW
HOME! First Time Offered . . Rare Opportunity
.to buy brand
new home. 3 Br., 1'4'
economical
baths,
baseboard
electric
w/individual
heat
new
thermostates,
G.E. appliances. All
this on a beautiful 2
acre lot in the country.
DON'T MISS THIS
ONE! Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th St.

*1979 Plymouth Volare - air, power,
slant six engine for mileage and
durability - reduced to $5850.00
Stock No. 1298.

Barry Rose
Insulation Co.
HORIBOOKLE BARBER SHOP
209 Walnut Street

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

53. SERVICESOFFERED

HOW/9 TH15 FORA SLOGAN 30E
TAKE THE LITTLE PINS OUT OF
THE MAP, AND STICTHEM INTO
BEGIN AND 9ADA17"

LETS
DEAL!!
Owner
leaving town wants quick
sail* 2 bedrooms, 2 baths,
(one has sunken tub), all
furniture and appliances
stay. Close to the lake, priced
in the teens. Call and lets
deal today. Call 753.1492 or
753-2249,
offered
by
LORETTA
JOBS
REALTORS.

Realty
753-1222

rh 'II ;111

45. FARMS FOR SALE
APPROXIMATELY
50
acres, Tennessee side of the
state line road, two mites
west of Hazel. Level, rich
beautify! farm. Good well,
electric pump, small farm
house with bath. Small tract
timer
balance
under
cultivatin. This is a once in a
lifetime
opportunity
and
won't last long. Immediate
possession. Rex Jones, 316
Colonial Road, Knoxville, TN
37920. Phone (615) 577-1836.
78 ACRE FARM with house
and one out building for sale
5 miles from Kentucky Lake.
Call weekdays after 630 pm
Any time on Saturday or
Sunday. 753-7244.
46. HOMES FOR SALE
FOR SALE by owner' 4
bedroom brick, 1 large bath,
fireplace in den, big utility
and garage. New dutch barn.
100
V.A. loan, low 50's. In
Puryear, TN 247.5587.

NEW OFFICE NOUNS
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
PRICER-A-1RM 31.50

Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30til 5:00
PRICE SHAVE $1.25

For hospital I house calls please calf 753-3685 one
day in advance.

FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
753-0984

*1979 Dodge Omni - front wheel
drive, air, automatic, lots of room
and lots of miles per gallon - you'll
love this car for the reduced price
of $5225.00.

We plan to make this our best January ever by
dealing like never before. Remember, any
reasonable offer will be accepted. Plenty of
money available for on the spot financing with
up to 48 mo. to pay.

Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, of
fices, cottages, mobile home od-ons, and patios or U
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
x 60. Buy the best for less.

Jim Fain Motors

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

BOYD-MAJORS REAL ESTATE
In A New Home Start The New Year
"Professional Services With The Friendly Touch"

J

"Priertsiorual Services

want"-, Fnendly Touch-

FROM OUR 1979 SHOWCASE...
HOME...SMALL BUSINESS...
This is it. Let us show you this 3 bedroom, large
living rm. - dining rm., full basement. Lot 124' x
195'. Excellent for home-office or small business.
Zoned 84 Commercial. Priced at ONLY $45,000.
Warren Shropshire 753-8277
Barbara Erwin 753-4136
Reulion Moody 753-9036

LET IT PAT FOR IT'S SELF!
By. DUPLEX - Each side has 2 bedroom, living
rm., kitchen & bath. Central gas heat - central
air - new carpeting & new refrigerators, plus
stoves. In Excellent Condition. MID 40's

Brand New.. Look no farther for the best - we
have it in this superbly built, new 4 BR.,242 bath
quality home, with 2,900 sq. ft. Many distinctive
features including fireplace w/heatolator, wet
bar, compactor, plush carpeting, di double
garage

Serving The Entire Purchase Area
-Do Business

Where Business Is Being Done

SPACIOUS FAMILY NOME
Start your New Year without being cramped in
this 4 bedroom B.V., locatea at Kirksey. Living
room with fireplace, formal dining room, full
basement. ONLY $34,900
Andre Meetly 753-9036
Renter Miller 753-7519
B.O. Hook 753-2387
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Gunmen Surrender At Hospital
After Freeing Nurse Hostages

I Deaths and Funeralsil
John J. Garland Is Mrs. Taylor Dies
Dead At Age Of 90; With Rites Today
Mrs. Henrietta Taylor,
Funeral Is Friday
sister of Mrs. Effie Watkins of

John J. Garland of Murray
Route 3 died Wednesday at
12:25 p.m. at the MurrayCal/away County Hospital. He
was 90 yet's of age and was
preceded in death by his wife,
Mrs. Verdie Morgan Garland,
on Oct. 18, 1978.
Mr. Garland was a member
of the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ, a veteran of
World War I, and a retired
farmer. Born Oct. 10, 1888, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Joe Garland
Chambers
Delina
and
Garland.
Stirvivors include one
daughter, Mrs. Bill (Neva)
Champion, and two sons,
James Elvin Garland an4
John Eurie Garland, all,ro(
Murray; eight grandchildren;
•three great grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Friday at 10 a.m. at the chapel
of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Henry
Hargis and Dean Crutchfield
officiating: Jerry Bolls will
direct the song service.
Grandsons will serve as
pallbearers and burial will
in the Bazzell
follow
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 2 p.m.
today (Thursday).
--

Hazel, died Saturday at her
home in Hobbs, N. M. She was
54 years of age.
Survivors include four
daughters, Mrs. Gene Mullins,
Hobbs,N. M., Miss Pam
Matheny and Miss Debbie
Matheny, Parsons, Tenn., and
Mrs. Sue Boren, Chicago, Ill.;
three sons, Bobby and Jerry
Matheny, Chicago, Ill., and
Donnie Matheny, Hobbs, N.
M.; two sisters, Mrs. Watkins,
Hazel, and Mrs. Velma Cobb,
Morganfield; two brothers,
Taylor,
B.
William
Springville, Tenn., and
Everett Taylor, Hohenwald,
•
Tenn.
. The funeral is being held
today at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
the McEvoy Funeral Home,
Paris, Tenn., with burial to
follow in the Bevil Cemetery.

MARION, S.C. (AP) —
Three masked gunmen broke
Into a hospital seeking drugs,
shot an orderly, and held two
nurses hostage through the
ruglat, police said. Two of the
gunmen surrendered today
and the nurses Were freed
unharmed.
The third gunman remained
barricaded in the facility as
authorities tried to persuade
him to give up.
Police in Marion, a city of
about 10,000 persons about 100
miles east of Columbia,

One Person Injured
In Noon Accident
With County Truck Ohio Board Approves

_W3

%WEATHER SERVICE
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Mr. Brann, Father
Of Mrs. Rodgers,
Dies On Tuesday

THIRTY-DAY WEATHER FORECAST — This graphic
shows the 30-day precipitation and temperature
outlook for the United States for the month of January,
according to the National Weather Service.
i AP Laserphoto)

Dewey Braun, father of_ _
Mrs. Sam ( Willa Deane)'
Rodgers of Murray, was
pronounced dead on arrival at
General
Volunteer
the
Hospital, Martin, Tenn., on
Tuesday about 3:30 p.m.
He was 81 years of age and
LENOX, Mass. (AP) — owner- Everett Cook took It
was preceded in death by his
back.
wife, Hazel, in January 1977. Everyone involved agrees
"If they did it after therented
Lindsey's
Marjorie
the
was
Born Nov. 12, 1897, he
holidays
I wouldn't have
have
not
should
son of the late Thomas Brann wheelchair
The funeral for Coy Andrus, and Minnie Woods Brann.
been repossessed. But nobody minded as'much." said Lindsey. "He (Cook) didn't even
814 North-19th Street, Murray,
Mr. Brann is survived by can agree on whylt happened.
is being held today at 2 p.m. at two daughters, Mrs. Rodgers
But it did nonetheless — come here himself."
Cook sees it differently. "I
the chapel of the J. H. Chur- of Murray and Mrs. Louise three days after Christmas
chill Funeral Home with the Elliott of Nashville, Tenn.; when she and her unemployed had been asking them niceit
Rev. John Huffman and the - one son, Milferd Brann, Tulsa, husband, Edward, fell $365 for the rent, -but when he
(Lindsey) started swearing at
Rev Dr—Bill Whittaker of- Oka., form grandchildren: behind in their payments.
me and threatening me and
ficiating. Wayne Halley is in
was
39,
Lindsey,
Mrs.
grandchildren.
en great
hanging up-the phone,--1--said,.
charge of the music and song
e funeral will be held permanently crippled in an
_
service.
Fi3iayat 11 a.m.atthe chapel automobile accident last 'This has gone far entrap."
The
Massachusetts
Serving as-pillbeatert are of the Gallintore Funeral April. SWIM been* using a
Commission
Hassell Kuykendall, Gene Home, Gleason, Tenn., with chair rented from Roy's Rehabilitation
Dunn, 'Kenny Outland, Steve the Rev. Garvin Grtmdige Orthopedic Appliances in said Mrs. Lindsey was told
Andrus, and Joe Cohoon. officiating. Burial will follow nearby Pittsfield " — until last year she was- eligible for
rehabilitation
Burial will follow in the in the Sunset Cemetery,
and
any
Murray City Cemetery.
equipment, such as a
Dresden,Tenn.
Mr. Andrus, 79, died
wheelchair, that would help
Friends may call at the
r
Tuesday at 2:40 p.m. at the 'funeral
her recovery.
home.
Murray-Calloway County
Asked why he didn't notify
Hospital. He retired in 1968
the state he was going to
after tieing teacher, coach,
WASHINGTON (AP) — repossess the wheelchair,
principal, supervisor, director
Reiss, lettuce lovers. The Cook said, "I didn't know who
of pupil personnel, and
Agriculture Department. is to call. She wasn't even on
aggistark superintendent for
squashing rumors that "a welfare."
FORT BEING, Ga.
the Graves County , School
generation -of tobacco budMrs. Lindsey said she was
_
James
L. Rowlett, sonof Mrs.
System.
worms blitiniiit IOifl- confused about, her rights as
Bertha
P.
Rumfelt,
1103
Elm
He is survived by his wife,
secticides" is rampaging "a housewife" to get help
Mrs. oars maws Andrus; St., Murray, recently was through lettuce fields out from the state. She said a
step daughter, Mrs. Lnuis__promoted to Army staff West.
social worker mentioned jobErtz, Jr.; step son, James H. "sergeant while serving as a
There have indeed been related
or
vocational
Johnson; three sisters, Mrs. supply sergeant with the 1st troubles with the budworms, rehabilitation and she thought
Infantry
Training
Brigade
at
Euphrey Cohoon, Mrs. J. D.
USDA economist William that ruled out housewives.
Outland, and Mrs. Jake Dunn, Fort Berming,Ga.
Paterson said Wednesday. But
"I had been crying a lot.... I
Rowlett entered the Army in he
and two brothers, Carney and
called the reports "greatly- misunderstood him," she said.
December 1972.
Stanford Andrus.
exaggerated."
"But I knew I couldn't go back
The sergeant's father,
Some rumors have had' to work." Before the accident,
Bobby J. Rowlett, lives in New lettuce prices
climbing to $2 a Mrs. Lindsey had worked at a
Concord. His wife, Linda, is head this
winter because of._ - -department store.
Temple Hill-Lodge To
with hirn at the fort.
budworm damage to asanuch • The couple says they have
as half the crop, but Paterson more than $40,000 in unpaid
Ruling Star Lodge TO
Hold Meet Saturday
says that just isn't so.
hospital bills and no way to
Meet Here Saturday
Prices have gone up, he pay them. Her attorney,
Temple Hill Lodge Plo:-176
Ruling Star Lodge No. 51 said, but not nearly that much Anthony Tagliente, has sued
Free and Accepted Masons
Accepted Masons and primarily because of the drivers of the cars inwill meet Saturday, Jan. 6, at Free and
volved in the accident, but he
Jan. 6, at weather, not budworms.
Saturday,
will
meet
7 p.m. at the lodge hall.
hall,
said the hospital expenses
at
the
lodge
7:30
p.m.
LAKE DATA
The new officers for 1979
probably will be greater than
Kentucky lake 7 a.m. 356.9.
will be installed. Larry Murray.
any settlement.
Gene 0. Tharpe, master of Below dam 321.5.
Roberts, master of the lodge,
members Barkley Lake 7 a.m. 356.2.
Since the repossession,
invites all Master Masons to the lodge, urges all
Tagliente has loaned her a
to attend this important Below dam 331.1.
attend.
meeting on Saturday.
wheelchair. The state says she
Sunset 4:52. Sunrise 7:10.
will soon get one of her own.
But the couple remain bitter
just the same.
"I wouldn't do that to a
dog," said Mrs. Lindsey.

Wheelchair Repossessed
Folloifirs Non-Payment

Coy Andms' Rites
Being Held Today

Rowlett PromotedTo Staff Setpant

identified one of the arrested
men as Michael D. Stevenson
of Chester. The other was not
immediately identified.
Authorities said the incident
began about midnight when
the gunmen entered through
the front door of the small
Palmetto General Hospital
and went to the pharmacy
iemanding drugs.
They shot an orderly who
tried to flee and then took a
nurse hostage and left in a car
provided by police. They
abandoned the car about two
blocks away, leaving the
nurse unharmed in the trunk,
according to Bobby T.
Phillips, administrator of

At least one person was
reported injured in an accident that occurred around
noon today at the intersectin
of 11th and ,Sycamore Streets
in Murray.
Involved in the collision was
a Calloway County Road
Department truck and an
automobile.
Murray Police Department
officials were still investigating the accicrent at
presstime today and further
details were not available.
The injured person was being
treated at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital and the extent of the injuries was not
known at presstiine.

High Beef Prices
.Prompt Cattle
Rustlers In State

USDA Squashes
Rumors About
Lettuce Worms

GLASGOW, ky.:
4(AP) —
With higher beef prices in
prospect during 1979, there
apparently are some rustlers
about.
Two separate thefts of cattle
were reported in Barren
County over the weekend,
reports at the sheriff's office
indicated.
The J. C. Hatcher and
Steenbergen farm in Glasgow
reported theft of cattle valued
at $250 from a pasture.
And 26 head of feeder cattle
were reported stolen from the
Farmers Livestock Market.
The cattle were valued at
about $8,500.

Settlement With
KSU Students
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) —
The State Controlling Board
today approved a $675,000 outofcourt settlement of a civil
damages suit arising from the
shooting
of
anti-war
demonstrators at Kent State
University in May 1970.
Attorney General William J.
Brown said the 6-1 vote
cleared the way for dismissal
of the suit this afternoon by a
US. District Court judge in
Cleveland.
The settlement will benefit
families of nine people
wounded and the families of
four students killed when Ohio
National Guardsmen opened
fire on antiwar demonstrators
on the campus.
A federal criminal trial Eind
an earlier trial of the civil suit
both ended with authorities
cleared of responsibility in the
case, but a retrial of the civil
suit was ordered because one
juror had been threatened.
Today's decision by the
Controlling Board came
during a lull in the retrial,
which has been under way in
Cleveland since the board
declined last month to act on
releasing state money for the
settlement. On Wednesday,
however, state
Senate
Democrats decided that the
Controlling Board should
discuss settling the lawsuit.

the
police, surrounded
hospital, said Hugh Munn, a
spokesman for the State 1.nw
Enforcement Division.
They called relatives of the
men to persuade them to give
up.
Phillips said the orderly,
Robin Vondroff, 25, of Marion,
was in stable condition at
Marion Memorial Hospital.

nearby. Marion Memorial
Hospital. _
The gunmen slipped back
into the small hospital about 3
a.m. and barricaded themselves near the pharmacy,
authorities said.
Law enforcement officers,
including the Highway Patrol,
Marion County sheriff's
.deputies and Marion city

FederalProsecutor Takes
TV To Grand Jury Today
NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP) —
A federal prosecutor took a
television set before a federal
grand jury today, possibly to
play videotaped conversations
that led to arrests in Tennessee's prison clemencyselling scandal.
Joe A. Brown, assistant U.S.
attorney, took the television
set into the grand jury room as
the secret investigative body
resumed its deliberations
after a recess for the
Christmas holidays.
When three state employees, including Gov. Ray
Blanton's attorney, now
resigned, T. Edward Sisk,
were arrested Dec. 15, the FBI
filed affidavits showing

evidence in the case included
videotaped conversations
between an unidentified FBI
informant and a suspended
Tennessee Highway Patrol
officer. Sisk is represented by
Cecil Branstetter of Nashville.
Blanton and other state
officials testified before the
grand jury when it last met on
Dec. 22.
Among those subpoenaed to
appear during the next three
weeks include the governor's
personal secretary, Diane
Turner, aecording to- Jim
Glichrist, Blanton's press
secretary.

Tobacco Opening
Sale Date Is
Postponed To Jan. 22

Buying a
home?

HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.(AP)
— The opening date fortlarkfired tobacco gales has been
Call us and compare our
postponed until Jag. 22, ac..----Honteuwners insurance
cording to the Hopkinsville
price and coverages with
the others. Maybe I can
Tobacco Board of Trade.
save you some money. °
The market was scheduled
•
toOpen Jan. 16, but difficulties
in other markets and an
drying
overloading
of
You're in good hands.
facilities made the delay
Al:m.4r Insurance Co Northbrook ii
necessary, the board said.
See or Axone
A large concentration of
1/111=4:11
burley tobacco that was
Goy
wetter than usual in sales
Owen NOV=
Teas Salvo
before the year-end holiday
Dan Sipley
produced a backlog at
redrying facilities, and sales
Murray Insurance
in several areas ran behind
schedule because of weather
Agent
conditions before Christmas.
11•4-* Carter - 13.1-4701

LOOK WHAT YOUR MONEY
CAN DO FOR YOU!
Money Market Certificates
TERN

MINIMUM DEPOSIT

6 Months
(182 Days)

$10,000.00

GUARANTEED RATE
% More Than U.S. Treasury
Bill Rate

Based On Each Week's Treasury Auction
This Week's Rate 9.88%
Interest On All Savings Is Compounded Daily
Early Witkdrawal Requires A Substantial Interest Penalty

Savings plans that offeryou maximum allowable rates
for any insured financial institution.

Hog Market

King's Den

Storewide Winter

Clearance Sale
Now Going On
Save Up To

50%

Or More

8•1-Air Contor

MINIMUM
DEPOSIT
$1,000
$1,000
$1,000
$1,000
$1,000
No Minimum
Deposit

TERN
8 Year
6 Year
4 Year
30 Months
1 or 2 Year
90 Day
Golden Passbook
Regular Passbook

Indwitrial Average

+4.41

Air Products
lek Inc
American 114044151
+
Askiland OU
S011i+14
American Telephone .
1111%-ht
Bonanza
41/405%aChrysler
11%+1,
4
Ford Makw
4244+%
GAF
,
+
General Care'
' ,kortht k..ot t • •
General I/ranger
+4.
General Motors
t•
411144
General Tire
Goodrich
, Hardens.
Fieublein
•
In
IBM
Pennwalt
gasherOata
...........111114+
Wal-Mart
Wendy&

EFFECTIVE
ANNUAL YIELD
8.33%
8.06%
7.79%
6.98%
6.72%

RATE
8.00%
9.75%
. 7.50%
6.75%

0.50%

5.92%

NO Minimum
Deposit

Stock Market
Prices of stark of local interest
• noon, EDT, today, furnished to at
the
Ledger 4 T1rnes by Pinot of Michigan,
Corp_ of Murray, are as follow,

KING'SDEN
The Retro For Men

Federal-Sta(e Market News Serviic
Janil 4, 1979
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog' Market
Report Includes 7 Big*Stations
Receipts: Act. 7011 Cat WO Borrows
Gilts mostly steady soint ste•dy to Si
lower
US I-27/0-230I.'
$S 00-19 25
few $411.110
US 2 3111-340 lbs.
H11.75-49 00
US241/1/46010s.
447.75-10 75
U111411114111111s.
S46.75-17 75
-Sam
U814
140.00-41 OS
US I-3=It
lin 00-11 00
US 14
......... $41 00-42
US 14 111,41111111141:
e. • • .$02 Of1-44 00
US 24 MIMI&
1139 00-39 lc
Boars ta).00.0
.

Murray
Downtown
Branch

5.39%

104 4••••

Muray'

ISM
I....
•k •••• ••••••••• r.11

•••
SoUtti

Hopkinsville -Federal Savings &Loan Assn.

7th and Main
753-7921

.... "

ch

Bean

715 So. 12th St. '753-1214

TQUAI HOUSING

LENDER

1"
144-ee
In+ke
Web 24s
9/

•

I.
AmAltokon.

